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Attached are descriptions of issue-responsive programming broadcast by this station during the 
reporting period. 
 
The listed programs aired on the station during the reporting period on the days and times indicated.  
Each program regularly provides information or addresses current local issues of concern to viewers in 
the area where the station is located. 
 
LOCAL ISSUES ADDRESSED DURING THE QUARTER 
 
The following are local issues of concern to the community.  Programs that addressed these issues 
during this reporting period are listed on the following pages.   
 
Local Issue/Concern and Brief Description  
 
Coronavirus:    The COVID-19 health emergency has impacted the way we  
Facts Not Fear    work and live in numerous ways.  WUSA 9 is committed to  
     telling the story with facts, not fear. We reported on the  
     illness, possible treatments, the economic fallout, job losses,  
     food shortages, racial disparities in healthcare, and the   
     humanity of facing and fighting a pandemic together. WUSA 9 
     also aired a 30 minute special on May 28 on the coronavirus. 

 
DC Jail and COVID-19   COVID-19 outbreak inside the DC jail hasn't stayed behind the  
     facility's walls.  Inmates are getting jail employees sick – and  
     those employees are doing what they can to keep the virus  
     from spreading to their families and our community. But the  
     virus spreads indiscriminately, and it has turned the DC jail into  
           a coronavirus hot spot.  Even after federal court action, inmates  
     and guards kept coming to WUSA 9 asking for more help to  
     keep them safe. 
 



 
 
DC Unemployment Online   Coronavirus is causing historic unemployment. And if you're one 
Security Concerns   of the tens of thousands of people in DC filing for benefits, we 
     had a warning in this series of reports- be careful about how  
     you're giving your information to the DC Government. 
     The District is making people put copies of their social security  
     card and driver’s license into an unsecured email, to register for  
     assistance. Some are concerned people could be putting their  
     information at risk of identity theft. Our investigative reporter,  
     Eric Flack, asked DC Government officials if it needs to change  
     the system. 
 
Military: USNS Comfort   USNS Comfort is a floating Naval hospital. Originally based in  
     Baltimore, it is now based in Newport, Virginia. Now the ship  
     and its crew finds itself in New York helping in the COVID-19  
     pandemic. 
 
Protests For Racial Justice  Recent events, sparked by the death of George Floyd, have 
and policing    pushed race in America to the forefront of the conversation. For 
     many, discussions about race and the reality of living in America 
     as a Black person happen daily. But many households,   
     communities and workplaces are having these conversations for 
     the first time. WUSA is committed to telling the stories of racial  
     inequality, policing, and solutions going forward regarding Black 
     Lives Matter.   
 
Policing:  Use Of Tear Gas, Stinger On June 1st there was a 7pm curfew imposed on Washington 
Balls and Pepper Spray    DC streets in the midst of protests over the death of George 
     Floyd and the call for justice.  However, before the curfew was  
     to take place, federal law enforcement started demanding  
     protesters leave Lafayette Square Park. This was so the   
     President could have a clear path to St. John's Church across the 
     street from the park. In their push to get protesters out of the  
     area - canisters were tossed at them. Federal law enforcement  
     denied these canisters were tear gas and stinger ball grenades.  
     WUSA 9 crews discovered otherwise. 
 
Stop and Frisk    WUSA 9 has been investigating the practice of Stop and Frisk  
     within the DC Police Department for over 2 years. In this latest  
     installment,  we discover that MPD's own data shows that Black  
     people are searched and frisked 6 times more often by police  
     during stops.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
Nurses Appreciation Week  Nurses in 2020 are risking their lives to save ours.   
     WUSA 9 dedicated a week to honor them and say, “thank you”  
     with a diverse mix of stories and celebratory moments.  
      
 
        
Local Issue                                                                 Coronavirus:  Facts Not Fear 
 
April 1, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:00 length) 
Beloved DC Pizzeria Owner Fights To Keep Business Open During Coronavirus Crisis 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
When the coronavirus hit the DMV, it shut down a lot of the traffic around Pappas’ restaurant, which 
left her to grapple with some of her worst fears. Kouzina Angelina's relied on foot traffic from bars and 
lounges to help contribute to its business’ success. The pizza shop is the family’s only source of income. 
Interviewee: Angelina Pappas 
 
April 1, 2020 (5pm/1:43 length) 
Grocery Stores and COVID 
 
WUSA 9 knows this  story is top of mind for a lot of you. Coronavirus and grocery stores. 
Tonight the Trader Joe's in Arlington remains closed after an employee tested positive for coronavirus. 
The situation is shining a light on the risks grocery store workers face. 
 
April 2, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:30 length) 
COVID-19 Stories of Recovery  
Reporter: Mikea Turner 
 
Compilation of survivor stories, including the first DC person (priest) diagnosed with COVID-19. 

April 3, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:35 length) 
Local Nurse Makes Masks 
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
Montgomery County Nurse and fashion designer uses factories to produce PPE instead of clothes and 
donated them to area hospitals, fire departments and other frontline workers. 
Stanislaus Akisha/RN and Fashion Designer  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



April 3, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:02 length) 
Improper Disposal Of Wipes, Gloves Spark Health, Environmental Concerns 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
The coronavirus pandemic has led many people to buy whatever they can to protect themselves, such as 
disinfectant wipes, masks and gloves. However, the methods some people are using to get rid of the 
protective and cleaning tools is becoming a problem. "Messy, gross," is how Lyn Riggins, who is the 
spokesperson for WSSC Water, described what workers are pulling out of pumps at water treatment 
facilities.  Interviewee: Lynn Riggins 
 
April 3, 20200 (5am and 6am re-air/1:42 length) 
Importance of Testing  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
Experts say each day coronavirus testing gets better here in the DMV.  That should be important 
because until a vaccine is created.  Testing is the one line of defense for controlling the virus. We spoke 
with Dr. Kristie Johnson from the University of Maryland. 
 

April 3, 2020 (6pm/3:05 length) 
Airline Safety and COVID 
 
"We are sitting ducks" -- that's what flight attendants are telling WUSA 9 about flying during a global 
pandemic.  They reached out to our investigative team about their fears and what they want to see 
happen next.  
 
April 6, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:50 length) 
Restaurant Owner Helps  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
The impact on restaurants from the coronavirus has been devastating. Restaurants are either closed or 
reduced to take-out only. In doing so - thousands of workers have been put in a helpless position. We 
talked to a restaurateur who's making it his mission to help his employees. Boby Pradachith, Owner, 
Thip Khao 
 

April 6, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:00 length) 
Father Shares Challenge of Planning Son's Funeral During Coronavirus Pandemic 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Laying a loved one to rest is one of the worst things some people are having to do during the 
coronavirus pandemic, and one father explains how it's impacting his family with the loss of his son. 
Guidelines on mass gatherings have impacted what happens when someone dies in the DC area. 
One family encountered the effects of the mass gathering rules as they planned a funeral for a 31-year-
old man who died in a motorcycle crash in March.  Interviewee: Charles Clary 
 



 
April 6, 2020 (6pm/2:07 length) 
Breast Pumps, COVID and Ventilator Shortage 
 
A team of Maryland engineers is working on an emergency fix for the nationwide ventilator shortage - 
using breast pumps. 
 
April 7, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Demand For Midwives Surge During Pandemic     
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
The demand for midwives has surged during the pandemic. Many women are turning to home births 
because they feel safer at home than they do in hospitals during the coronavirus outbreak. Hilary 
Biesecker is a midwife with Loudoun Home Birth and Healthcare. Mairi Breen Rothman is a midwife with 
M.A.M.A.S.  
 
April 7, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:07 length)  
Healthcare, First Responder Unions Urge DC Mayor To Change Approach On Coronavirus Testing 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
A coalition of unions representing healthcare workers and first responders is calling on the DC  
government to take a more aggressive approach on coronavirus testing.  The organizations fear doctors, 
nurses, paramedics, and other healthcare workers will be unable to treat patients if too many of them get 
sick.  Interviewee: Roberta Lenoir 
 
April 7, 2020 (11pm/2:08 length) 
April 8, 2020 (5:30pm re-air/2:08 length) 
Cobra Health Insurance and COVID-19 
 
The staggering unemployment numbers resulting from coronavirus have turned lives upside down. One 
health care group, Health Management Associates, now estimates between 12-35 million people are 
projected to lose their employer-sponsored health insurance if the unemployment rate hits 17%. At the 
time of our reporting, it stood at 13%. 
 
A week before our story aired, Congress passed a massive economic stimulus plan to try to offer some 
relief to struggling Americans. But left out of that $2-trillion package was money to help millions of 
newly unemployed Americans keep their health care coverage. 
 
COBRA is the federal law that requires employers to let you hold onto your health insurance when 
you're laid off. But here's the catch – you have to pay the entire cost of the plan, including your 
employer's portion, to maintain the same level of benefits you had before you lost your job. And that 
can be prohibitively expensive, with costs exceeding $1,000 a month or more depending on the size of 
your family. 
 
 



Our reporting highlighted a call for COBRA assistance to be part of a new stimulus package. Some 
lawmakers are calling for 100% coverage of COBRA costs during the pandemic to be included in the next 
round of economic stimulus being discussed in Congress. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Kendrick Wilson: Unemployed Maryland resident 
Sean McGarvey: President, North America's Building Trades Union 
Rep. Bobby Scott: Democratic Virginia Congressman 
Sen. Dick Durbin: Democratic Illinois Senator 
 
April 8, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:58 length) 
Man Shares Life-Changing Story After Testing Positive For Coronavirus 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
A 31-year-old from Maryland was one of those people who did not originally want to believe that 
catching COVID-19 could happen to him until it did.  Fishe was in recovery after testing positive for the 
coronavirus when he shared his story on WUSA 9. 
Interviewee: Kenneth DeMario Fishe 

April 8, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
Bridal Masks For Health Care Workers   
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Carine’s Bridal in Georgetown was forced to close its doors during the pandemic. Sales and alterations 
were on hold. Owner Carine Krewzek decided to use her sewing skills and employees to make masks to 
donate to health care workers. In just weeks, they were able to create thousands of PPE to hand out to 
local hospitals and clinics in need.  
 
April 9, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:41 length) 
Covid-19 Pandemic Highlights Socioeconomic Health Care Disparities 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
Board certified doctors from the University of Virginia explained how minorities were being impacted by 
the coronavirus at much higher rate than other groups of people. They explained how lower income 
families were also infected at a higher rate. They said there are disparities in race in healthcare.  
 
April 9, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:56 length) 
Photographer Captures What Life Looks Like In Washington D.C. Amid Coronavirus 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
A local photographer decided to visit the popular DC landmarks, like the Washington Monument and 
Massachusetts Avenue to capture the very different look as families practiced social distancing. During 
the coronavirus quarantine, the usually bustling DMV looks very different. A local photographer decided 
to capture this moment in history through her lens. 

 
 



April 10, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:15 length) 
Healthcare Alternative For People Who Lost Benefits 
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
Raising awareness about Federally quality health care centers as an alternative to people who lost their 
job and healthcare benefits.  Dr. Sonja Bachus/ Greater Baden Medical Services  
 
April 10, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Coronavirus: Local Non-Profit Delivers Handwritten Letters With Each Meal 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
A local nonprofit is asking for handwritten letters to hand out to children in the community who may be 
feeling lonely or isolated. The team at Mobile Hope In Loudon County is asking for people to write a 
handwritten letter that they can hand out in their weekly food bags. Founder Donna Fortier said it is a 
simple gesture that goes a long way. 

April 10, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
RVS for MDs  
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Strangers started donating their RVs to health care workers in the area during the coronavirus 
pandemic. This allowed front line workers to remain close to their families, without putting them at risk 
of contracting the virus. Stacy Ng donated her RV. Traquan Gregory is an EMT in Buckingham County.  
 
April 11, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Coronavirus: Local Volunteer Donates Thousands of Cookies to Essential Workers 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
Through this season of uncertainty, we’ve seen many people go out of their way to show their 
appreciation. One woman from Clarksburg, Maryland decided to help by donating cookies to essential 
workers. Elizabeth Kessler said the idea started when she baked several hundred cookies to deliver to 
employees at local hospitals. It turns out, many other people in the community wanted to contribute by 
donating packaged cookies. Elizabeth Kessler said it was important for essential workers to know that 
people are thinking about them. 
 
April 13, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:42 length) 
Distance Learning Sparks Safety Concerns From Some Child Advocates 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
The coronavirus pandemic has forced children across the DC area to take school classes from home and 
that means they are spending a lot more time on the internet.  Child safety advocates are sounding the 
alarm about dangers kids may be facing while distance learning.  Interviewee: Callahan Walsh 
 
 



April 13, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:25 length) 
Weather Preps in Quarantine  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
It's certainly different, in other times you would not think twice about going to see your neighbor for 
information about severe weather or staying with friends if your power goes out.  In this time of social 
and physical isolation, the most important part of storm preps is to make sure you have information at 
your fingertips. 
 
April 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:16 length) 
Unemployment Website  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
DC's obsolete unemployment website.  The city has told people to call in for unemployment issues, but 
workers we spoke to say they've spent weeks on the phone trying to get through with no luck. That is 
something city officials are rushing to fix this week. Elissa Silverman, DC Councilmember  
 
April 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:20 length) 
Dial a Priest   
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
One of the saddest realities of the coronavirus was the fact that people were dying alone. Because of 
hospital restrictions, many people who were infected were not able to have their families with them in 
the hospital. That’s why Dial-A-Priest was created. It offered a way for people to get their last rites and 
prayers safely. Lorenzo Lebrija - Priest.  
 

April 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:57 length) 
Doctors Suggest Protecting Eyes During Coronavirus Pandemic 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Many areas across the DC area are requiring people to wear masks or face coverings to help prevent the 
spread of COVID-19.  A Maryland optometrist is urging the public to not forget about keeping their eyes 
healthy.  Dr. Devin Sasser recalled the moments he first learned about the coronavirus hitting the DMV. 
Interviewee: Dr. Devin Sasser 

April 14, 2020 (5:30pm/1:55 length) 
Free Groceries During COVID 
 
As we head into week 4 of social distancing, DC is stepping up to help fill your fridge. 
The city is offering free groceries for families to help them get through this pandemic.   
 
 
 
 
 



April 14, 2020 (11pm/2:31 length) 
April 15, 2020 (5:30pm re-air/2:31 length) 
NOVA Donations 
 
Northern Virginia Community College classrooms, regularly filled with noise and activity, are abandoned 
due to COVID. Everyone is at home, learning through their computers.  That means the tools normally 
part of lessons are no longer needed on campus. The professors and staff realized those tools could be 
used elsewhere.  Items like personal protective equipment that included gloves, masks, goggles, ethanol 
pads and concentrated disinfectant sprays. The college donated the items to the Alexandria Health 
Department. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Laura Garcia: Automotive Professor, Northern Virginia Community College 
Dr. Maggie Emblom: Associate Dean of Science, Northern Virginia Community College 
Jasmin Johnson: Assistant Public Health Emergency Management Coordinator, Alexandria Health 
Department 
 
April 15, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:15 length) 
Whole Foods Employee: Multiple Workers at Logan Circle Store Have Coronavirus 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Whole Foods store employees in Logan Circle are sounding the alarm after they said at least six workers 
at the store contracted coronavirus.  The employees work at the Whole Foods on P Street near Logan 
Circle in Northwest DC.  The workers said cases have been popping up at the location since mid-March, 
the store has not been shut down for a deep cleaning and shoppers are not being told about what is 
going on. 
 
April 16, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:05 length) 
Keeping Love Alive in Quarantine  
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
A relationship expert offered tips on how to keep and/or build a healthy relationship during quarantine 
while a divorce lawyer talked about the influx of calls. A happily married couple was also interviewed. 
 
Maurice and Kameelah Spence/ Married couple in quarantine 
Harriet Lampkin, Divorce Lawyer/ Lampkin Law firm  
Dr. Kia James/ Relationship Therapist  
 
April 16, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Real Estate During The Pandemic  
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Real estate agents have continued to see a demand in people looking to sell and buy homes during the 
pandemic. We took a look at some of the trends during COVID-19 and how it has impacted the way 
home buying and selling works. Shoshanna Tanner is a realtor with Compass Realty. Priyadarshini 
Persaud is a realtor with Home Team Realty.  



 
April 16, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:25 length) 
4 of 5 Whole Foods Stores in DC Have Employees Diagnosed with COVID-19 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
   
Four of the five Whole Foods stores within DC’s city limits have employees who have tested positive for 
the coronavirus, a company spokesperson confirms.  Whole Foods on Thursday initially issued a 
statement saying all stores had a case of coronavirus in them, but a spokesperson clarified Thursday 
evening saying “We previously shared that our Tenleytown store had a Team Member that tested 
positive for COVID-19 in the store. We have since learned that was not the case, and we apologize for the 
confusion."  The information was released after a WUSA 9 investigation revealed at least six employees 
at the Whole Foods in Logan Circle tested positive for the coronavirus. 
 
April 16, 2020 (5am and re-air 6am/1:12 length) 
How To Wear a Mask 
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
With new rules in place, many people are wondering -- how do you know if you're wearing a mask the 
right way? We show viewers the proper use of a mask to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. 
 
April 16, 2020 (7pm/2:00 length) 
3D Mask Help 
 
This virus has hit us hard -- but it has also brought out the best in so many of us. 
A group of high school students in Prince William County heard a plea for protective gear for hospital 
workers and harnessed their technical know-how to make a difference. 
 
 
April 17, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:07 length) 
Adored DC Pizzeria Owner Thanks Community For Support During COVID-19 Pandemic 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
While so many businesses are feeling a pinch during the coronavirus pandemic, the owners of a well-
known pizza shop in Northwest DC are breathing a brief sigh of relief.  Three weeks ago, Kouzina 
Angelina’s Pizzeria was unsure if it would be able to keep its doors open.  Interviewee: Angelina Pappas 
 

April 17, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
Essential Lunch Workers     
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Prince William County schools continued to feed its students like many other school districts across the 
country. They documented each day through photographs as a reminder of the important work the staff 
there is doing.  
 
 



April 17, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Coronavirus: Big Brother Lends Sister a Helping Hand After Her School Play Was Canceled 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
When the coronavirus pandemic cancelled school, that also included all afterschool activities like school 
shows. One local student was heartbroken she could not participate in her school show. McKenzie Ennis 
had been practicing for her role in "Jesus Chris Superstar." When the school was closed due to social 
distancing, that is when her older brother Justin Ennis stepped up to help. He learned the steps and 
became her dance partner in a video that has now gone viral online. 
 
April 19, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:14 length) 
Stress From Coronavirus Can Lead to Insomnia 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
A sleep expert explained how the daily stresses from life and living through a pandemic can weigh heavy 
on people. She offered tips on how to get to sleep if you found yourself unable to during the pandemic.  

April 20, 2020 (6pm/2:12 length) 
Nursing Homes and COVID 
 
The coronavirus is sweeping through long-term care facilities in our area. One of them is "Sagepoint 
Senior Living Services Center" in Charles County, Maryland. 
 
April 21, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:21 length) 
Antibody Treatments  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
With prospects of a vaccine in the distant future, researchers are trying to find ways to treat the virus 
once you get it. Dr. Magali Fontaine is a pathologist at the University of Maryland School of Medicine. In 
the middle of this pandemic, she and her team research different treatments for COVID19 -- starting 
with the blood plasma. 
 

April 22, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:20 length) 
2 DC Circulator Employees Test Positive for COVID-19, Bus Driver Raises Safety Concerns 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
At least two DC Circulator employees have tested positive for COVID-19, according to a spokesperson. 
Rapt Dev, the company that staffs the DC. Circulator, said buses are being cleaned regularly following 
proper protocols. Interviewee: Joyce Boone 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
April 22, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:33 length) 
Librarians: 3D Print Masks For Healthcare Workers  
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Librarians in Stafford County turned their basement into a 3D printing workshop. The printers were 
sitting empty in the schools, so Nathan Sekinger, a Librarian at one of the county middle schools decided 
to take them home. After dinner and putting the kids to bed, he and his wife go down to their workshop 
and print masks and shields for area healthcare workers.  
 
April 22, 2020 (5pm/1:21 length) 
April 22, 2020 (11pm/3:25 length) 
April 23, 2020 (6pm/3:25 length) 
Mortgage Payments Deferrals During COVID 
 
High unemployment is one of the consequences of the COVID pandemic. As a result, many DC are area 
residents are left scrambling to make mortgage payments. The CARES Act gives homeowners some 
relief. But as investigative reporter, Laura Geller, reported, a lack of certain rules could hurt 
homeowners.   The legislation does not give a timeline for how the lender can make you pay back those 
payments.  One lump sum or extending a loan by the number of months missed. We reported on a call 
for Congress to amend the CARES Act so that payments could be added to the end of a mortgage. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Chong Yi: Yi Team of Rockville 
Sen. Mark Warner: (D) Virginia 
 
April 23, 2020 (5:30am and 6:30am re-air/2:20 length) 
DC Cat Café In Danger of Closing  
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
A luxurious cat café in Georgetown was in danger of closing due to loss in revenue and no help from the 
Paycheck Protection Program. Kanchan Singh, Founder/Crumbs and Whiskers  
 
April 23, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:35 length) 
Art For Coronavirus 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 

DMV artist hosted multiple virtual art shows during the coronavirus pandemic. He used the stay-at-
home orders to focus on his craft. He spoke about losing multiple family members to the virus and how 
his emotions are woven into his artwork.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
April 23, 2020 (6pm/1:37 length) 
Domestic Violence During COVID Stay-at-Home Orders 
 
For some --  stay-at-home orders are dangerous.   Montgomery County Police reports a 25% increase in 
domestic violence since the stay-at-home order began. For many victims of abuse at home -- they may 
feel like they have nowhere to go.  But Montgomery County has a new campaign to connect them with 
resources they need.  
 
April 24, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:09 length) 
Scammers Taking Advantage of Coronavirus Fears; Dominion Energy Offers Tips to Stay Safe 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Scammers are trying to use the coronavirus pandemic to take advantage some of people’s biggest fears. 
Dominion Energy said scammers are offering customers discounts on their utility bills, but none of it is 
true. Interviewee: Peggy Fox 

April 24, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length)  
UMD Hydroxychloroquine 
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
President Trump has talked a lot about the drug hydroxy-chloroquine as a treatment for coronavirus. 
But does it actually work? The University of Maryland School of Medicine started a test to find out. We 
spoke with Infectious Disease Specialist Dr. Kathy Noozel. 
 
April 27, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:15 length) 
Local Family Discusses Challenges of Teletherapy During Coronavirus Pandemic 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
One family discussed the challenges of teletherapy for their toddler son who’s autistic. He was once 
attending a facility to help with his diagnosis multiple times a week, to now being at home full-time. His 
mother explains his regression in some areas and how their doing their best to keep him 
developmentally on track.  

 
April 27, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Pandemic Speeding Crackdown    
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Police have seen an increase in speeding since the start of the pandemic. Empty roads are creating a 
temptation for drivers. Law enforcement agencies have given out several tickets to drivers going above 
100 mph. John Atkinson is the Executive Director of the Governor’s Highway Safety Association.  
 

 



April 27, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:40 length) 
Soap Business Booming  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
Millions of Americans have lost their jobs. Entire industries brought to a standstill because of stay at 
home orders. But there is one industry which is thriving - cleaning supplies. We found a local soap 
company in DC, which despite the economic downturn, is cleaning up -- and actually trying to hire 
people. David Simnick, CEO, Soap Box 
 

April 28, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
Virtual Bridal Appointments  
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Coronavirus caused many businesses to physically close their doors. Carine’s Bridal and Lovely Bride DC 
both turned to virtual bridal appointments to continue to provide services for their clientele. Briana 
Abedi is a stylist at Carine’s Bridal. Danielle Anane is the manager at Lovely Bride DC.  
 

April 28, 2020 (5pm/2:00 length) 
Small Business Loans During COVID 
 
It's a tough reality -- thousands of DC restaurants closed -- or pared down to a sliver….Tens of thousands 
of employees laid off...and what's more infuriating to some chefs and restaurant owners - they claim 
their insurance companies are refusing to cover the pandemic losses.  Here in DC, Bruce Leshan found 
one restaurant leading the fight to force the insurance companies to help by filing a new federal class 
action lawsuit. 
 
April 29, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:57 length) 
Nonprofit Supplies Meals, Technology For Families in Southeast DC 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
A group in southeast DC is doing all it can to make sure people east of the Anacostia River have what 
they need during the coronavirus pandemic.  The Far Southeast Family Strengthening Collaborative is 
handing out hundreds of meals to seniors and connecting families to technology.  Bussey-Reeder is the 
Executive Director of the FSFSC, a nonprofit that partners with dozens of organizations to help pull 
families in Ward 8 out of poverty and give them equal opportunities.  Interviewee: Dionne Bussey-
Reeder 
 
May 1, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:13 length) 
This Woman Survived Coronavirus and Domestic Violence 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
While the coronavirus pandemic has many people staying at home, advocates for domestic violence 
victims recognize home might not be the safest place for victims stuck in the house with their abusers. 
Kiawana Leaf is a survivor of COVID-19 and domestic violence. 
Interviewee: Kiawana Leaf 



May 1, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:00 length) 
Contact Tracing  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
Along the path to reopening, health officials say we need systems in place to contain future outbreaks. 
That means states and cities will need to invest heavily in contact tracing. Dr. David Harvey is the head 
of the National Coalition of STD Directors. He says health department officials called "contact tracers" 
were most recently used during an HIV outbreak in Indiana back in 2013 when Vice President Mike 
Pence was Governor. 
 
May 4, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:57 length) 
Coronavirus Pandemic May Impact Retirement Plans 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
The coronavirus pandemic may have a negative impact on people planning to retire this year. 
Financial experts told WUSA 9 changes in the stock market have cost most 401K plans to lose about 25 
percent of their values.  Interviewee: David Flinchum 
 
 
May 4, 2020 (6pm/1:49 length) 
Construction During COVID 
 
Concerns about COVID-19 and the rules for local construction work. Local crews are deemed essential 
and continue to build during the pandemic.  But after three positive cases at one Montgomery County 
construction site, a mother of 3 wants answers. She says her family is now at risk. 
 
May 5, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:54 length) 
Here’s What You Need to Know if You’re Stopped by Police During Stay-at-Home Orders 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
The relationship between law enforcement and communities of color in America has been strained for 
years, and the Washington Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs said the coronavirus 
pandemic has caused some people in black and brown communities to have concerns. 
Tristin Brown and Marques Banks hosted an online training in April to make sure people were aware of 
their rights during stay-at-home orders across the DC. area. 
Interviewees: Tristin Brown and Marques Banks. 

May 5, 2020 (530pm/1:42 length) 
May 5, 2020 (11pm/3:22 length) 
May 6, 2020 (5pm/3:22 length) 
Fort Detrick and COVID-19 Vaccine  
 
The institute known as the "Birthplace of Medical Biodefense Research" is at Fort Detrick just outside of 
Frederick, Maryland. Scientists and service-members there do research and work to protect the 
American soldier.   
 
 



The lab now has a team of researchers working on COVID-19 treatments, and even possible vaccines. It's 
a place where lab coats and camouflage go hand-in-hand, where microscopes and test tubes replace 
guns and where HAZMAT suits protect government scientists from the danger of biological threats and 
infectious diseases. 
 
WUSA 9 spoke with the Chief of Viral Immunology and the Commander of the lab about their new 
mission. They've played crucial roles with research on the Ebola, SARS, and MERS outbreaks. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Dr. John Dye: Chief of Viral Immunology, Fort Detrick 
Col. Darrin Cox: Fort Detrick 
 
May 6, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:03 length) 
Arts and Culture Could Look Different Once Coronavirus Pandemic Ends 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Arts organizations in the DC area are preparing for what art and culture may look like after the 
coronavirus pandemic is over. The coronavirus pandemic has brought traditional arts to a screeching 
halt as exhibitions are closed and shows are postponed or canceled. Maiselman is the Executive Director 
at Cultural DC.  She believes when the COVID-19 crisis is over, the arts will likely look different. 
Interviewee: Kristi Maiselman 

May 6, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:55 length) 
Airline Seats of the Future 
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
An Italian company that design seats and interior for aircraft designed two interesting seat models that 
would help travelers maintain social distance on an airplane.  
Paolo Drago/ CEO, Aviointerors  
Ret. Lt. Col. Michael Hales/ Dir. Aviation Programs, Delaware State University  
 
May 7, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:45 length) 
Transitioning Back to Normal Life During Pandemic 
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
Medical lifestyle expert was interviewed on advice for helping people prepare for the DMV’s reopening. 
Dr. Eudene Harry/ Medical Lifestyle Expert at Oasis Wellness and Rejuvenation Center  
 
May 8, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:45 length) 
A Virtual Mother’s Day  
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
A mother-daughter duo talks about what it’s like to be separated on Mother’s Day. The daughter lives in 
Jacksonville, FL now and was two weeks away from her due-date. She talked about not having her mom 
around for that also.  Brenae Martin/ Mom-to-be and Debra Martin/ Mother  



May 8, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:11 length) 
The Bachelor-inspired Virtual Dating Experience to Help DC Residents Find Love 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
A DC event planning company is launching a new way for singles to meet people while stay at home 
orders are in place during the COVID-19 pandemic.  The experience is called ‘Digital Bachelor: DC 
Quarantine Edition’ -- based off the reality dating TV show phenomenon that revolves around a single 
bachelor and a group of romantic interests. 
Interviewee: Beth Cormack 

May 9, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:58 length) 
Howard University Hosts Virtual Graduation 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
Students from Howard University graduated, virtually. One of the oldest HBCUs in the nation had to hold 
their 152nd graduation online because of the coronavirus. The class of 2020 will be invited back in 2021 
to have an in person graduation. We spoke to two students about their graduation experience.  

May 11, 2020 (6pm/2:10 length) 
Five Nurse Family and COVID 
 
Lots of families have sacrificed on the front lines of the coronavirus crisis. One has given more than 
many.   The five Carroll sisters, originally from Prince George's County, all nurses. Four of them are now 
working to save the lives of COVID-19 patients. 
 
May 12, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:43 length) 
Tik Tok Videos Help Bring Families Together During Coronavirus Pandemic 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
The Bevans family of eight is using Tik Tok during current stay at home orders to bring them closer 
together.  Cheri and Marcus Bevans said they both enjoy dancing and learning new things despite the 
generational differences.  The family has spent more time together than normal during the coronavirus 
pandemic, and the Tik Tok practices and video shoots have become fun activities. 
 
May 12, 2020 (5pm/1:18 length) 
May 12, 2020 (11pm/4:58 length) 
May 13, 2020 (5:30pm/4:58 length) 
New World Post COVID-19 
 
How long will this "new normal" last? The answer, in part, comes from knowing how long those who 
have recovered from COVID-19 will be immune. Scientists currently don't know if people can show 
coronavirus symptoms months after seemingly recovering. 
 
Anna Carroll with CSIS, a DC think tank that last October predicted a coronavirus pandemic,  
says, "I think we're just going to be dealing with that sort of cyclical back and forth sort of dance for 
several months, if not years." 
 



CSIS's latest paper warns of a worst-case scenario: immunity for those who recover from COVID-19 
could only last for months; a vaccine could take years to discover and deploy; and our lives don't return 
to an "old normal" for the foreseeable future. 
 
WUSA 9 gathered some families by video chat and asked them what questions they have for experts 
studying this "new normal" after stay-at-home orders are lifted but before a coronavirus vaccine is 
distributed. 
 
These families asked about continued use of masks and hand sanitizers in public; what classrooms will 
look like; what college campuses will be like; telework; social distancing while traveling by plane, train 
and buses; and will there be crowds at sporting events and concerts. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Hector Falchetti: Prince George's County Resident 
Devon Walker: Private School Owner & Non-Profit President 
Brooke Walker: Middle School Student 
Martiza Franchetti: Prince George's County Resident, College Student 
Anna Carroll: Center for Strategic and International Studies 
 
May 13, 2020 (5:30am and 6:30am re-air/1:40 length) 
DC Wedding Planner Explores Micro-Wedding Concept 
Reporter: Mikea Turner 
 
DC wedding planner talks about the hardship of COVID-19 on his business and explains one new 
offering: a micro-wedding.  Four couples get married on the same day, at the same location, but at 
different times. It’s a way to save big bucks.  Andrew Roby/ Event and Wedding Planner  
 
May 13, 2020 (5pm/1:17 length) 
May 13, 2020 (11pm/3:16 length) 
May 14, 2020 (5:30pm/3:16 length) 
Why Are Area Unemployment Offices Having Problems Processing Claims 
 
Most states – including those in the DC area, use a 60-year-old computer language called COBOL to run 
unemployment department computers. That's according to a national association tracking these old 
systems. 
 
Those computers are now being asked to work in ways they never have before – but few people know 
how to work them. 
 
When COBOL was created in 1959, Dwight Eisenhower was president, computers were giant and COBOL 
was meant to work with punch-cards. DC, Maryland and Virginia all use COBOL to run their 
unemployment systems. 
 
 
 



"COBOL systems are very stable. It's just that they're very rigid," said Michele Evermore. She studies 
unemployment system modernization for the National Employment Law Project. "The demand right 
now well surpasses everything we've ever seen in history, so states not only have to pay out benefits on 
these old mainframes, but there's a new benefit – there are three new benefits the states have to 
reprogram their computers to be able to pay out. Having to do all of that at once requires an absolute 
heroic level of effort."  
 
Virginia's Department of Labor did not respond to our questions about modernizing unemployment 
computer systems. 
 
While Maryland Governor Larry Hogan said their system is working now, he addressed challenges in 
adapting their computers to new federal benefits. 
 
"It's very difficult to get hundreds of thousands of people money in a brand new program when the rules 
keep changing and when the money isn't flowing very well," Hogan said in a news conference. 
 
DC's Department of Employment Services declined an interview, writing in a statement it is working to 
"bridge the gaps of an aging system," adding: "The unprecedented demand has confirmed what we 
know – it is time for the federal government to invest strategically in the technology and innovation of 
their federal program's aging infrastructure."  
 
The National Association of State Workforce Agencies is calling for $300 million dollars each year from 
the feds to help complete modernizing unemployment benefit computers. So far, 20 states have 
completed updating their systems, but none locally. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Bill Hinshaw: COBOL Specialist 
Michele Evermore: National Employment Law Project 
Lucy Mastantuono: Filed for Unemployment in Virginia 
Gov. Larry Hogan: (R) Maryland 
 
May 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:34 length) 
Documenting Symptoms  
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
Each day we learn more about the symptoms of the coronavirus. There were the original ones you've 
definitely heard of like fever, cough, shortness of breath.  But then last month, the CDC put out some 
new ones like headaches, sore throats or the loss of taste and smell. We wanted to find out what the 
virus does to the body. So, we found someone who suffered from the virus, and a doctor to explain. 
Matt Newey, Recovered from Covid-19; Dr. Amesh Adalja, Johns Hopkins University  
 

 
 
 
 



May 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:10 length) 
Mystery Illness Tied to COVID-19 in Kids  
Reporter: Mikea Turner  
 
WUSA 9 spoke with a top doctor at Children’s National about mysterious inflammatory illness popping 
up in kids exposed to COVID-19. 
Dr. Charles Berul/ Chief of Cardiology, Co-director of Children’s Nat’l Institute  
 

May 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:42 length)  
Georgetown University Students' Criminal Justice Work Hindered by COVID-19 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
Students at Georgetown are working to free people from prison they believe are innocent. They’re 
focused now on Edward Martinez who is from DC but serving a prison sentence in Texas. They have 
evidence they believe will eventually free him from prison. But their work has been delayed due to the 
coronavirus. They’re hoping once the pandemic comes to an end, they’ll be able to continue their work. 

 
May 15, 2020 (5pm/1:52 length) 
May 15, 2020 (11pm/4:16 length) 
May 18, 2020 (5:30pm/4:16 length)  
Food Chain Disruption Due to COVID-19 
 
Getting food on your table requires a team of people across the country all working together in the 
middle of the pandemic. How can we expect the food supply chain to keep working through COVID-19? 
 
"What we're seeing is lots and lots of stockpiling," Dr. Sara Bleich, who studies food availability at 
Harvard University, said. "So people are going to the supermarket less frequently and when they go, 
they're buying a whole lot more stuff. What this raises is equity issues, because if you are low income 
and have a fixed amount of money that you're living on, you can't do that. If you live in a small 
apartment, you may not have space to actually stockpile food."  
 
That stockpiling was apparent as cars lined up for miles in Davidsonville, Maryland on May 2 to buy 
30,000 pounds of chicken at a discount, direct from a poultry company. Customers say they lined up for 
the low prices and perceptions of future meat shortages. 
 
"I think what we're seeing is the stress that COVID-19 is putting on the food system is obviously being 
felt by everyone, but it is acutely felt by low-income populations," Bleich said.  
 
There are some limited grocery shortages that for now depend on location. Avoiding the lines by 
shopping online can prove hit or miss. 
 
We asked WUSA 9 viewers what products they're missing most from store shelves.  Answers ranged 
from pancakes to frozen meals, flour and yeast. We noticed similar outages with online pickup. Some 
stores are also only allowing two orders of each type of meat due to "high demand."  
 



"COVID-19 is really been trying for us," John Boyd, president of the National Black Farmers Association, 
said speaking from his Virginia farm.  
 
Some of his association's livestock isn't being processed into meat because slaughterhouses are closed 
due to COVID-19 cases. 
 
Boyd also telling WUSA 9 that major banks are not extending credit now during planting season and 
adds that small farms have not been receiving the paycheck protection program payments for farm 
loans. 
 
Trucking bottlenecks once happening in March are beginning to clear with increased road speeds 
coming from less freeway traffic, and more open rest stops. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Sara Bleich: Harvard University Food Study Expert 
John Boyd: President, National Black Farmers Association & Virginia Farmer 
Adam Miller: Prince George's County Farmer 
Bryan Zumwalt: Consumer Brands Association 
 
May 17, 2020 (7am and 8am re-air/1:48 length) 
Montgomery Co. Students Donate Face Shields in Honor of Coach Who Died From COVID-19 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
A group of teenagers in Montgomery County are working to make a difference for healthcare workers 
and first responders by donating hundreds of face shields for free.  Jeho Otuya and Storm Templeton 
said the donations started as a family project but expanded when there was increased demand and 
need for volunteers. Templeton and Otuya got friends and classmates from the Landon School in 
Bethesda involved. 

May 18, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
Graduation Neighborhood Parade     
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Hampton Oaks seniors didn’t get the graduation they expected, but it’s certainly one they will never 
forget. Neighbors came together to line up and cheer on as seniors drove their cars through the 
neighborhood. It was a way to safely graduate the seniors on their hard earned accomplishments. Maya 
Vallejo is a graduating senior. Debbie Vallejo is her mother and organizer of the parade. Megan Hubbard 
is a photographer who donated her services.  
 
May 18, 2020 (5pm and 7pm re-air/1:53 length) 
Fairfax Schools and COVID 
 
Local districts are looking at what the new normal will look like in classrooms.  Fairfax County just 
released a possible plan. One part of the solution - is spacing out the desks further apart. 
 
 
 



May 19, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:30 length) 
DC Pandemic Road Closures   
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Several councilmembers are asking DDOT and the Mayor to close or reduce lanes during the pandemic 
to allow for better social distancing. As stay at home orders were in place, many people were turning to 
outdoor exercise. Councilmembers want to see more places for people in the district to exercise safely. 
Mary Cheh is a Councilmember representing Ward 3. Charles Allen is a Councilmember in DC.  
 
May 19, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:02 length) 
Undocumented Students Plead for COVID-19 Aid After Being Blocked From CARES Act Funding 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
As Congress works to pass a second financial aid package during the coronavirus crisis, many 
undocumented students are hoping to get some relief this time around. Guidance from the Department 
of Education blocked Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipients and some other 
undocumented students from receiving relief money in the CARES Act. 
Interviewee: Claudia Quinonez and Wesley Whistle  

May 20, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:44 length) 
Social Media Workshops Help Millennials Gain Skills While in Quarantine 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
While people all over the DC area are feeling the economic impacts of the coronavirus crisis, two local 
businesses are doing their part to help millennials feel empowered and gain skills during stay-at-home 
orders.  “We were planning to do a lot of travel and to execute a lot of events in different markets. Well, 
all of that gets shut down with COVID,” Jason Kelly said.  Kelly and Greg Jackson with The Wave USA and 
Fiona Crystal with Digital Dash PR are the brains behind a social media project for millennials called 
"Quarantine and Build." Interviewee: Greg Jackson and Jason Kelly 
 
May 20, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:25 length) 
Virtual Comedy Shows   
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
DC improv is a staple in the comedy scene in the District. It has been home to some of the biggest stars 
in the world. During the pandemic, the club was forced to shut its doors. It has since turned to bringing 
laughter to people virtually via Zoom comedy showcases. Chris White is the Marketing manager at DC 
Improv.   
 
May 20, 2020 (5pm and 7pm (re-air/1:38 length) 
Inflammatory Disease in Children and COVID 
 
Children's National Hospital in DC is reporting more new cases of Multi-system Inflammatory Syndrome 
in children.   Doctors believe this rare condition is associated with Covid-19.  
 
 



May 22, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:45 length) 
DC Rugby 
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
The coronavirus pandemic caused the X-F-L to fold.  But DC's pro rugby team is seeing some benefits. 
Andrew Douglas, Head Coach, Old Glory 
 
May 22, 2020 (5pm/1:09 length) 
May 22, 2020 (11pm/3:18 length) 
May 25, 2020 (5:30pm/3:18 length) 
Justice Delayed: Court Cases 
 
Trials for murder, sexual assault and thousands of other criminal and civil cases have been on hold for 
months as coronavirus has brought court systems across the country to a virtual standstill. 
 
That means justice delayed for crime victims and their families in a number of high profile cases in 
Maryland. Families like Andrea Chamblee's. Her husband was a journalist killed at the Capital Gazette 
almost 2 years ago. 
 
Army 2nd Lt. Richard Collins' family must also wait for justice. Collins' parents hoped to see their son's 
killer sentenced to life in prison, without the possibility of parole, back in April, almost 3 years after he 
was stabbed to death on the University of Maryland College Park campus. That sentencing is also 
postponed because of COVID. 
 
With all court proceedings, except processing of arrests, suspended in Maryland, the backlog of cases 
when courts reopen is sure to cause headaches. 
 
In Montgomery County, the sentencing of police officer Kevin Morris, convicted of assault caught for 
slamming his knee into a suspect's head, is one of 924 different court proceedings that have already 
been pushed back. 
 
In Prince George's County, the sentencing in the Collins case is one of 1,024 trials hearings or other legal 
actions without any action for the time being. 
 
Even after courts reopen it will be as long as six weeks in some places before trials resume, as courts 
work through the hundreds if not thousands of cases that stacked up during the shutdown. 
 
Prince George's County States Attorney, Aisha Braveboy said there have been some positives that have 
come out of all this, including the focus on keeping jail populations down by releasing and monitoring 
non-violent offenders.  
 
People Interviewed: 
Andrea Chamblee: Husband Killed in Capital Gazette Shootings 
Richard Collins, Jr.: Son Killed on University of Maryland Campus 
Aisha Braveboy: Prince George's County State's Attorney 
 



May 25, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:25 length) 
Virtual Bartending    
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Bars and restaurants physically closed their doors because of coronavirus. Halfsmoke DC found a way to 
support bartenders all across the DMV with a virtual cocktail series. It allows bartenders to connect with 
the community virtually, and even receive some virtual tips. Lamar Lusk is a bartender at Charlie Palmer 
Steak. Cassie Womack is a bartender at Bidwell Union Market.  
 
May 26, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:46 length) 
Virginia Hospital Center PPE Skin Damage    
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Virginia Hospital Center has the second highest number of coronavirus cases in Virginia. Its employees 
there say they are grateful to have proper PPE, but they are now dealing with the impacts that 
protective gear has on their skin. Melody Dickerson is the Chief Nursing Officer and Marie Basilici is a 
Registered Nurse.  
 
May 28, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:25 length) 
Virtual Talent Show   
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Teacher Megan Hubbard wanted to make sure her students still got the chance to experience everything 
they had planned for the school year. Even though coronavirus cut their time in the classroom short, she 
planned a virtual talent show for her 3rd grade class at Kate Waller Barrett Elementary.  
 
May 28, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:36 length) 
DC Photographer Captures New Normal During Coronavirus Pandemic 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
Anthony Mobley, a photographer, took to the streets during the coronavirus pandemic. He took pictures 
of people walking to the stores, nurses getting off of work, people waiting on buses to show how the 
streets were relatively empty and everyone now wearing masks. He captured the new normal of our 
lives.  

May 28, 2020 (7pm/30 minutes length) 
The Q&A Coronavirus Special  
Anchor:  Adam Longo 

With schools cancelled, businesses closed and COVID-19 numbers changing daily, it’s important for 
people in our community to get the most accurate information.  Our WUSA 9 team tackled some of the 
biggest social media misconceptions about returning to work, DIY treatments and political spin.  Our 
reporters took questions from our audience straight to vetted experts to get the answers.  Some of the 
questions asked:  Can my employer force me to get a COVID-19 test before returning to work?  Was the 
CARES act really introduced before the COVID Pandemic hit the US? 



Experts: 
Scott Oswald – The Employment Law Group  
Gary Nordlinger – Professor, George Washington University  
Angela Fernandez - GS1 US 

May 29, 2020 (5pm/1:51 length) 
May 29, 2020 (11pm/4:02 length) 
June 1, 2020 (5:30pm/4:02 length) 
Veteran Mental Health Concerns on Rise During COVID-19 
 
Local military veterans say the social isolation of a global pandemic can be even more difficult for former 
service-members with mental health concerns.  
 
Army veteran Natalie Hodge told WUSA 9's Laura Geller she lost her self-respect when she left the 
service. She says she tried taking her life six times after leaving the military. 
 
After many years of suffering, Hodge found light in her life through therapy. She now has a full-time job 
working for the federal government and finds stress relief working out and walking her two rescue dogs. 
 
But what she can't imagine is still being in that dark place, already feeling alone and isolated, and, on top 
of that, dealing with a global pandemic. 
 
"I had sentenced myself to a wall-less, door-less prison in my brain, so being home right now, if I was not 
in a better place in me, that's the total recipe," Hodge said "That's the total recipe to take your life." 
 
So, Hodge has organized Zoom calls with her veteran groups to talk about these concerns. She said she 
hears from people who have put their lives on the line to serve our country and now say they feel even 
more alone and are afraid to reach out for help. 
 
When we asked Hodge if she thinks the Department of Veterans Affairs is doing enough to help veterans 
during this challenging time, she said she's been seeing a lot of emails and that's really encouraging to 
those who get them. But asks what happens to the ones who don't have email? She feels regular phone 
calls would been a better way to reach a vulnerable population. 
 
Dr. Matthew Miller with the VA said the calls are coming into the Veteran Crisis Hotline. At the start of 
March, less than 1% of them were COVID-19-related. The numbers kept increasing. By the end of that 
month, between 20-25% of the incoming calls centered around the coronavirus. 
 
According to VA officials, they're adapting. They've encouraged telehealth and video visits, sent out 
millions of texts through the Vet Text program, added resources to the crisis line and transitioned those 
700 staff members to telework. 
 
Miller explained now, the VA is also looking into increasing the capacity for telehealth and video 
connections. 

People Interviewed: 
Natalie Hodge: U.S. Army Veteran 
Dr. Matthew Miller: Director of Veterans Affairs Suicide Prevention Program 



June 1, 2020 (11pm/3:06 length) 
June 2, 2020 (5pm re-air/3:06 length) 
Postal Workers and COVID 
 
Despite at least one confirmed case of coronavirus among its DC workers, the U.S. Postal Service is not 
providing enough personal protective supplies to keep its staff safe, one employee says.  
 
"I have a mask, gloves -- I got them myself," D.C. mail carrier Sheldon Curtis, who works a route in 
Southeast Washington, said. "I got wipes. I got Lysol wipes. Everybody got their stuff by themselves." 
 
WUSA 9 asked the US Postal Service, through an exchange of emails, about Curtis' claim that USPS is not 
providing adequate gear, like masks and hand sanitizer. 
 
"We are encouraging healthy behaviors and protocols including frequent hand washing, use of 
sanitizers, and additional cleaning of work spaces, and are encouraging any employee who feels they are 
sick to stay home," a statement read. 
 
The Postal Service also told WUSA 9 that one employee at the Brentwood postal facility tested positive 
for COVID. The facility remains open to mail carriers, other employees and the public. 
 
WUSA 9 asked DC Mayor Muriel Bowser on Wednesday whether the U.S. Postal Service should consider 
scaling back service to better protect its employees and the public. 
 
"We would, of course, expect that proper conditions are being offered at the post office," Bowser said. 
"According to our stay at home order, postal service is essential work." 
 
People Interviewed: 
Sheldon Curtis: Postal Carrier 
 
June 5, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:15 length) 
Title: Smithsonian Survival During the Pandemic    
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
The Smithsonian Institute has been closed since mid-March because of the coronavirus pandemic. We 
checked in with some of the essential employees to see how they have continued to keep things running 
in the museums. Bryan Amaral is the Senior Curator of the Smithsonian's National Zoo.  Lt. William 
Heiuslup is part of the Air and Space Museum security team.   
 
June 10, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:28 length) 
Paramedic Travels to Washington DC to Donate His Time Helping Out with COVID-19 and Area 
Protests 
Reporter:  Nicole DiAntonio 
 
Anthony Venzon came to the DMV to help fight the coronavirus pandemic and he ended up on the front 
lines of the protests. He is a paramedic based in Pennsylvania. He was originally sent to Baltimore and 
Prince George's County to help in the fight against COVID-19.  On the day he was planning to leave, he 
instead helped volunteer at the Street Medics tent along Black Lives Matter Plaza. 



 
June 12, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:28 length) 
Futurist Covid-19 Predictions 
Reporter: Matt Gregory 
 
It seems like every day we get a different prediction on what the "new normal" will be after the 
pandemic. It can get confusing. So, we talked to a man whose job it is to forecast the future.  
Christopher Kent, Futurist 

June 24, 2020 (5:30am and 6:30am re-air/1:28 length) 
Art of Kindness 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 

With all the negativity floating around during the pandemic, the Vienna Arts Society wanted to highlight 
some of the acts of kindness happening. They are reviving their campaign called “Art of Kindness”, 
encouraging people to decorate their driveways for good. 

June 25, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:37 length) 
Trapped in the US 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 

Since the pandemic hit – people from all over the world haven’t been able to get into the US. But people 
haven’t been able to get out either. One woman from Honduras hasn’t been able to return home 
because her country’s borders are shut.  

June 26, 2020 (5am and 6:30am re-air/1:26 length) 
Home Weddings 
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 

So many people had big plans this year -- from weddings to graduations. But it all looks much different 
now because of Covid-19. There's a new trend thanks to creative businesses. Micro-weddings. And with 
just a few clicks -- you can have your wedding right at home. 

June 29, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:20 length) 
Coronavirus Numbers Explained  
Reporter: Matt Gregory  

It’s hard to determine how the country is actually handling the coronavirus pandemic. So WUSA 9 spoke 
to a Johns Hopkins University professor about the key performance indicators to look out for when it 
comes to the numbers.  

June 29, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
How Restaurants are dealing with Phase 2 
Reporter: Megan Rivers  

As more places around the country experience spikes in cases, some states are pausing their reopening 
plans, or even forcing things to shut again. DC is cautiously forging ahead with phase 2. It’s also been the 
first chance for restaurants to get back to some sense of normalcy, so we checked back in with some 
about how they’re handling things.  



June 30, 2020 (5:30am and 6:30am re-air/1:00 length) 
Chiropractor Impacted by Shutdown 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 

More states are seeing spikes in COVID-19 cases, however Virginia is forging ahead with reopening 
plans. However, people here are still cautious to go out. We spoke to a Chiropractor about how his 
business is still being slow despite things reopening.  

June 30, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:10 length) 
4th of July Travel 
Reporter: Matt Gregory 

74% of Americans say they don’t plan to travel this Independence Day, however that means a quarter 
still will. This could lead to more outbreaks, like we saw in Loudoun, Co. VA, where more than 100 
people contracted the virus after visiting Myrtle Beach, SC. 

Local Issue                                                                 DC Jail and COVID-19 
 
April 23, 2020 (5:30pm/3:14 length) 
April 23, 2020 (6pm/1:46 length) 
April 23, 2020 (11pm/3:14 length) 
 
WUSA 9 reported on an ACLU lawsuit about health conditions at the DC jail when it comes to containing 
and preventing COVID-19. We reported about an emergency hearing where a judge ruled that outside 
monitors be allowed to monitor what is going on inside the jail.  WUSA 9 also reported on DC jail guards 
putting down an inmate protest earlier in the week over COVID-19 lockdown measures. We obtained 
letters from inmates, sent to their attorneys and the ACLU. In those letters, inmates claimed they 
haven't been allowed to shower for more than 4 days or use the phones to call family and attorneys. 
These claims were similar to what independent DC inspectors confirmed to WUSA9. We also reported 
that 5 guards were infected, along with 196 guards being put into quarantine; and 20 inmates were 
infected, with 232 in quarantine.  
 
People Interviewed: 
Scott Michelman: Legal Director, ACLU-DC 
Mayor Muriel Bowser: (D) District of Columbia 
 
May 1, 2020 (11pm/4:47 length) 
May 2, 2020 (5pm re-air/4:47 length) 
 
On this date, WUSA 9  talked with a DC jail corrections officer, Sgt. Jannease Johnson about what 
conditions are like inside the jail. She kept a video diary and gave us these clips to share with viewers. 
She also talked about one of her co-workers who died from COVID-19 after contracting it inside the jail.  
 
WUSA 9 also talked with a woman whose son is in the DC jail about her concerns for her son's health 
safety.  We were allowed to listen in and record a phone call between mother and son, as he said, "This 
is not jail. This is the cemetery. We're just waiting to die." 
 
 



People Interviewed: 
Sgt. Jannease Johnson: DC Jail Officer 
Roberta Moore: Son is in DC Jail 
Darin Moore: Inmate 
Quincy Booth: Director, DC Dept of Corrections 
 
May 3, 2020 (5:30pm/3:14 length) 
May 3, 2020 (6pm/1:56 length) 
May 3, 2020 (11pm/3:14 length) 
 
WUSA 9 reported that 5 additional inmates in DC jail tested positive for COVID-19, which brought the 
total number of resident cases in DOC to 144 testing positive. Among the jail guards, 61 were positive 
with 42 in quarantine. Plus one inmate death. 
 
We also reported on an independent monitor report with some issues being ordered by U.S. District 
Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly, which included: increased protections in the jail, a call for improved 
conditions in isolation units and access to clean clothes and daily showers; better expedited response to 
sick call requests and access to attorneys; better education and training for both prisoners and guards 
about coronavirus precautions and social distancing; improvements to visitor screenings. 
 
WUSA 9 also reported on a call to let non-violent offenders out of the jail to help control the numbers. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Scott Michelman: Legal Director, ACLU-DC 
Sgt. Denise Johnson: Correctional Officer 
Mayor Muriel Bowser: (D) District of Columbia 
 
Local Issue        DC Unemployment Online  
         Security Concerns  
 
April 10, 2020 (5:30pm/1:23 length) 
April 10, 2020 (11pm/3:42 length) 
April 11, 2020 (5:30pm/3:42 length) 
 
In this report we talked with Duane Stowes, who filed for DC unemployment more than a month earlier, 
and still had not received any checks. Stowes filed a claim and then got a notification from the DC Office 
of Unemployment Compensation asking for him to verify his identity by submitting a government issued 
photo ID and a copy of his social security card. The city gave him an email address to send this sensitive 
information. In the subject line he was asked to include the following info: IDENTITY DOCUMENTS, along 
with the last 4 digits of his social security number and his first and last name. Stowes was concerned 
about the security of this email, versus sending it to a secure server.  
 
WUSA 9 also reported that unemployment offices in Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia tell people 
filing for unemployment benefits to only submit personal information through secure government 
websites, not email. 
 
 



In an email back to WUSA 9, the Department of Employment Services told WUSA 9 "We do not have 
access to a more secure electronic method. Claimants can mail these documents, but that will delay 
their claim processing and the receipt of their unemployment benefits." The agency also told us they 
had not received any information on potential security breaches. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Duane Stowes: Filed for DC Unemployment 
Matt Schultz: Chief Credit Analyst, Lending Tree 
DC Dept of Employment Services issued a statement 
 
April 14, 2020 (6pm/1:32 length) 
April 14, 2020 (11pm/3:27 length) 
April 15, 2020 (5:30pm/3:27 length( 
 
After our initial reporting, DC government tells WUSA 9 they are eyeing unemployment application 
changes after our investigation highlighted privacy gaps.  Also, Duane Stowes, after waiting for more 
than a month to get unemployment, finally got his first check after we brought his concerns to the 
Department of Unemployment Services. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Duane Stowes: Filed for DC Unemployment 
Matt Schultz: Chief Credit Analyst, Lending Tree 
DC Dept of Employment Services issued a statement 
 
Local Issue                                                                 Military:  USNS Comfort 
                                                                      
April 26, 2020 (11pm/3:31 length) 
April 27, 2020 (5:30pm re-air/3:31 length) 
 
USNS Comfort Capt. Patrick Amersbach was born and raised in the DMV, and now he's playing a major 
role in the response to COVID-19. He's the hospital ship's commanding officer. 
 
Amersback's roots in the DMV are deep. He provided WUSA 9 with a picture, almost 40 years old, of his 
graduation photo from the Bowie High School Class of 1982. He says he still has friends here, and told 
WUSA 9 the lessons he learned growing up in Maryland are still with him at the helm of the USNS 
Comfort. 
 
Amersbach's career in the military has taken him all over the world, most recently to New York City, 
where the Comfort is a large part of fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. The Comfort is one of only two 
Navy hospital ships. Essentially, it's a floating military health care facility. Each has the capacity to fill 
1,000 beds. 
 
The combination of medicine and military is right in Amersbach's wheelhouse. He has nursing and health 
policy degrees. The Bowie native has spent almost 30 years in the Navy. During many of his tours, he's 
led medical divisions. 
 
 



But this deployment came with challenges. The captain recalled the ship left quickly; they arrived in New 
York and had to work out the communications and patient transfer process; and then, their mission 
changed. 
 
Initially, they were supposed to help with hospital overflow of non-COVID patients. Shortly after the ship 
sailed into New York Harbor, officials said they simply weren't getting enough of them. The need for 
treating those with coronavirus was greater. 
 
They have the capacity to treat the worst – and what they're seeing is bad. When we spoke to 
Amersbach, he said they had dozens and dozens of patients in their ICU and on ventilators, and their 
doctors had performed about 30 surgeries 
 
People Interviewed: 
Capt. Patrick Amersbach, USNS Comfort 
 
May 5, 2020 (6pm/1:15 length) 
May 5, 2020 (11pm/3:30 length) 
May 6, 2020 (5:30pm/3:30 length) 
 
Those who already have lifetimes of service are playing major roles during this global pandemic. Local 
military personnel have been stepping up by leaving their homes to head to COVID-19 hot spots. 
 
If you're in the military, you're always ready to serve. Right now, that means traveling to places with 
large numbers of COVID-19 cases to fight the pandemic, which is sickening people across the country. 
 
Among those on the USNS Comfort and at the Javits Center in New York City are: Army Major Eugene 
Thomas, III of Gaithersburg, Maryland; and, Navy Senior Chief Michael Verest of Burke, Virginia. Verst is 
a respiratory therapist whose reserve unit is out of Bethesda. Thomas is a medical planner in the Army 
and he oversaw the transformation of the Javits Center from a convention center to a military field 
hospital.    
 
People Interviewed: 
Major Eugene Thomas, III: U.S. Army 
Sr. Chief Michael Verest: U.S. Navy 
 
VERIFY ON-AIR QUESTIONS REGARDING CORONAVIRUS 

With so many rumors and misinformation out there,  it can be hard to know what’s real and what’s 
not.  WUSA 9’s VERIFY team answered questions from the community about the coronavirus with vetted 
experts, original documents and fact-checking to get to the truth.  Segments were from :45-2:15 in 
length. 

 

 

 

 



Questions Verified: 

APRIL 

Can the government track your phone to see if you are following stay at home orders? 

Did a Prince George’s County Burger King employee test positive for COVID-19 but the restaurant didn’t 
shut down? 

Can your shoes carry coronavirus? 

Is there a difference between COVID blood tests and nose swab tests? 

Do any of these COVID DIY cures actually work?  

Does the CARES Act mean I don’t have to pay my student loan?   

Are the Stay At Home orders causing a change in the environment?  

Do experts suggest I wear gloves in public?  

How do I know if this is a real stimulus check or a scam? 

Does wearing contact lenses increase my risk of getting COVID? 

Did Dr. Fauci predict COVID-19? 

Does vaping put me at a higher risk of contracting COVID? 

Can I 3D print a safe face shield? 

Are hospitals inflating COVID numbers? 

Is 5G to blame for the pandemic? 

Are people being arrested for violating stay at home orders? 

Are hospitals separating parents from children if they test positive for COVID? 

Is a particular level of alcohol required in a sanitizer to make it effective? 

Did the U.S. send large quantities of PPE to China? 

Can taking Elderberry be dangerous if you catch COVID? 

Do I need to wash my groceries to protect from COVID? 

Do I need to not touch my mail/packages for 72 hours to protect from COVID?  

MAY 

Will filing for unemployment because of COVID hurt my credit score? 

Is this viral post about “how to tell if a product is made in China” legit  

Can restaurants legally charge a COVID Fee? 



Is this viral post really the new CDC guidelines for schools? 

If I refuse to return to work because of COVID, can I legally be fired? 

Is it legal for an employer to require me to take a COVID test? 

Are COVID tracing apps sharing your personal information? 

Is COVID spread by talking? 

Is there any evidence Vitamin D can help protect against COVID? 

Is the government issuing stimulus debit cards to track your purchases?  

Is there any evidence exercising puts you at greater risk for COVID? 

Are restaurant workers required to wear masks? 

Can masks really cause CO2 poisoning? 

Is there any evidence cannabis can help protect against COVID? 

Are hospitals paid more for COVID patients? 

Does HR Bill 6666 allow the government to take away your kids? 

Can you get COVID from a corpse?  

Can my apartment complex enforce a mask requirement? 

If I get a stimulus check for a deceased relative, can I keep it? 

JUNE 

Is this ADA mask exempt card legit? 

Are these the new rules for movie theaters? 

Do mail-in ballots take extra postage? 

Does Clorox splashless bleach not disinfect? 
 

Local Issue                                                                 Protests For Racial Justice, 
         Policing and Black Lives Matter 
          
 
June 2, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:57pm length) 
Protests Have Influenced Political Change Throughout American History 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
From the Boston Tea Party to the Civil Rights Movement, demonstrations have helped shape many of 
the laws and rights that exist in the nation.  Protests have been the key to unlocking the doors to many 
of the freedoms that exist in this country.  Protests have taken many forms throughout history that 
include sit-ins, rallies, marches and civil disobedience.  Interviewee: Dr. Ravi Perry 



June 3, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:15 length) 
1968 DC Riots May Help Find Solutions For Current Problems Affecting Black Americans 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
As protestors continue marching through the streets of DC demanding justice for George Floyd and 
other victims of police brutality, many of the events happening echo what the city went through after 
the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.  The images of buildings burning, storefronts with broken 
glass and police rushing the streets mirror the fires, damage, and civil unrest DC saw 52 years ago. 
Interviewee: Jane Levey 

June 8, 2020  (5am and 6am re-air/2:08 length) 
DC Police Officer Balances Being Black and Wearing Badge Amid Unrest 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Scenes of officers dressed in tactical gear, standing toe-to-toe with protesters, and using tactics to 
disperse crowds have played out across the country as thousands protest the death of George Floyd, an 
unarmed black man in Minneapolis.  Officer Hakim Tate, a 16-year veteran with the DC police 
department, said working as an officer during the protests in the nation’s capital has been difficult as he 
balances being a cop and a black man.  Interviewee: Hakim Tate 
 
June 8, 2020 (6pm/2:08 length) 
June 9, 2020 (12noon re-air/2:08 length) 
Policing:  Defunding Police, What Does That Mean 
 
Following nationwide protests after George Floyd's killing by a Minneapolis police officer, activists have 
called on local governments to defund police departments. 
 
In DC, the issue has been supported by some, serving as a focal point for protesters and community 
gatherings for the movement. 
 
But what exactly does defunding police mean? 
 
"It's not zeroing out the entire budget of police departments," Ward 5 Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie 
said. "They're saying they want to see the resources that are currently going into over-policing 
communities of color shifted into investments and real needs of those very communities." 
 
According to McDuffie, public safety currently accounts for over half a billion dollars in the district's 
budget. In contrast, he told WUSA 9 that the Office of Neighborhood Safety and Engagement receives 
only $5 million. 
 
Instead of continuing to invest heavily in law enforcement, McDuffie said district funds could go towards 
education and community programs as well as affordable housing and workforce development. 
 
National Black United Front members in DC have also voiced support for defunding police. 
 
At a gathering on Sunday focusing on what could lie ahead after protests, Ward 8 Advisory 
Neighborhood Commissioner Salim Adofo said the city's budget should be a main focus for protesters. 
 



What impact could defunding the police department have on neighborhood safety? 
 
While McDuffie said budget changes could lead to a reduction in the amount of DC officers, he added 
that better planning and organizing within the department could lead to more community policing. 
 
By letting officers occasionally patrol neighborhoods and interact with residents in a more peaceful way, 
he said the District could reduce over-policing cases of officers showing up frequently and only in 
encounters. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Kenyan McDuffie: DC Councilmember, Ward 5 
Salim Adofo: Ward 8 Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner 
 
June 9, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:03 length) 
Racial Equality Protests Likely to Impact November Election Results, Researchers Say 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
As protests and calls for change continue, political researchers explained it is important for voters to 
remain focused on upcoming elections.  Terrance Woodberry, partner of HIT Strategies in Washington, 
DC, and his team conduct polling and focus groups among young voters, voters of color, and women 
voters.  Woodberry said the three voting groups, which have been involved in protests for racial 
equality, could make or break elections this fall.  Interviewee: Terrance Woodberry 
 

June 9, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:27 length) 
DC Police Reform Bill  
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 
 
Following weeks of protests, DC Council proposed sweeping police reform legislation. It would ban the 
use of chokeholds, require the release of body camera footage within 72 hours of an officer involved use 
of force incident, expand the use of force review board among many other things. The proposal does 
not have the support of the DC Police Union. Robert White is an at-large councilmember in DC. Charles 
Allen is a councilmember in DC.  
 
June 10, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:50 length) 
Local Activist Creates ‘Fight Songs’ for Protesters Fighting for Racial Equality 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
OnRae LaTeal, who is an activist, educator and liberation music maker, released two social justice fight 
songs as thousands of people took to the streets to protest racial inequality and police brutality. LaTeal 
collaborated with local organizers and social justice groups and used their voices and chants to create 
music to contribute to the black lives matter movement.  Interviewee: OnRae LaTeal 
 

 
 
 



June 12, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:05 length) 
Expert Explains Balance of Discussing Racial Injustice With Young Children 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
The protests across the country have been impossible to ignore, and parents have been forced to have 
difficult conversations with their kids about what is happening.  Topics like racism and police brutality 
can be hard for some kids to digest. Dr. Lakeisha Legree, owner of Elevate MD Wellness Center, said it is 
important for parents to take into consideration the age of their children and their child's maturity 
levels.  Interviewee: Dr. Lakeisha Legree 
 
June 12, 2020 (11pm/3:34 length) 
June 13, 2020 (530pm re-air/3:34 length) 
Policing: Civilian Review Boards 
 
A Fairfax County Police officer is now charged with three counts of misdemeanor assault and battery 
after the police chief watched a video of him conducting an arrest on June 5. 
 
Police describe the Mount Vernon man seen in the video tased and pinned down by the officer as "a 
man in crisis, wandering around in a roadway." The officer's attorney says it was a case of "mistaken 
identity" of a person with a known criminal record. 
 
"I can begin monitoring the investigation from day one," said Richard Schott. Former FBI agent Schott 
was appointed in 2017 by Fairfax County supervisors to independently audit police use of force 
investigations. 
 
"I am reviewing their investigation and if I don't think their investigation has been done completely and 
thoroughly, I indicate that," Schott said. 
 
Fairfax County created Schott's position and a separate civilian review panel after the 2013 police 
shooting of John Geer. Geer was unarmed when he was shot and killed as he stood with his hands raised 
in the doorway of his Springfield home. Police officer Adam Torres pleaded guilty to involuntary 
manslaughter. But county action came only after two years of protests. 
 
Former police officer Hansel Aguilar is a member of the Fairfax County Police Civilian Review Panel. The 
panel reports to Fairfax County Supervisors whether members think police internal investigations are 
thorough – but cannot act on its findings. 
 
"When you put it into context of police culture and put it into context of a minority perspective, you 
start having a different conversation and you start saying, did they really look at this case how they 
should have? Did they ask the right questions? Did they consider the perspective of the community 
members?" asks Aguilar. 
 
In Fairfax and Prince George's County, officers face civilian review panels. D.C. and Montgomery County 
leaders have proposed setting up their own civilian review boards. Arlington County currently does not 
have any plans to create civilian review panels. 
 
 



But these civilian review boards cannot collect new evidence. They rely on what police provide them. 
For example, the DC police union is resisting a recent bill to create civilian oversight of police, saying 
ideas are being rushed in violation of preexisting contract agreements protecting police officers from 
losing their jobs from on-duty actions. 
 
People Interviewed 
Richard Schott: Former FBI Agent/Analyzes Police Use of Force for Fairfax County 
Hansel Aguilar: Member of Fairfax County Police Civilian Review Panel 
Patrick Burke: DC Police Foundation Executive Director 
Bill Scott: Son Killed By Police in 2010 
 
June 14, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:45 length) 
Black Owned Book Stores See Surge in Sales Following Protests   
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 

Black owned book stores were already feeling the pain during the coronavirus pandemic. Many of them 
were not sure it they were going to survive the summer. But following protests nationwide, those 
concerns are gone. Sales at bookstores in DC like Loyalty Bookstore and Sankofa have spiked. Many 
people are in search of anti-racist reading materials. Hannah Oliver Depp is the owner of Loyalty 
Bookstore. Shirikiana Germina is the co-owner of Sankofa Books.  

June 15, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:58 length) 
Pride Month Returns to its Roots With Connection to Protests for Equality and Inclusion 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Capital Pride was postponed because of the coronavirus pandemic, but some said current racial equality 
protests echo the reason pride started. The first pride was a riot.  Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender (LGBTQ) people demanded to be treated fairly and fought for equality 51 years ago outside 
of the Stonewall Inn in New York. People of color were at the forefront of the Stonewall protest, and 
black LGBTQ people want to make sure their voices are heard in the current fight for Black lives. 
Interviewee: Derrick Petit and Cey Cey Green 

June 16, 2020 (5am and 6am/1:59 length) 
Howard University Professor Says Current Racial Justice Protests May Have Unique Impact 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
By now, many people have likely heard someone state the protests that have erupted since the death of 
George Floyd feel different than other demonstrations in recent years.  A countless number of Black and 
Brown people have been killed at the hands of police in the United States. One expert said society is 
beginning to draw attention to some of the root causes of the issue. 
Interviewee: Dr. Greg Carr   

 
 
 
 
 
 



June 17, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:58 length) 
'The Better Together Project' to Memorialize the Black American Experience 
Reporter: Michael Quander 
 
Juneteenth is a day that commemorates and celebrates the ending of all slavery in the United States. 
One organization is using the holiday as a launching pad to bring Black people closer together and 
control the narrative of African-American history. Kirk Brown is with an organization called Melanin 
Meetups, which is behind launching The Better Together Project on Juneteenth. 
Interviewee: Kirk Brown 

June 18, 2020 (5am and 6am/1:54 length) 
Black Students Matter Rally Preview 
 
DC educators talk about systemic effects on students and educators today. They outlined action items 
for city officials.  Nandi Taylor/ Teacher and Elizabeth Davis , President/ Washington Teachers’ Union 
 
June 18, 2020 (11pm/3:22 length) 
June 19, 2020 (5:30pm re-air/3:22 length) 
Policing:  Prosecution of Protesters 
 
In just the District of Columbia alone, police arrested hundreds of people who took to the streets during 
the first few days of Justice for George Floyd protests.  
 
We wanted to know: What happens now? How will prosecutors handle these cases? 
 
The flashing blue lights of police cruisers disturbed the darkness of the streets of the District last week. 
Protesters were lined up with their hands restrained with zip ties as they awaited Metropolitan Police 
Department vans. Over a week of days and nights, thousands took to the streets, outraged over the 
death of George Floyd. DC officers arrested hundreds of them. MPD reports from May 30th through 
June 15th that they arrested or cited 431 people for crimes including curfew violations, felony rioting 
and riot-related burglary. 
 
WUSA 9 learned 63% of the charges filed were curfew violations. Carl Racine's office is in charge of 
prosecuting those cases. 
 
We also asked the prosecutor in Virginia's Prince William County, Amy Ashworth, how she'll deal with 
cases stemming from protests there. Prince William Police made arrests on May 30 after they said what 
started as a peaceful demonstration "became unruly." They placed charges including obstruction of 
justice, disorderly conduct and unlawful assembly. 
 
"I can't ethically comment on any case that's specifically pending," Ashworth said "You break out the 
Code of Virginia. You look at the elements of the offense and you look at the facts that you have 
evidence to support. Can you make those charges?" 
 
As officials decide how to move forward with those charges, they're also looking at how to move 
forward from this point in history. Racine believes protesters need to feel they are heard. 
 



As demonstrations continue, DC's AG hopes the decision to be selective about prosecuting people who 
are only charged with curfew violations will help on the path to real change. 
 
"I fundamentally believe that protesters should be met with respect and listening ears," Racine added. 
"It's only when people get out of hand that we should exercise more control, including arrests and I 
think it's important for us to be careful so as to not incite more unrest." 
 
Many of these cases won't be heard in court until the fall, so we will wait and see what prosecutors and 
judges formally decide then. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Karl Racine: DC Attorney General 
Amy Ashworth: Commonwealth's Attorney for Prince William County 
 
June 19, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:50 length) 
Juneteenth History 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 
 
With celebrations and rallies planned across the DMV and the nation to honor Juneteenth -- it's 
important to understand the history of the day.  Nkechi Taifa, National Reparations Commission 
 
June 22, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:24 length) 
Juneteenth Weekend of Protests 
Reporter: Megan Rivers 

Several protests were held across DC, during the Juneteenth weekend. Marches, rallies, protests and 
memorials were all held. Protestors even brought down a confederate statue.  

June 23, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:32 length) 
Concerned Citizen 
Reporter: Michael Quander 

There has been a group of young protestors at the forefront of the Black Lives Matter protests in DC. 
The group is called Concerned Citizen. The group was formed by a group of young people – all under the 
age of 25. Their mission is to change the way police are policing and improve the quality of life for Black 
people and this city. 

June 24, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:55 length) 
Emancipation Statue 
Reporter: Mikea Turner 

As the debate over confederate statues and other monuments continues to heat up around the country, 
equal rights advocates shifted their attention to another controversial statue on Capitol Hill. It’s the 
Emancipation Memorial depicting President Abraham Lincoln standing over a free enslaved black man. 
People wanted it removed. But some are fighting to keep the statue because they say it is part of a 
bigger legacy.  



June 25, 2020 (5:30am and 6:30am re-air/1:39 length) 
PGPS Black History 
Reporter: Mikea Turner 

Prince George's County School Board members are calling for changes to the way Black history is taught 
in schools. They want a class solely dedicated to Black history in the kindergarten through 12th grade 
curriculum. The school board is proposing a course solely dedicated to Black history with the help of a 
local HBCU to develop it. 

June 26, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:59 length) 
Homicide Listed on Coroner Reports 
Reporter: Michael Quander 

One thing which has become front and center in these protests are autopsy reports. They can be 
confusing to the average person. An autopsy report can say someone died because of a homicide --but 
still -- charges may not be filed or a killer may never go to jail. We looked into why, and how that has 
played out in other high profile cases.  

June 28, 2020 (11pm/5:04 length) 
June 29, 2020 (4:30am/5:04 length) 
June 29, 2020 (5:30pm/5:04 length) 
Policing:  De-Escalation Techniques 
 
How can police stop the use of force incidents before they start? One way is a law enforcement 
technique known as "de-escalation" and it's being heavily discussed after the killing of George Floyd. 
So what are local police department's doing to train their officers on how to avoid violent 
confrontations? 
 
In this report we highlight the police techniques that ultimately led to the tasing of a man who called 
911 for help.  
 
Fairfax County Police body-cam video shows how quickly it all unraveled earlier this month in Fairfax 
County. A Fairfax County Police Officer and an EMT on the scene taking a controlled approach when 
they found the man walking in circles in the middle of the street.  They spent more than 2 and a half 
minutes trying to talk the man into a nearby ambulance.  Until another officer - Tyler Timberlake – 
walked up on the scene. He fired a taser shot at the man.  What happens next - even harder to watch as 
the man struggles under the weight of Officer Timberlake’s knee, and the officer continues to tase the 
man. 
 
Redditt Hudson is a former St. Louis Police Officer and founder of the National Coalition of Law 
Enforcement Officers for Justice Reform and Accountability. 
 
"But that is a situation that kind of affirms this new push for involving people who may be better 
qualified to handle someone like that a social worker or a medical professional is somebody who is 
psychologically trained to respond to that situation," said Hudson. 
  
Hudson says that's just one of the reforms being considered to improve de-escalation techniques by 
police in the wake of the killing of George Floyd just 11 days before this incident. 



 
So what is de-escalation? 
 
The Department of Justice defines it as "the strategic slowing down of an incident in a manner that 
allows officers more time, distance, space and tactical flexibility during dynamic situations on the 
street."  The ultimate goal – avoiding the need for the use of physical force by law enforcement. 
 
The Fairfax County Commonwealth's Attorney filed criminal charges against the Officer Timberlake:  
3 counts of misdemeanor assault and battery. That man he is accused of assaulting - treated for injuries 
at an area hospital. Released without being charged with a single crime. 
 
In Montgomery County, Maryland at the Law Enforcement Training Academy,  they are creating their 
first standalone de-escalation class - focusing solely on how officers can diffuse incidents without using 
force. They say that class was in the planning stages before the killing of George Floyd, but his death 
served as additional motivation to expand de-escalation training right away. 
 
Hudson says better education for police officers is just the first step. 
  
"Ultimately, all training has to be overlaid with accountability." 
 
People Interviewed: 
Reddit Hudson: National Coalition of Law Enforcement Officers for Justice Reform and Accountability 
Capt. Jason Cokinos: Director of Training and Education, Montgomery County Police 

June 30, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:41 length) 
What Does it Take to Change a Name?  
Reporter: Michael Quander  

Over the past few weeks there have been renewed pushes to get rid of statues, street names, and 
names on buildings that honor people who had ties to racism. Most recently – thousands of people in 
the district signed a petition to change the name of Woodrow Wilson High School. We looked into what 
it actually takes to change the name of an institution.  

June 26, 2020 (6pm/1:46 length) 
June 26, 2020 (11pm/3:05 length) 
June 28, 2020 (7am/3:05 length) 
June 29, 2020 (5:30pm/3:05 length) 
Policing:  Cost of National Guard During Protests in DC 
 
It cost at least $18.2-million to have National Guard troops come to DC to quell protests in early June. 
But that number is likely quite a bit higher, as the Guard can't tell us how much it spent on travel costs 
for this mission yet. 
 
For the first time, we are hearing from Lt. Gen. Daniel Hokanson, President Trump's nominee to lead the 
country's citizen soldiers, as he testified before Congress during his confirmation hearing. 
 



Shortly after 5,100 guardsmen deployed to protests in the District, Hokanson gave senators his thoughts 
on the National Guard's role in this mission. As citizens demanded justice after the death of George 
Floyd, citizen soldiers with full gear and military trucks monitored the situation. 
 
We've learned the millions it cost to have soldiers and airmen in the District breaks down to $531.48 per 
guardsmen, per day, including pay, allowances and per diem, for lodging and meals. Though travel costs 
are still being tallied, we do know guardsmen used military planes and buses to get to DC. 
 
They came from 11 states -- Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Maryland, Missouri, Mississippi, New Jersey, Ohio, 
South Carolina, Tennessee and Utah -- to join DC guardsmen. 
 
But there have been questions about how the Guard operated in the District. For example, right now the 
DC National Guard is investigating whether a military helicopter flew "at inappropriately low altitudes" 
and whether they followed "safety standards and flying procedures."   
 
People Interviewed: 
Lt. Gen. Daniel Hokanson: National Guard/U.S. Army 
Sen. Elizabeth Warren, (D) Massachusetts 
 
Local Issue                                                                 Policing: Use of Tear Gas, 
         Stinger Balls and Pepper Spray 
 
June 1, 2020 (6pm extended/15:44 live report) 
NOTE: Listed due to background for updated stories 
 
Moments after addressing the nation from the Rose Garden amid racial unrest, The President left the 
White House to visit St. John's Church, a 200-year-old parish known as "the church of the presidents." To 
prepare for the president's surprise visit, a group of peaceful protesters in a nearby park were cleared 
out using tear gas, the bursts of which could be heard during Trump's address.  
 
WUSA 9's Nathan Baca captured the moment on video, showing the crowd of protesters running back 
away from the tear gas, followed by chants of "hands up, don't shoot."  
 
People Interviewed: 
Nathan Baca did a live report, while also talking with protesters along the way (names we do not have) 
 
June 1, 2020 (11pm/1:30 length live shot-background for story) 
 
Following the firing on protesters and media at Lafayette Square Park, WUSA 9 reporter Nathan Baca 
and his crew, picked up the spent canisters. After doing some research, and talking to experts, Baca was 
able to determine that the canisters fired by federal law enforcement were indeed tear gas. Tear gas is 
not even allowed to be used by the military in war. 
 
Which federal police unit used these, we were not sure. We asked. But the lead agencies, the US Park 
Police and US Secret Service, denied tear gas was used. Baca showed the canisters on TV and reported 
what the markings on the canister meant (tear gas) and described the sensation as the gas hit him and 
other WUSA 9 staffers near Lafayette Square Park. 
 



After our reporting, the ACLU-DC filed a lawsuit. In their suit they mentioned WUSA 9's reporting on the 
canisters found. 
 
June 4, 2020 (11pm/4:01 length) 
June 5, 2020 (5pm re-air/4:01 length) 
 
On this day we mapped out a timeline of events that took place on June 1st in Lafayette Square Park. 
 
WUSA 9 cameras were at the fence line near the Northwest corner of Lafayette Square Park Monday. 
 
At around 6:15pm, we heard two bullhorn addresses from the direction of federal police. We could not 
make out what they said. US Park Police says they gave three verbal warnings to clear H Street before 
the Mayor's 7PM curfew. 
 
Our crew also witnessed nothing but peaceful protestor behavior throughout that entire side of the 
fence – even with our unique 15-foot-high camera position. 
 
It was a shock to the protestors to see and hear flash bangs launched by federal law enforcement in 
front of officers on horses compelling protestors to retreat at around 6:35pm.  While some agitators 
threw water bottles at advancing police, one agitator hurled a firework towards officers, that fell short 
and caused panic among retreating protestors. 
 
With the DC National Guard staying within the Lafayette Fence line, we witnessed US Park Police 
supported by the US Secret Service advancing after a few minutes to consolidate their lines. They meant 
to take over the intersection of H and 17th Street. 
 
We witnessed canisters venting out green-colored gas. After watching the line of US Park Police and 
Secret Service march south on 17th Street past us, we went back to the intersection of H and 17th 
where we found canisters scattered on the street. You can see Nathan Baca holding one looking towards 
the new protective line where a block away, President Trump was visiting  St. John's Episcopal Church. 
 
Baca took one canister labeled as holding OC gas pellets.  He handed WUSA 9's Darren Haynes a canister 
labelled as holding CS projectiles.  
 
Thursday morning after denials from the White House and federal agencies that any tear gas was used, 
we discovered what that SPEDE-HEAT CS label meant: artificial tear gas was inside.  
 
WUSA 9 showed our canisters to military bomb disposal expert Brian Castner, now with Amnesty 
International.  Castner told us "That Spede-Heat one, it's a cartridge that has a little bit of propellent in 
the back. It's got a bunch of tear gas up front and you fire it from a launcher so it goes a certain distance. 
I believe that one is rated to about 150 yards, so it goes fairly far and it's job is to spread tear gas around 
a crowd." 
 
WUSA 9 also answered some viewer questions on air that we received online: 
 
The 4 canisters gathered were not from a previous day. They were in the middle of the street 
undisturbed and in one case still slightly warm to the touch.  And our WUSA 9 crew were the first people 
immediately after police pushed south on 17th to get back to the H street intersection 



 
So who fired these canisters? 
US Park Police says not them, issuing a statement: "USPP officers and other assisting law enforcement 
partners did not use tear gas or OC Skat Shells to close the area at Lafayette Park." 
Neither protestors or our crews witnessed DC National Guard leave Lafayette Park during the protest. 
Arlington Police who assisted them on 16th Street denies using canisters. 
DC Metro Police denies assisting Park Police Monday at Lafayette Park at all. 
And the US Secret Service denied using any gas or spray Monday in a statement to WUSA 9 Thursday 
evening. 
 
But federal law enforcement did launch tear gas Monday evening outside Lafayette Park.  
We watched them do it, we suffered the effects and we picked up evidence. 
Now we are pressing for answers. 
 
After WUSA 9 shared its tear gas canister pictures online this morning, a Congressional House 
subcommittee chair announced an investigation into what happened at Lafayette Park. 
DC councilmember Brianne Nadeau filed a bill banning DC Police from using any chemical irritant in the 
future.  That ban, if passed, would NOT affect federal law enforcement agencies. 
 
People Interviewed: 
Brian Castner: Amnesty International 
 
June 5, 2020 (11pm/2:14 length) 
June 6, 2020 (6pm (re-air/2:14 length) 
 
US Park Police, Arlington Police, DC Metro Police and the Secret Service have all denied using any kind of 
chemical irritants in Lafayette Square Monday evening. But WUSA 9 crews were there, witnessed tear 
gas being deployed and collected the canisters afterward.  
 
Brian Castner, a former military explosives disposal expert, analyzed the canisters and casings obtained 
by a WUSA 9 crew Monday night from H & 17th streets. He said in addition to the tear gas canisters he 
previously identified, an additional form of munitions was used against protesters. 
 
"The Stinger Ball Grenades, also mostly made by Defense Tech, are like a -three-for-one," Castner said. 
"Not only does it have a flashbang effect, but it also has a little bit of tear gas inside of it. Some also have 
some pepper spray, depending on – there's a couple models."  
 
The Stinger Ball collected by WUSA 9 shows an OC gas label. 
 
"It's got rubber-type little nuggets inside, pellets," Castner added. "It's a little bit like firing rubber bullets 
in a general direction. And of course, the problem with that is, there's no target. It could hit anyone. It 
could hit anywhere. It could hit you in the eye, or the throat. There's no way for the police to be really 
targeted in trying to focus on a specific person or a specific action. That's just affecting the entire crowd, 
whether they are protesting peacefully, or if they are actually engaged in some sort of violence." 
 
 
 



On Friday, Park Police reiterated their previous statement that they did not use any chemical irritants to 
clear protesters out of the streets.  
 
"United States Park Police officers and other assisting law enforcement partners did not use tear gas or 
OC Skat Shells to close the area at Lafayette Park in response to violent protestors," Acting Chief Gregory 
T. Monahan said in a statement to WUSA 9.  
 
People Interviewed: 
Brian Castner: Amnesty International 
 
June 9, 2020 (11pm/3:24 length) 
June 10, 2020 (6pm re-air/3:24 length) 
 
The US Park Police and fellow law enforcement agencies continue to state that neither tear gas nor 
"stinger ball" grenades were used to clear protesters outside Lafayette Park on June 1. That's despite a 
WUSA 9 investigation revealing physical evidence gathered on the scene by our crews.  
 
"USPP officers and other assisting law enforcement partners did not use tear gas or OC Skat Shells to 
close the area at Lafayette Park," Park Police Acting Chief Gregory T. Monahan continues to say.  
 
But now, video first reported by The Washington Post reveals Federal Bureau of Prison officers, 
identified by their insignia, were holding the launchers required to fire the tear gas canisters WUSA 9 
gathered on the streets. 
 
The video further shows one officer, from an unidentified agency, carrying what appears to be an OC 
natural tear gas canister. We can tell because of the orange marking on the canister, which a former 
military weapons expert told WUSA 9 marks OC canisters.  
 
Neither the Bureau of Prisons nor US Park Police would comment on the video. 
 
Analyzing WUSA 9 video from the scene shows federal officers, including US Park Police, were prepared 
for tear gas. Most officers can be seen wearing gas masks right before WUSA 9 reporters watched 
canisters getting launched on Pennsylvania Ave and 17th Street. When WUSA 9 crews were picking up 
gas canisters on H and 17th a few minutes later, these Park Police officers were still wearing gas masks. 
 
The canisters WUSA 9 collected included this canister for artificial CS tear gas, again something the US 
Park Police said it, nor any of its assisting agencies, ever fired. 
 
Georgetown University medical professor Ranit Mishori said OC and CS gas can put the medically 
vulnerable at risk.  
 
The DC chapter of the ACLU added the US Bureau of Prisons to their lawsuit Tuesday against the Trump 
Administration, the Park Police and the DC National Guard on behalf of some of those medically 
vulnerable. They include a 9-year-old boy brought by his mother to what his family thought would be a 
peaceful protest. 
 
Video obtained by the Washington Post shows US Park Police officers, identifiable by uniform, on H 
Street near 16th Street rolling a Stinger Ball Grenade at protesters. 



 
WUSA 9 collected a Stinger Ball grenade remnant on H and 17th minutes after it was released. It sprays 
rubber pellets at high velocity, and its label shows it had natural OC gas inside. 
 
US Park Police denied they used Stinger Ball grenades, even after WUSA 9 showed them our evidence. 
We have now sent them video of their officers throwing one, but Park Police has not yet responded with 
a comment.  
 
People Interviewed or Who Gave Us Statements: 
Acting Chief Gregory Monahan, US Park Police 
Dr. Ranit Mishori: Georgetown University Medical Professor 
 
June 24, 2020 (11pm/2:14 length) 
June 25, 2020 (5:30am re-air/2:14 length) 
 
In early June,  the DC Council banned the use of pepper spray or any chemical irritants by DC 
Metropolitan Police. But MPD still used that on protesters around Black Lives Matter Plaza early in the 
morning of June 24th. WUSA 9 investigative reporter, Nathan Baca, explains what's preventing that ban 
from going into effect. 
 
From flash bang grenades thrown by DC Metropolitan Police officers towards protesters early 
Wednesday morning.  To natural OC pepper spray sprayed at protesters at close range. 
 
DC Metropolitan Police wrote in a statement that there were multiple instances of people intentionally 
setting fires, igniting fireworks and throwing things at officers.  It reported one officer injured and  
9 people arrested on charges including assault on a police officer and felony rioting. 
 
A spokesperson added: MPD will always protect the rights of those engaged in peaceful First 
Amendment assemblies, however, those who engage in criminal and harmful behavior will be held 
accountable. 
 
DC council unanimously passed a police reform bill June 9th that would ban MPD's use of any chemical 
irritants on protesters including pepper spray. 
 
DC Councilmember Brianne Nadeau wrote in response to MPD's recent use of pepper spray: 
"I am urging Mayor Muriel Bowser to sign the emergency legislation so that the legislative steps that I 
and my council colleagues have taken to protect residents can go into effect immediately." 
 
A source at DC Mayor Muriel Bowsers office says that bill is under legal review by DC Attorney General 
Karl Racine and the soonest it could be signed is July 7th.   There is no public commitment by Mayor 
Bowser at this time whether she will sign the police reform bill. 
 
People Interviewed 
Brianne Nadeau: DC Council 
Statement from DC Metropolitan Police 
 
 
 



Local Issue                                                                 Stop and Frisk 
 
June 16, 2020 (6pm/2:01 length) 
June 16, 2020 (11pm/5:17 length) 
June 17, 2020 (530pm/5:17 length) 
 
Racial disparities in DC Police's stop and frisk program haven't improved since they began publishing 
data last year. According to a WUSA 9 analysis of the latest data, black people are still six times more 
likely to be searched than their white neighbors during a police stop in DC. 
 
Stop and frisk is one of several policing programs that have come under increased scrutiny during 
nationwide protests following the death of George Floyd.  But criticisms of stop and frisk aren't new. The 
program has been controversial going back to the 1990s, with critics saying it is little more than racial 
profiling. 
 
In September, WUSA 9 reported on a limited set of stop and frisk data covering a four-week period 
between July and August 2019. At the time, it was the first, and only, set of stop and frisk data MPD had 
ever published.  
 
MPD has now published data from July through December of 2019 – and that data shows the problems 
we reported on last year weren't isolated incidents. 
 
Here's what the expanded data set shows: In the District, in addition to being six times more likely to be 
searched during a stop, black people are seven times more likely to face a protective pat-down, also 
known as a frisk, than white people. 
 
The issue was not lost on the demonstrators outside of Lafayette Square Park earlier this month. 
 
"We're not asking for anyone to hate the police," a female protester who did not identify herself told 
WUSA 9 during one of the demonstrations. "We're not asking for police to fear for their lives or anything 
like that. We're just asking that we shouldn't have to fear for our lives for simple acts." 
 
On at least two days, DC Mayor Muriel Bowser stood with those demonstrators on the same section of 
16th Street she renamed Black Lives Matter Plaza. 
 
But some believe, when it comes to the controversial police tactic known as stop and frisk, Bowser and 
MPD have not lived up to that message. 
 
"People need to know that Muriel Bowser is a hypocrite," said April Goggans, a core organizer for Black 
Lives Matter DC. "Black Lives Matter Plaza is completely an attempt by her to further hide and pretend 
that black people aren't being treated terribly by the police department. And that in painting the mural, 
it's painting over that." 
 
WUSA 9's analysis of the most recent data released by DC Police is a stark reminder of the racial 
imbalances that still exist with stop and frisk in the District. 
 
MPD reported 62,842 total police stops from July 22 to December 31, 2019. 
 



Black people made up 72% of those stops, but only 46% of the city's population according to the 2018 
census. Not all of those police stops resulted in a search or frisk. 
 
When WUSA 9's data team drilled down on the 8,036 searches and frisks over that five-month period, 
one stunning statistic stood out: An average of 45 black people are searched or frisked every day here in 
the nation's capital, compared to just two white people. 
 
Goggans believes Bowser simply hasn't done enough to make sure the city, and her police department, 
address the continued racial disparities. 
 
WUSA 9 made multiple requests to Bowser's office to respond to Goggans' allegations, but the mayor's 
office has yet to answer those emails. 
 
DC Police also has not addressed a list of questions WUSA 9 sent to the department. But Chief Peter 
Newsham was asked about the continued racial disparities with stop and frisk during budget testimony 
in front of the DC Council on June 9. 
 
"I think that the data is concerning," Newsham said. "And I do think that it's incumbent upon us to get a 
sense as to what our data should look like." 
 
Newsham told the DC Council it's oversimplifying the issue to say there's a problem with stop and frisk 
in the District solely because the racial makeup of the city doesn't match the racial makeup of people 
who are searched and frisked. 
 
He also repeated an explanation MPD first gave WUSA 9 in 2018. Newsham said police stops are usually 
the result of lookouts, which is a suspect description given to officers by a member of the public after a 
crime is committed. 
 
MPD says most of the police stops were justified: 60% led to a ticket, and 20% to an arrest. 
 
MPD also spotlighted the fact that those 8,036 searches and frisks account for just 13% of the overall 
number of police stops, meaning the majority of stops were resolved without physical contact between 
the officer and the person stopped. 
 
DC police also tell how police stops can help get illegal firearms off the streets. 
 
But WUSA 9's data analysis found just 2% of the searches or frisks turned up a gun or other weapon. 
Police found weapons on black suspects at about the same rate they do white ones. 
 
Newsham told the DC Council his department is working with researchers to better understand the 
racial disparities in the city's stop and frisk data and whether changes need to be made. But he said that 
work has been delayed because of the coronavirus shut down. 
 
Last week, Bowser signed the Comprehensive Policing and Justice Reform Emergency Act, which 
includes limitations on consent searches. It requires officers to inform people they can refuse a search if 
there is no probable cause. 
 



But that emergency legislation is only valid for 90 days, and the mayor gave no indication she would 
support making those reforms permanent. 
 
People Interviewed or Sound was Used From Council Hearings: 
Chief Peter Newsham, Metropolitan Police Department 
Protester at Black Lives Matter Plaza: We did not get her name  
April Goggans: Black Lives Matter DC 
 
 
Local Issue                                                                 Nurses Appreciation Week 
 
May 6, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:45 length) 
Local School Nurse Describes How Her Job Description Shifted Overnight to COVID-19 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
For “National School Nurse Day,” WUSA 9 wanted to recognize the incredible things school nurses are 
doing both in and outside the classroom. We spoke with a school nurse in Montgomery County who 
shared how her job description shifted almost overnight. When school buildings closed, she volunteered 
to help out on the front lines, fighting COVID-19. For months, she worked at the testing sites, seeing 
nearly 80 to 100 patients a day.  

May 7, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:12 length) 
Inspiring the Next Generation of Health Care Workers 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
As the next wave of nursing students prepare to enter the work force, their upcoming jobs will look very 
different than previously expected. WUSA 9 sat down with a group of teachers and students from 
Northern Virginia Community College to discuss how they are preparing for the new normal. For the first 
time, the school hosted their first virtual pinning ceremony.  

May 8, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/2:19 length) 
Impact on aspiring nursing student from military family 
Reporter: Nicole DiAntonio 
 
For “Nurse Appreciation Week,” we spoke with an aspiring nurse who hopes to make a difference in 
both the medical field and on Capitol Hill. When you marry into the military, you typically move every 
couple of years. Because of this, some military spouses can have a tough time getting credits to transfer. 
In some cases, they even have to start the program over again. We spoke to aspiring nursing student 
Jeni Lyn Hatch who shared how her military lifestyle has made it challenging to obtain a nursing degree 
and why things need to change. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



May 11, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:24 length) 
Life of an ICU Travel Nurse During COVID 19 
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 

Nurses have been on the frontlines of battling coronavirus from the very start. Persephoney White is a 
travel nurse in DC. She travels from hospital to hospital filling the needs at that time. The patients during 
this outbreak are some of the sickest she has ever seen, but she continues to do her job because she 
believes it is what she was called to do.  

May 12, 2020 (5am and 6am re-air/1:35 length) 
Demand for ‘A Miracle’ Baby Delivered While Mom Positive with COVID-19 was Intubated 
Reporter: Marcella Robertson 

There has been a lot of sadness surrounding coronavirus, but nurses at Mary Washington Hospital have 
something special to celebrate. They helped deliver a baby while the mother, who tested positive for 
coronavirus, was intubated. Eileen Dohman is the Chief Nursing Officer at Mary Washington Hospital. 
Katrina Sullivan is an ICU nurse. Lori Bowden is a NICU nurse at Mary Washington Hospital.  

 

GREAT DAY WASHINGTON 
(show airs Monday-Friday from 9-10am) 

 

CORONAVIRUS 

Note:  All segments are 4 minutes in length 

April 1, 2020  
 
At home eyebrow care during COVID-19  
Experts from Cera Wax Studio in Bethesda gave us tips on how to maintain eyebrows and facial hair 
while everything is shut down due to the Coronavirus. 

Immunity boosting foods  
Clinical Nutritionist Sharon Brown shares ways to ramp up your immune system during the COVID-19 
pandemic with 8 different food and supplement options for help.   

How March of Dimes is helping pregnant women during COVID-19 
Stacey D. Stewart, President & CEO March of Dimes, provides information to pregnant women, new 
moms and families on what they need to know to navigate pregnancy and childbirth during this 
pandemic. Also, how March of Dimes is helping with the launch of the COVID-19 Vaccine  and Support 
Fund. 
 
April 2, 2020  

Staying sober during stay at home orders  
Interview with  MTV "Jersey Shore's" Mike "The Situation" Sorrentino and wife Lauren on tips for staying 
sober during stay at home orders. 



Healthy hair at home during Coronavirus  
Isfahan Chambers-Harris, Natural Hair Influencer shares her top 3 healthy hair tips to help you keep your 
hair healthy during quarantine. 

Child care crisis for essential workers 
Child Care Aware of America Executive Director Dr. Lynette Fraga discusses the challenges the child care 
industry and those who rely upon it are facing. Many working parents across the country are scrambling 
to find alternative child care arrangements as schools and many child care providers have closed 
because of the coronavirus outbreak. 

April 3, 2020  
 
Dating tips during quarantine  
Annie White of sickofsingle.com shares that research has indicated a spike in online dating from singles 
looking to connect with other singles during the coronavirus crisis. White shares how to create quality 
connections during the quarantine. 

Taking care of veterans during COVID-19  
Interview with David Walker, the CEO of the Coalition to Salute America’s Heroes, based in Leesburg, Va. 
The Coalition’s primary mission is to provide Emergency Financial Aid to combat-wounded veterans of 
the Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. With the onset of the coronavirus crisis, requests for emergency aid 
have grown significantly. 

April 6, 2020  

Dealing with fear during a global pandemic  
One month ago, ‘Fear Guru’ Patrick Sweeney joined us in-studio just as the COVID-19 / coronavirus was 
a moderate but growing concern.  Now, in the past month, it is gripping the nation and has temporarily 
changed our way of life in every kind of way; and we don’t know for how long. It’s this uncertainty that 
fuels our fears.  

April 8, 2020 
 
Creating an office culture while working from home  
Interview with Cole Baker, CEO of Cool Audrey shares how Americans have adopted habits that are 
isolating, distracting and limiting when it comes to productivity. This is a time for us to redefine what we 
value, how we work and how we work together. 
 
Tips for Moms on parenting during quarantine   
Katherine Wintsch, author of “Slay like a Mother” is encouraging moms not to slip into the familiar role 
of doing everything and to make sure they are getting the self-care they need in these unprecedented 
times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



April 9, 2020 
 
Coronavirus testing for frontline workers 
Interview with Dr. Robert Mordkin, Chief Medical Officer at LetsGetChecked about their effort to 
alleviate the pressure on over-stretched hospitals and to protect healthcare professionals. Dr. Mordkin 
discusses the world’s first two-stage Coronavirus (COVID-19) test available to frontline healthcare 
workers in the U.S.  
 
Staying sane while in quarantine 
Interview with Dr. Vaughn is a Ph.D. of Neuroscience and works with the Department of Psychology at 
UCLA about how humans are wired for social interaction and empathy. We expect it from our 
environment. When we don’t have enough, there are serious consequences on our emotional and 
physical health. 
 
April 14, 2020 
 
Stimulus information for retirees  
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act are the one-time stimulus checks 
promised to Americans in the coming weeks. But some seniors and disabled adults have been left 
understandably confused about whether and how they will receive the $1,200 per adult checks.  Scott 
Page, author and CEO can explain why there is a confusion over whether or not seniors will need to file 
an income tax return to receive their checks and what they can expect to see occur. 
 
April 16, 2020 
 
How to deal with grief during COVID-19  
Interview with Megan Devine, renowned Psychotherapist and author of the bestselling book, It’s OK 
That You’re Not OK: Meeting Grief & Loss In A Culture That Doesn’t Understand, shares how survivors of 
loss have something to teach us in this moment of overwhelming personal and cultural grief; they’ve all 
lived through the unthinkable and survived. 
 
April 17, 2020 
 
Recovery Experts Discuss Virtual Counseling Resources Available for Everyone  
Peter Loeb, Co-Founder, Chief Executive Lionrock Recovery and Ashley Loeb Blassingame, BA, CADC-II, 
CRPS, CAI discuss virtual options to help manage sobriety during the coronavirus  
 
April 20, 2020 
 
How the adoption process has changed during COVID-19  
Interview with Executive Director of The Adoption Consultancy and TODAY Parent Contributor Nicole 
Witt discusses how COVID-19 has impacted the adoption process for potential adoptive parents 
 
How COVID-19 is disproportionately affecting African Americans 
Danielle Cadet, VP & Managing Editor of Refinery29’s Unbothered (their community created for and by 
Black women) will discuss why Black Americans are at a higher risk for coronavirus due to racial 
inequalities within this country. 
 



April 21, 2020 
 
How the Coronavirus is affecting divorced families  
Coronavirus is wreaking havoc on divorced and blended families, and Washington divorce lawyer Carlos 
Lastra talks about the challenges facing divorced and blended families and what couples can do to co-
exist. 
 
Picking up a new hobby during quarantine 
From knitting to sewing, consumers are turning to hobbies to pass the time during this COVID19 crisis. 
Lizzy Bean is the brains behind Stitch People – it’s a DIY book that provides the tools for people to create 
their own cross-stitch creations of families and pets. 
 
April 23, 2020 
 
How to combat isolation and loneliness during quarantine  
Interview with Psychologist Dr. Bethany Marshall who says isolation and loneliness were already a public 
health crisis before the pandemic. So, it's especially important to make sure you're taking care of 
yourself mentally and emotionally as well. 
 
April 27, 2020 
 
Mental Health Tips During Coronavirus Quarantine  
Interview with Dr. Ken Hopper, Chief Behavioral Health Administrator, Armor Health about mental 
health during the pandemic and share tips he has for a new inmate that can be applicable to the general 
public who feel trapped in their homes.  
 
April 28, 2020 
 
Work from home fashion tips 
Interview with stylist Joy Kingsley-Ibeh about the do’s and don’ts for being fashionable while working 
from home.  
 
April 30, 2020 
 
Former USAID Administrator discusses COVID-19 
Interview with Gayle Smith discussing the need for a global response to COVID-19. Gayle Smith - former 
USAID Administrator, National Security Council member in the Obama Administration and now CEO of 
The ONE Campaign (Bono’s global health and anti-poverty organization).  
 
Making a social impact during coronavirus pandemic  
Interview with Adlai Wertman, academic director of the Master of Science in Social Entrepreneurship 
(MSSE) program at USC Marshall School of Business, about unique ways people can make a social impact 
during Covid-19. 
 
 
 
 
 



May 4, 2020 
 
Steve Hartman’s weekly “Kindness 101” lessons  
Interview with Steve Hartman who hosts the “On the Road” series every Friday on The CBS Evening 
News with Norah O’Donnell has started a virtual series for families on The CBS Evening News Facebook 
page called “Kindness 101” 
 
At home workout with Yala Fitness 
Laurent Amzallag, owner of Yala Fitness shares the best at home workout to keep you fit during 
quarantine.  
 
May 6, 2020 
 
Hair care do’s and don’ts during quarantine  
Salon Owner, Nordine Elabassi shares the do’s and don’ts in regard to do it yourself hair coloring, hair 
cutting, other salon & spa DIY options at home. 
 
May 7, 2020 
 
Tips for unemployed Americans during COVID-19   
Interview with Coach Jennifer Jones Bryant Executive Founder, Reaching Within. Bryan shares tips on 
resume building, and resources to help people get back to work. 
 
Therapy at Home for Pelvic Health during COVID-19   
Dr. Carrie Pagliano, PT, addresses pelvic health issues: what they are and how do you find help during 
social distancing.  
 
Combatting COVID-19 in a global economy 
Interview with Laurent Ferrara, Professor of International Economics who says to save lives and expand 
medical expenditures through more integrated international cooperation on health issues, including 
research and development.  
  
May 8, 2020 
 
Parenting tips while kids are out of school  
Eirene Heidelberger, CEO of GIT Mom, certified parenting coach, mother of three boys, and author of 
new book Get It Together, Mom! offers moms no-fail tips on how mothers can put the “ME” back in 
“MomME.” this Mother’s Day, especially as we all navigate our “new” world and lifestyles quarantined 
at home. 
 
May 11, 2020 
 
World Health Organization expert comments on COVID-19  
Interview with Jamie Metzl, OneShared World movement founder, WHO advisor who says for the first 
time perhaps in history, countries large and small around the world are fighting a single common 
enemy.  But even facing a common enemy, it is starting to look increasingly likely this crisis will pit 
nations against each other in a battle to reshape the balance of power in the world. 
 



May 12, 2020 
 
First-hand account from COVID-19 survivor  
Miriam Clark shares her firsthand experience with surviving COVID-19 and how her daughter Tye helped 
save her life.  
 
May 13, 2020 
 
Pet adoptions during coronavirus do’s and don’ts  
Interview with Justine Lee, DVM, DACVECC, DABT who gives advice on pet care and pet adoptions during 
COVID-19.  
 
DIY home grooming while salons are closed 
Interview with beauty expert and esthetician, Elena Duque about DIY home grooming with products 
right in your pantry.  
 
Tips on dealing with isolation from a trucker 
Interview with Ed Miller, author and trucker, who discussed his new book “A Trucker’s Tale”, as well as 
the struggles truckers face on the road during this pandemic and how they’re coping. 
 
It’s time to clean out your closets during quarantine  
Fashion stylist George Worrell shares the top cleaning out your closet tips during quarantine.  
 
May 18, 2020 

Is your dog extra anxious with everyone at home  
Dr. Oscar Chavez, DVM, Chief Medical Officer, Just Food For Dogs discusses what anxiety looks like in 
dogs, plus ways to calm your dog, especially when we all start leaving the house again post-quarantine. 

Painting benefits to calm coronavirus stress 
Artist and instructor Chelsea Anspach shares the benefits of painting to relieve stress during the 
coronavirus pandemic.  

May 20, 2020 

Brian games for the kids during distance learning 
Maureen Loftus, executive director of LearningRX shares some easy brain games to keep the kids 
engaged while they are distance learning with everyday items.  

May 25, 2020 
 
How to help Black businesses recover from COVID-19  
Interview with Connie Evans, President and CEO of the Association for Enterprise Opportunity (AEO) 
about what can be done to help black-owned businesses battling for survival because of the 
coronavirus. 

Tips for grilling while in quarantine 
Interview with Vanderlei from Fogo de Chão shares the best grilling tips for your Memorial Day social 
distancing experience.  



May 27, 2020  

Tech tools to take advantage of during social distancing 
Interview with Greg Hanna, Cyber Expert, about how technology can help you during the coronavirus 
pandemic.  

May 28, 2020  

How to go back to work safely  
Interview with Dr. Larry Caplin about ensuring the safety and health of employees as businesses begin to 
reopen their doors. 

May 29, 2020 
 
Summer camp canceled, what now?  
Interview with Sandra Oh Lin, founder and CEO of Kiwi Co discusses her summer camp idea that is 
shipped right to parents and kids to enjoy.  

June 2, 2020  

How to build a virtual business  
Interview with Dr. Cheryl Wood, International Empowerment Speaker about how even in the midst of 
COVID-19, now is a great time to launch or grow a booming virtual business. 

June 3, 2020  

Virtual runs during pandemic 
In honor of National Running Day, Great Day Washington discuss the option of virtual races during the 
coronavirus pandemic with Julie Wallock, Co-Founder of Charge Running. 

June 5, 2020  

Stylist shares post-pandemic fashions 
Local designer Shari Henry discusses the impact of the coronavirus on the fashion industry.  

Tuesday, June 9, 2020 

What salons look like during reopening 
Kathy Luu, Owner and Creative Director, Spa Logic shares what to expect from spas and salons as they 
re-open from COVID-19 shutdowns and she shares how her establishment is helping frontline healthcare 
workers.  

June 16, 2020  

Safe summer travel 
Traveling this summer while social distancing doesn’t have to be challenging. Angelica Talan Travel 
Influencer, Angelica In The City shares ideas on how to take your kids on a few mini-road trips to break 
up the monotony and bring a sense of relaxation and Zen in nature activities to you and your family. 

 



June 22, 2020  

Kids journaling through their emotions 
Children’s Book Author, Brian Wray discusses ways to get children excited about expressing themselves 
through art and shares resources for parents who want to start incorporating writing  into their 
children’s activities; especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER 

Note:  All segments are 4 minutes in length 

 

May 29, 2020 

Daughter of the Boycott author discusses racial injustice then and now 
Interview with Karen Gray Houston, retired DC news reporter who discusses her new civil rights memoir 
about the untold history behind the historic Montgomery Bus Boycott. She also discusses the parallels 
between the Civil Rights Movement and Black Lives Matter happening today. 

June 4, 2020  

Managing feelings and emotions during protests  
Interview with Dr. Delvena Thomas who discusses the importance of managing our increased feelings 
and emotions due to Black Lives Matter protests.  

June 8, 2020 
 
Martial Arts for young black men 
Interview with Samuel Scott who discusses the importance of Martial Arts for young black men, 
especially in the wake of George Floyd’s death.  

June 30, 2020 

How to ensure the workplace is more diverse 
Interview with Joy Altimare, Chief Engagement and Brand Officer at EHE Health, discusses the strides to 
be made to ensure diversity in hiring and promotion within companies — from overall mission to 
knowledgeable recruiting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS 

APRIL 2020 

 

FACE THE NATION 

04/05/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Dr. Anthony Fauci, director, National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (3); James Bullard, president & CEO, Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis (4); Michael Dowling, president & CEO, Northwell Health (5); Dr. Scott 
Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (6); Jill Schlesinger, CBS News business analyst (7); 
Dr. Luana Marques, president, Anxiety and Depression Association of America (8) 

 1) a report from Atlanta on the stay-at-home restrictions and personal protective 
equipment (PPE) shortages around the nation 

 2) a report from London on the international coronavirus infection and death rates 

 3) Topics include: projected infection and death rates / peak of the epidemic curve / 
potential seasonal recurrence / wearing masks / social distancing / ineffectiveness of 
hydroxychloroquine as a treatment 

 4) Topics include: potential unemployment rates / federal emergency assistance for 
small businesses / universal coronavirus testing 

 5) Topics include: New York State’s medical preparedness / potential medical staffing 
issues / ventilator triage / chances of survival for ventilator patients / availability of PPE 

 6) Topics include: New York State’s medical preparedness / lack of collective intubation 
guidelines from the CDC / potential technological surveillance to detect infections / the 
need for a drug treatment option 

 7) Topics include: prioritizing which bills to pay / federal emergency assistance for small 
businesses / potential large-scale recession 

 8) Topics include: mental health impact of pandemic / anxiety relief methods 

 

04/12/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Governor Phil Murphy (D-NJ) (3); Mayor Lori 
Lightfoot, Chicago, IL (4); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (5); Dr. 
Christopher Murray, director, Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (6); Neel 
Kashkari, president and CEO, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis (7); Cardinal Timothy 
Dolan, Archbishop of New York (8) 



1) a report from Atlanta on the effects of coronavirus pandemic on U.S. cities 

2) a report from London on the world-wide impact of the pandemic, including Easter 
observances 

3) Topics include: New Jersey’s coronavirus preparedness / ventilator and personal 
protective equipment (PPE) shortages / testing backlogs / gubernatorial requests for 
additional federal funding 

4) Topics include: high number of coronavirus deaths among African-Americans / 
providing PPE for essential workers / potential dates for reopening cities 

5) Topics include: state and federal testing efforts / potential privacy concerns from 
contract tracing / potential dates for reopening cities and states / coronavirus antibody 
test / World Health Organization’s response to the coronavirus 

6) Topics include: disease modeling / potential effects of reopening cities and states / 
possible coronavirus death tolls / impact on lower and middle income communities 

7) Topics include: potential unemployment totals / economic recovery varying by 
industry / federal efforts to help small businesses / potential housing crisis 

8) Topics include: religious observance in isolation / funeral services and rituals / Pope 
Francis’ comments on integrity / potential reopening of churches 

04/19/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Ramy Inocencio, CBS News foreign 
correspondent (3); Dr. Deborah Birx, White House Coronavirus Response Coordinator 
(4); Governor Charlie Baker (R-MA) (5); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (6); 
Suzanne Clark, president, U.S. Chamber of Commerce (7); His Majesty King Abdullah II of 
Jordan (8) 

1) a report from Atlanta on the stay-at-home protests and unemployment 

2) a report from London on the successful coronavirus containment abroad and Russia’s 
struggle 

3) a report from Tokyo on the coronavirus response in East Asia 

4) Topics include: potential outbreaks in more U.S. cities / federal virus monitoring 
guidelines / local testing efforts / origins of coronavirus / potential coronavirus 
immunity 

5) Topics include: regional reopening strategies / statewide contact tracing / federal 
funding for states 

6) Topics include: issues with the supply chain for testing materials / potential onsite 
employee testing / paid sick leave for coronavirus patients / vaccine timetable 



7) Topics include: additional federal aid for small businesses / potential reopening of 
businesses 

8) Topics include: limiting coronavirus among refugees / international pandemic 
response / potential extremist group activity related to the coronavirus 

04/26/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Governor Larry Hogan (R-MD) (3); Barry Diller, 
chairman and senior executive, IAC and Expedia Group) (4); Brian Moynihan, CEO, Bank 
of America (5); Mayor London Breed, San Francisco, CA (6); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former 
FDA Commissioner (7) 

1) a report from Atlanta on the states reopening and easing stay-at-home restrictions 

2) a report from London on successful virus containment internationally 

3) Topics include: disinformation from President Trump / Maryland infection rates / 
testing materials supply chain / additional federal funding for states 

4) Topics include: timeline of economic recovery / potential business bankruptcies / 
health precautions for air travel 

5) Topics include: consumers potentially unable to pay bills / timeline for PPP loan 
distribution / potential unemployment rates 

6) Topics include: personal protective equipment (PPE) and hospital bed shortages / 
earliest COVID-19 case / xenophobia towards Asians  

7) Topics include: earliest COVID-19 case / risks from states reopening / removal of Rick 
Bright from BARDA / use of hydroxychloroquine as treatment / reaction to President 
Trump’s suggestion of exploring the use of household disinfectants as a treatment for 
coronavirus 

60 MINUTES 

04/05/20 “Critical Condition” – a report on the vast economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic. 
Ten million Americans filed for unemployment in the past two weeks, while the sudden 
influx of claims has impacted the efficiency of the unemployment offices. Includes 
interviews with Melba Wilson and Danny Meyer, restaurant owners; Michael Bednark, 
owner of a design and fabrication company; and Kaitlyn Reynolds, Guy Hillel, and Alysha 
Navarro, who all filed for unemployment. (See also: “The Economic Emergency, OAD: 
03/22/20) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) 

  

 

 



 “Talking To The Past” – a report on advanced technologies allowing virtual interviews 
with Holocaust survivors. Though many have died, their stories are uniquely preserved 
through the use of artificial intelligence. Lesley Stahl interviews deceased survivors Eva 
Kor, who she met and interviewed for a 1992 segment, and Aaron Elster. Includes 
interviews with Heather Maio Smith, who created the project; Stephen Smith, executive 
director of the USC Shoah Foundation; Pinchas Gutter, a survivor interviewed for the 
project; and Alan Moskin, a camp liberator interviewed for the project. (See also: "Dr. 
Mengele's Laboratory", OAD: 03/01/92) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE 
LENGTH SEGMENT 

04/12/20 “Short Supply” – a report on the lack of personal protective equipment (PPE) for medical 
workers on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic. Includes interviews with Dr. Sheldon 
Teperman, chief trauma surgeon at Jacobi Medical Center; Kelly Cabrera, an emergency 
room nurse at Jacobi Medical Center; and Peter Navarro, economist and special assistant 
to President Trump for trade and manufacturing. (See also: “COVID-19”, OAD: 03/08/20; 
“On The Frontline”, OAD: 03/15/20; “Stopping the Virus”, OAD: 03/22/20; and “The 
Epicenter”, OAD: 03/29/20) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Sam Hornblower, Graham Messick) 

 “Staying Well” – a report on the impact of coronavirus on mental health. While people 
cope with the uncertainty and stresses of quarantine, many also grieve the loss of loved 
ones. Includes interviews with Francesca Santacroce, who lost her father to COVID-19; 
Daniel Kaplin, president of the New York State Psychological Association; Dr. Yuval Neria, 
director of trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder at the New York State Psychiatric 
Institute; and Wynton Marsalis, jazz trumpeter, managing and artistic director, Jazz at 
Lincoln Center.. (See also: “Brené Brown”, OAD: 03/29/20) (C: John Dickerson – P: Andy 
Court) 

 “The Resurrection of St. Nicholas” – a report on the Greek Orthodox Church of St. 
Nicholas in New York City, which is still under construction after being destroyed on 9/11. 
The church plans to reopen next year, on the twentieth anniversary. Includes interviews 
with Bill Tarazonas, the last caretaker of St. Nicholas; Regina Katopodis, whose father was 
president of the church; Anthoula Katsimatides, whose brother died in the church on 
9/11; Father Jeremiah, of the Xenophontos Monastery; Father Lukas, master 
iconographer; Santiago Calatrava, designer of the church at ground zero; and Archbishop 
Demetrios, former elder archbishop of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America. (See 
also: “The People Behind The Mosque”, OAD: 09/26/10; and “Mount Athos”, OAD: 
04/24/11) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Ashley Velie, Dina Zingaro) 

04/19/20 “Life and Death” – a report on the impact of coronavirus in New York City and the struggle 
to accommodate bodies of the deceased. Includes interviews with Bob Aulicino, COO of 
Brooklyn Hospital Center; Dr. Barbara Sampson, New York City’s chief medical examiner; 
Lieutenant Shawn Lavin, leader of a fatality search and recovery team for the New York 
Air National Guard; Dr. David Reich, president of Mount Sinai Hospital; and Meredith 
Berkman and David Berdoff, recovered COVID patients. (See also: “COVID-19”, OAD: 
03/08/20; “On The Frontline”, OAD: 03/15/20; “Stopping the Virus”, OAD: 03/22/20; “The 
Epicenter”, OAD: 03/29/20; and “Short Supply”, OAD: 04/12/20) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Maria 
Gavrilovic 



 “Feeding a Nation” – a profile of chef Jose Andres. Founder of World Central Kitchen, a 
non-profit that provides meals to natural disaster survivors, Andres has fed nearly 2 
million people in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic. Includes an interview with Craig 
Fugate, head of FEMA under President Obama. (See also: “Chef Jose Andres”, OAD: 
05/02/10; and “Feeding Puerto Rico, OAD: 11/26/17) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Denise 
Schrier Cetta) 

“The Crown Prince of Kabuki” – a profile of Ebizo, the famed Kabuki performer who has 
gained celebrity status in Japan through the traditional theater art. Includes interviews 
with Denjiro Tanaka, a friend of Ebizo; and Mark Oshima, who translates the plays into 
English. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Nathalie Sommer, Vanessa Fica) 

04/26/20 “On The Line” – a report on the effects of COVID-19 on Ford and GM. After closing their 
factories due to the pandemic, these American auto manufacturers have adapted their 
production facilities to help meet urgent need for ventilators and personal protective 
equipment (PPE). Includes interviews with Bill Ford, Ford executive chairman; Mary Barra, 
CEO of GM; Phil Kienla, GM’s vice president of North American manufacturing; George 
Vandermeir and Tracy Streeter, GM employees; and Joanne Ritchie, a Ford employee. 
(See also: “Critical Condition”, OAD: 04/05/20; and “Short Supply”, OAD: 04/12/20) (C: 
Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman, Rome Hartman, Adam Verdugo) 

 “Outbreak Science” – a report on the use of artificial intelligence to generate new data 
gathering techniques, which are being used to help stop coronavirus and outbreaks of 
future infectious diseases while mapping the disease’s progress. Includes interviews with 
Dr. Kamran Khan, BlueDot founder and CEO; Dr. Michael Gardam, an infectious disease 
physician; Gavin Newsom, governor of California; and Dylan George, a scientist who 
tracked biological threats for the Bush and Obama administrations. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: 
Heather Abbott) 

 “The Unseen Enemy” – a report on the impact of COVID-19 on the U.S military. As they 
fight to stop the spread of the virus among the general public, extra precautions have 
been taken to ensure their own safety. Includes interviews with David Castelow, drill 
sergeant; James McConville, Army Chief of Staff; Patrick Collins, Lieutenant Colonel; Air 
Force Brigadier Pete Fesler, a fighter pilot; General Terrence O’Shaughnessy, head of the 
U.S. Northern Command; and General John Hyten, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs. (C: 
David Martin – P: Mary Walsh) 

 Update: “Critical Condition” (OAD: 04/05/20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



48 HOURS 

04/04/20 48 HOURS: “Reuschel vs. Reuschel” - a report on the trial of Mike Reuschel for the 
attempted murder of his wife, Sue Reuschel. On February 3, 2018, police in Gainsville, 
Florida responded to a home invasion at the home of Mike and Sue Reuschel. According 
to Mike, an intruder entered the home and stabbed Sue, though Detective David 
Visconti did not find evidence consistent with that. After waking up from emergency 
surgery, Sue revealed there was no intruder and claimed Mike was the assailant; he was 
arrested for attempted murder. Mike’s daughter, Caroline, asserted Sue fabricated her 
story and recalled Sue being a heavy drinker, who exerted control over Mike’s behavior 
and was jealous of her. Surprisingly, Sue took an active role in planning Caroline’s 
wedding and paid for an expensive wedding dress. At her wedding, Caroline noticed a 
scar on Mike’s face and he revealed that Sue had been physically abusive for years. Sue 
was arrested for domestic battery in November 2017, a fact that only came out during 
Mike’s trial. According to Sue, Mike revealed that Caroline’s wedding went over budget 
by $150,000, which led to an argument that became physical. Afterwards, Sue agreed to 
move to a condo they owned and get counseling for anger and drinking problems. In 
February 2018, Sue returned to Gainseville to attempt a reconciliation. At dinner, a text 
from Caroline led to a fight. Mike and Sue drove home separately, with Sue sending 
Mike angry texts the whole way, including ones asking for a divorce. Sue stated that she 
was in the guest room when Mike came in, got on top on her and stabbed her in the 
stomach, cut her fingers, and slashed her wrists. He then laid in the bed next to her until 
she agreed to the story about an intruder. In Mike’s version of events, he entered the 
guest room to find Sue holding a knife and in an ensuing struggle, the knife entered her 
stomach without him realizing; they then laid in bed and discussed future vacation 
plans. Mike further claimed Sue cut her own wrists and came up with the intruder story 
for fear she would be arrested. Defense expert Michael Berkand testified the blood 
splatter around the bed was consistent with Mike’s statements. Prosecutors contested 
Berkland’s testimony and his credibility; they pointed to his fear of losing half of his 
fortune in a divorce as motive. After a four hours of deliberation, the jury returned with 
a guilty verdict on all counts. Mike received additional charges after a jailhouse 
informant claimed he tried to hire a hitman to kill Sue. After family and colleagues 
testified at his hearing, Mike was sentenced to 30 years in prison. On-screen text 
graphic: The murder-for-hire charges against Mike Reuschel were dropped. Interviewed: 
Caroline Reuschel, Mike’s daughter; Detective David Visconti, Gainsville Police 
Department; Didi Hoffman, Mike’s first wife; David Byron, trial co-prosecutor; Sean 
Brewer, trial co-prosecutor; Michael Berkland, blood stain pattern analyst; Mike 
Reuschel (by phone). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Sarah Prior, Paul La Rosa, Dena Goldstein) 

 

  



04/11/20 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Surviving Ted Bundy” – Karen Kleiner, Karen Chandler, and 
Cheryl Thomas, all attacked by serial killer Ted Bundy, tell their stories and their 
subsequent road to recovery. In the early morning hours of January 15th, 1978, Karen 
Kleiner was awakened by the slamming of her bedroom door, just before a man struck 
her with an object. He attacked her roommate Karen Chandler, after he noticed her 
stirring. Alarmed by the return of a Chi Omega sorority sister to the house on the Florida 
State University (FSU) campus, the man fled. The two women were taken to the 
emergency room and when they awoke, learned that the man had murdered and 
sexually assaulted two of their sorority sisters. Sheriff Ken Katsaris found bite marks on 
the deceased victims and was informed of another attack six blocks away, this time on 
Cheryl Thomas. He also received word from Colorado authorities about an escaped 
criminal in the area, Ted Bundy. Weeks later, another possible victim came to light, 12-
year-old Kimberly Leach. On February 15th, Ted Bundy was arrested in a stolen car and 
immediately became a suspect. While none of the victims could positively identify 
Bundy, a Chi Omega sister saw his profile the night of the attacks and positively 
identified him from a lineup. Sheriff Katsaris obtained a warrant for a mold of Bundy’s 
teeth, which experts matched to the bite marks. During the trial, Bundy took an active 
role in his defense, deposing witnesses and serving on his own defense team for the FSU 
trial. On July 24th, after seven hours of deliberation, Bundy was found guilty on all counts 
and sentenced to death. He would subsequently be found guilty for Kimberly Leach’s 
death and given a second death sentence. Bundy appealed through the 1980s and after 
exhausting all appeals, offered information on more victims, in exchange for his 
sentence to be changed. He was executed January 24th 1989. On-screen text graphic: 
Ted Bundy confessed to at least thirty murders. But it is believed he may have killed 
over a hundred women in at least six states. Interviewed: Ken Katsris, former Leon 
County sheriff; Karen Chandler, victim; Kathy Kleiner, victim; Cheryl Thomas, victim; 
Tony Cimino, Kathy’s friend; Larry Simpson, former Leon County assistant state 
attorney; Michael DeShields, Kathy’s son; Scott Rubin, Kathy’s second husband. (Anchor: 
Tracy Smith – Producer: Lauren Clark; Producer / Editor: Michael McHugh) 

04/18/20 48 HOURS: “Crosley Green’s Hard Time” – an update to “Last Chance for Freedom” (OAD: 
05/30/15; updated 08/19/17), which was a follow-up to both “Reasonable Doubt” (OAD: 
11/01/99); and its retitled rebroadcast, which included an update: “Impossible Mission” 
(OAD: 07/10/00). This update continues the report on Crosley Green, who remains in a 
Florida prison. Despite his claims of innocence, Green was convicted and sentenced to 
death in 1990 for the April 1989 murder of Charles “Chip” Flynn in a Titusville, Florida 
orange grove. Green, along with the help of lawyers and private investigators, has spent 
decades trying to prove his innocence. At the time of the murder, Green was a small-time 
drug dealer who said he was two miles away when Flynn was killed. Green was arrested 
after Flynn’s former girlfriend, Kim Hallock, told police that she and Flynn had been 
carjacked by a black man with a gun and driven to a remote orange grove. Flynn was 
killed, but Hallock escaped. She identified Green from a photo lineup. Green’s nine state 
appeals are exhausted, but his current attorneys Keith Harrison, Bob Rhoad and Jeane 
Thomas, along with an original private investigator Joe Moura (now a 48 HOURS 
consultant) have one last hope, federal court. They believe they have enough evidence to 
prove that the conviction is part of a distinct pattern and practice of government 



misconduct in Brevard County. Three other men, Bill Dillion, Juan Ramos, and Wilton 
Dedge have had their convictions overturned; two of them were also prosecuted by 
Christopher White. Green’s attorneys believe that what makes this case different is a 
mountain of evidence that demonstrates Crosley Green is actually innocent. At the heart 
of their case are notes from Assistant State’s Attorney Christopher White’s meeting with 
officers Mark Rixey and Diane Clarke (who spoke to 48 HOURS for the first time for the 
05/30/15 broadcast). Green’s lawyer says that their notes say they think the girl (former 
girlfriend Kim Hallock) killed Flynn. In June 2017, the 11th Circuit Federal Court of Appeals 
said it would allow Green’s attorneys to argue in person why his case should not have 
been dismissed. The Florida Attorney General’s Office continues to fight to uphold Crosley 
Green’s conviction, claiming Green failed to meet a filing deadline for his appeal. UPDATE: 
In July 2018, a federal judge ruled that withholding prosecutor notes from Green’s 
defense violated his right to a fair trial. His conviction was overturned and a new trial was 
ordered. The state of Florida appealed. On March 12, 2020, the Federal Appeals Court in 
Jacksonville heard from Green’s defense team and state attorneys. On-screen text 
graphic: 48 Hours will continue to follow Crosley Green's case. Interviewed: Crossley 
Green; Keith Harrison and Jeane Thomas, Green’s attorneys; Diane Clarke and Mark Rixey, 
Brevard County officers; David Stroup, Chip’s friend; Christopher White, prosecutor; 
Charles Flynn, Chip’s father; Tim Curtis, who sold the car to Chip; Lisa DiMeo, 
criminologist; Sheila Green, Crosley’s sister; Kenneth Nunn, University of Florida law 
professor; O’Connor Green, Crosley’s brother; Degrah Green, Crosley’s sister; Shuma 
Green, Crosley’s son; Shirley Green, Crosley’s sister. (See also: “Reasonable Doubt”, OAD: 
11/01/99; its retitled rebroadcast, which included an update: “Impossible Mission”, OAD: 
07/10/00; and 48 HOURS: “Last Chance for Freedom”, a follow-up to both prior 
broadcasts, OAD: 05/30/15 - an updated rebroadcast aired on 08/19/17.) (C: Erin 
Moriarty – P: Asena Basak) 

04/25/20 48 HOURS: “The Murder of Haley Anderson” – a report on the murder of Binghamton 
University nursing student Haley Anderson by fellow nursing student Orlando Tercero. 
In early March 2018, Haley Anderson’s friends were concerned after she didn’t show up 
to a friend’s poetry reading. They tracked her iPhone to Tercero’s apartment, where her 
friend Josie Artin climbed through the window and found her body in Tercero’s 
bedroom. Footage from surveillance cameras around the home showed Anderson 
entering with Tercero on March 8th, but never leaving. Investigators believed Tercero 
attempted suicide, based on a tie hung in a doorway and a note he left, in which they 
believed Tercero admitted to killing Anderson. Tercero was seen leaving the home one 
last time before driving to New York’s JFK airport, where he boarded a flight to 
Nicaragua. Four days later, his mother drove him to a hospital after another failed 
suicide attempt, where he was arrested by Nicaraguan authorities. Because of Tercero’s 
dual citizenship, he was not extradited to the United States. In October 2019, he was 
tried for the crime of “femicide”; the Broome County District Attorney’s office aided the 
prosecution. Tercero’s attorney presented a temporary insanity defense, with a court 
appointed psychologist as his only witness. After a 90-minute recess, the judge declared 
Tercero guilty. Two weeks later, he was sentenced to 30 years in prison. On February 4, 
2020, Tercero appeared in appeals court, where his attorney argued for a new 
psychological evaluation, to be conducted by a forensic psychologist. Magistrates 



quickly denied the request. Additionally, the defense argued that because Tercero was 
indicted in the U.S. for second-degree murder, the court was obligated to adhere to the 
lighter sentencing guidelines associated with it. On March 10, 2020, the appellate court 
denied that part of the appeal as well. On-screen text graphic: Tonight’s 48 Hours is 
dedicated to Ana Real. Interviewed: Josie Artin, Haley’s friend; Karen Anderson, Haley’s 
mother; Kevin Ocampo, Haley’s boyfriend; Jesse Bua, Tercero’s friend and roommate; 
Sydney Matuszak, Haley’s friend; Lieutenant Cory Minor, Binghamton Police; Steve 
Cornwell, former Broome County (New York) district attorney; Daniel Urcuyo, Tercero’s 
friend (in Nicaragua); Juan David Aleman, Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); Ashley Lopez, 
Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); Estephanie Moroney, Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); 
and an unidentified female friend of Tercero, who asked to remain anonymous (in 
Nicaragua). (C: Maria Elena Salinas – P: Judy Rybak, Stephanie Slifer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS 

MAY 2020 

FACE THE NATION 

 

05/03/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Governor J.B. Pritzker (D-IL), (3); Dr. Scott 
Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (4); Daniel O’Day, chairman and CEO, Gilead 
Sciences (5); Raphael Bostic, president and CEO, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta (6); 
Gary Kelly, chairman and CEO, Southwest Airlines (7); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News political 
correspondent (8) 

1) a report from Atlanta on stay-at-home protests, potential food supply disruptions, 
and unemployment funding 

2) a report from London on COVID-19 hotspots around the world 

3) Topics include: Illinois hospitalization rates / stay-at-home orders / federal response 
vs. state needs / testing capabilities / loss of state revenue 

4) Topics include: hospitalization rates in different states / potential death toll / possible 
summer infection rates / remdesivir being used as treatment / vaccine timeline; 
locations that cannot maintain social distancing rules 

5) Topics include: remdesivir being used as treatment / distribution of remdesivir supply 
/ potential remdesivir manufacturing capabilities 

6) Topics include: possible economic depression; reopening of Southern states; housing 
market / risk of a banking or financial crisis / role of the Federal Reserve during crises 

7) Topics include: coronavirus safety measures on airplanes / possible summer travel 
demand; CARES Act / potential layoffs  

8) Topics include: sexual assault allegations against Joe Biden; CBS News national poll 
results indicating Biden’s lead over Trump / popularity of vice-presidential possibilities; 
poll results on the visibility of the President and Mr. Biden during the pandemic 

 

05/10/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Kevin Hassett, White House economic advisor 
(3); Dr. Christopher Murray, director, Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, 
University of Washington (4); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (5); Eric 
Schmidt, former chairman and CEO, Google (6); James Ryan, president, University of 
Virginia (7) 



1) a report from Atlanta on the unemployment rate, worries about a second Great 
Depression, and the protests for reopening  

2) a report from London on coronavirus measures in Russia, Brazil, South Korea, and 
Britain 

3) Topics include: unemployment among Hispanic and African-American demographics / 
potential unemployment rates / federal lending for businesses / possible future stimulus 
measures / reopening guidelines for businesses 

4) Topics include: summer coronavirus death projections / potential hotspots / travel 
risks / effectiveness of wearing a mask  

5) Topics include: FDA authorization of COVID- 19 antigen test / testing effectiveness / 
testing in the workplace; remdesivir distribution lines 

6) Topics include: reimagining the American workplace; importance of Internet access / 
outmoded federal and state government software; Trump administration’s talks with 
Intel and other companies to move their facilities back to the United States 

7) Topics include: summer and fall college classes at the University of Virginia / campus 
coronavirus protocols; acceptance rates for out-of-state and international students; 
accepting CARES Act funds 

05/17/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Alex Azar, Secretary of Health and Human 
Services (3); Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), Speaker of the House of 
Representatives (4); Scott Pelley, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (5); Jerome Powell, 
chairman, Federal Reserve (5); Gary Cohn, former director, National Economic Council 
(6); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (7); Claire Babineaux-Fontenot, CEO, 
Feeding America (8) 

1) a report from Atlanta on different states’ reopening measures 

2) a report from London on the world-wide dilemma on how and how fast to lift 
lockdown measures around the world, in places where the infection rate is declining or 
increasing 

3) Topics include: White House push for coronavirus vaccine / vaccine availability; 
projected coronavirus death rates / risks with states reopening; Mr. Azar’s naming in 
whistleblower Dr. Rick Bright’s complaint / reaction to criticism of the Center for Disease 
Control (CDC) 

4) Topics include: passage of the HEROES Act in the House / Senate Republican PPP bill / 
risks to essential workers; President Trump’s removal of Inspector General Steve Linick 

5) Preview of Scott Pelley’s interview with Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell for 
tonight’s 60 MINUTES 



6) Topics include: predictions about long-term unemployment; pros and cons of the 
HEROES Act; his lack of support for a payroll tax cut; stock market performance 

7) Topics include: reaction to Secretary Azar’s vaccine availability claim; post-viral 
syndrome associated with the coronavirus and its effects on children; testing efforts by 
the CDC 

8) Topics include: rising food prices / increase in charitable need / child food insecurity 

05/24/20 Coronavirus: The Race to Respond 

Guests: Chip Reid, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News 
senior foreign correspondent (2); Ambassador Robert O’Brien, National Security adviser 
(3); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (4); Eric Rosengren, president and 
CEO, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (5); Geoffrey Ballotti, president and CEO, 
Wyndham Hotels Group (6); Michael Chertoff, former Secretary of Homeland Security 
(7); David Martin, CBS News national security correspondent (8) 

1) a report from Washington, D.C. as states take steps to get back to normal 

2) a report from London on coronavirus infection rates in Latin America and Africa, and 
China’s promise to donate money, medical gear and personnel to help fight COVID in 
Africa 

3) Topics include: delay of the G-7 summit to the end of June, or later; safety of 
President Trump’s hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin treatments; infection rates in 
the Southern Hemisphere / travel bans; election interference precautions; remdesivir / 
coronavirus vaccine development; his claim ‘this was a virus that was unleashed by 
China’ 

4) Topics include: national coronavirus statistics / coronavirus seasonality; partial re-
opening by all fifty states reopening / potential future outbreaks; coronavirus vaccine 
development 

5) Topics include: Main Street Lending Program; prediction of double-digit 
unemployment rates through the end of this year / unemployment benefits / income 
inequality; housing payment issues in New England 

6) Topics include: Memorial Day weekend travel / hotel coronavirus procedures; 
potential bankruptcies / Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) 

7) Topics include: coronavirus infection rates in Washington, D.C. / potential re-opening 
of schools; Trump administration pandemic response; mail-in ballots 

8) a report on the U.S. Navy’s coronavirus precautions 

 

  



05/31/20 Guests: Jeff Pegues, CBS News chief justice and homeland security correspondent (1); 
Nikole Killion, CBS News  correspondent (2); Melvin Carter, Mayor of St. Paul, MN (3); 
Benjamin Crump, Floyd family attorney (4); Keisha Lance Bottoms, Mayor of Atlanta, GA 
(5); Wesley Lowery, correspondent, “60 in 6” (6); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior 
foreign correspondent (7); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (8) 

 1) a report from Minneapolis on the local and national protests in the wake of the 
Memorial Day murder by Minneapolis police of George Floyd, a 46-year-old African-
American man 

 2) a report from Washington, D.C. on the protests outside the White House 

 3) Topics include: identity of violent instigators at protests; George Floyd / reaction to 
registered complaints against police which end with no repercussions 

 4) Topics include: support for the protests in Minnesota; death of George Floyd / 
reaction to the manslaughter charges against former Officer Derek Chauvin 

 5) Topics include: possible organized violence at protests / unsubstantiated claims by 
the Justice Department about the ‘radical left’ / President Trump’s impact on the 
protests; ‘on-camera lynching’ of Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia, who was shot by two 
white men / her lack of faith in the Justice Department / message to the people of 
Atlanta 

 6) Topics include: listening to the activists / factors influencing the current protests; 
claim of an Antifa presence at the protests; need for structural and systemic reforms to 
American policing 

 7) a report from London on the worldwide coronavirus pandemic 

 8) Coronavirus: The Race to Respond topics include: possible effect of the protests on 
coronavirus infection rates / higher infection rates among Black Americans, Hispanic, 
and Latino Americans; U.S. severing ties with World Health Organization / new timeline 
issued by the Center for Disease Control detailing community transmission in the U.S. 

60 MINUTES 

05/03/20 “The Jobless” – a report on how people are coping with job loss due to the coronavirus 
pandemic. Despite government intervention, many jobless Americans are still left without 
stimulus checks or unemployment benefits, being forced into unforeseen financial 
circumstances. Includes interviews with Courtney Clifton, Tim Yabor, Robin Barbacane, 
Reid Henzel, Erin McCahill, and Saleena Temple, who all lost their jobs during quarantine. 
(C: Scott Pelley – P: Aaron Weisz) 

  

 

 

 



 “Where Did The Money Go?” – a report on the effect of the coronavirus pandemic on 
farmers. After deficits caused by trade tariffs, farmers were already at a financial 
disadvantage when their business was further impacted by COVID-19. Many fear the 
future of American farming is at risk. Includes interviews with Bob Kuylen, North Dakota 
Farmers Union Vice President; Doug Sombke, South Dakota Famers Union President; 
Sonny Perdue, Agriculture Secretary; Ken Cook, president of the Environmental Working 
Group; and Robert Serio, lawyer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Sarah Koch) 

 “The State of Texas” – a report on the impact of the coronavirus on Texas and their 
increasingly overwhelmed healthcare systems. More hospitals have closed in Texas than 
any other state, with rural residents and practitioners facing particularly dire conditions. 
Includes interviews with Sid Miller, Texas Agriculture Commissioner; Elizabeth Ellis, a 
nurse practitioner; Dr. Leighann Falcon, a doctor at Memorial Medical Center; Erin 
Clevenger, a nurse; and Greg Abbott, governor of Texas. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Guy 
Campanile, Lucy Hatcher) 

05/10/20 “Pandemic Politics” – a report on the impact of global politics on the spread of COVID-
19. Scientists face funding cuts due to political disputes, slowing vaccine research. 
Includes interviews with Dr. Peter Daszak, a scientist; Dr. Maureen Miller, an 
epidemiologist at Columbia University; and Dr. Elodie Ghedin, who is studying the 
genome of the virus at New York University. (See also: “Stopping the Virus”, OAD: 
03/22/20) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Ashley Velie) 

 “Amazon” – a report on Amazon, the world’s largest online marketplace, whose 
workplace policies in response to the COVID-19 pandemic have come under scrutiny. 
Includes interviews with Dave Clark, head of operations at Amazon; and Chris Smalls; a 
former Amazon worker terminated after protesting. (See also: “Amazon”, OAD: 12/01/13) 
(C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On, Natalie Jimenez Peel) 

“Ghost Guns” – a report on untraceable firearms, called ghost guns, which are 
handcrafted via legally purchased gun kits. The loophole allows buyers to circumvent gun 
laws, and many of these weapons have been used in criminal acts. Includes interviews 
with Thomas Chittum, ATF’s assistant director of field operations; Bryan Muehlberger, 
whose daughter was a school shooting victim; Alex Villanueva, Los Angeles County 
Sherriff; Dimitrios Karras, ghost gun seller; and Thomas Brandon, former acting director 
of the ATF. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Nichole Marks, David M. Levine) 

05/17/20 “Chairman of the Federal Reserve” – an interview with Jerome Powell, Chair of the 
Federal Reserve. Powell details what he feels the government’s role should be in 
correcting the current financial crisis, along with his impressions of both the present and 
long-term effects of the coronavirus pandemic. (See also: “The Chairman”, 03/10/19; 
“The Economic Emergency”, OAD: 03/22/20; “Critical Condition”, OAD: 04/05/20; and 
“The Jobless”, OAD: 05/03/20) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster) 

  

 



 “Whistleblower” – an interview with Dr. Rick Bright, the government whistleblower who 
exposed the United States’ endorsement of the drug Hydroxychloroquine, an unproven 
COVID-19 treatment. Bright believes he was ousted as director of the Biomedical 
Advanced Research and Development Authority in part for raising early concerns about 
the urgency of pandemic preparation. Includes interviews with Mike Bowen, vice 
president of Prestige Ameritech; and Alex Azar, Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman, Rome Hartman, Adam Verdugo) 

 “The Reckoning” – a report on the potential long-term global effects of the coronavirus. 
Experts discuss the permanent societal impact this will have, both economically and 
environmentally. Includes interviews with Bill McKibben, an environmentalist; Frank 
Snowden, professor emeritus of history at Yale; and Arundhati Roy, author and activist. 
(C: Jon Wertheim – P: Michael H. Gavshon) 

 “Ender” – This was supposed to be the last broadcast of the season, but due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, 60 MINUTES will continue with new shows in June. (C: John 
Dickerson)               

05/24/20 PREEMPTED 

05/31/20 “The Promise of Plasma” – a report on plasma therapy and the use of COVID-19 
antibodies to treat patients with coronavirus. Doctors at the Hackensack Meridian Health 
Center for Discovery and Innovation in New Jersey are in the early stages of studies that 
have proven helpful in combating the virus. Includes interviews with Dr. Michele Donato, 
medical oncologist and principal investigator of the plasma study; David Perlin, 
biomedical researcher and chief scientific officer at Hackensack Meridian Health Center 
for Discovery and Innovation; Dan Walsh, Walter Dimatia, Rick Loshiavo, and Christopher 
Jordan, “super donors;” Robert Robinson, a nursing director in the hospital’s emergency 
department; and Segundo Guaman and Jose Ramirez, patients of Dr. Donato. (C: Bill 
Whitaker – P: Michael Karzis, Julie Holstein, Howard L. Rosenberg) 

 “Spilling Across The Border” – a report on the presence of raw sewage in Southern 
California’s oceans that has spread from nearby Tijuana, Mexico. Communities on both 
sides of the border are at risk due to the contaminated water, though few precautions 
have been taken to assure safety. Includes interviews with Amber Craig, a border patrol 
agent; Fay Crevoshay, an environmentalist with Wildcoast; Mark West, retired Naval 
Officer; Alex Lopez, Kyle Buckett, Bill Lyman, and Steve Viola, retired SEALs; and Serge 
Dedina, mayor of Imperial Beach, California and executive director of Wildcoast. (C: Lesley 
Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On, Natalie Jimenez Peel) 

“Perseverance” – a report on NASA’s mission to discover evidence of ancient life on Mars. 
NASA plans to launch the Perseverance rover, equipped with scientific instruments to 
retrieve samples, for their Mars 2020 mission. Includes interviews with Bobby Braun, 
director of solar system exploration at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Matt Wallace, 
deputy project manager; Katie Stack Morgan, deputy project scientist; and Matt Gildner, 
a NASA employee working from home. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Andy Court) 

 



“Ender” – This past week, as Americans began to venture out from beneath the shadow 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, they were confronted by a much older threat in this country 
– systemic racism and racial injustice. George Floyd was killed on Memorial Day while in 
the custody of Minneapolis police officers. His death ignited protests and in some cases, 
violence in cities across the country. (C: Bill Whitaker) 

48 HOURS 

05/02/20 48 HOURS: “What Ever Happened to Mary Day?” – a report on the search to find a 
young girl who was last seen in 1981. In 2002, Sherrie Calgaro filed a police report about 
her sister Mary Day, who went missing in 1981 at the age of 13. Sherrie had been 
adopted by a foster family, while Mary and their middle sister Kathy, returned to their 
mother Charlotte and her new husband, William Houle. Mary was last seen at the Houle 
home in Seaside, California. William accused Mary of poisoning his dog, which led to a 
physical altercation. Charlotte and William claimed that Mary ran away, but they never 
filed a police report -- allegedly so they could continue claiming the Social Security 
checks Mary was receiving because of her deceased father. In March 2003, authorities 
canvassed the former home of the Houles with cadaver dogs, all of which focused on 
one spot in the backyard. After digging, police found the decaying sneaker of a young 
girl, but no body. A month later, Detective Joe Bertaina interviewed Charlotte and 
William after locating them in Kansas. William recalled the altercation with Mary and 
admitted to striking her. He claimed he could not have killed her, but admitted to 
feeling “possessed” at the time and that the “demon” inside him could have. Detective 
Bertaina and Police Chief Steve Cercone took this as a confession, but the district 
attorney was not ready to bring charges. In November of that year, a routine traffic stop 
in Phoenix, Arizona, turned up a woman claiming to be Mary Day. Authorities performed 
a DNA test on “Phoenix Mary” and confirmed she was Charlotte Houle’s daughter. The 
police closed the case and Sherrie invited Mary to move in with her, but she soon began 
to question if this woman was her sister. Sherrie noticed Mary often went by the name 
“Monica Devereaux” and had a peculiar accent. Mary also sent an email to Detective 
Bertaina saying she had been lying about who she was. Despite this, the case remained 
closed. However, in 2008 Chief Cercone was informed that an unrelated investigation at 
Fort Ord had resulted in cadaver dogs focusing on a second home the Houles had lived 
in. Once again, police were unable to find a body. Chief Cercone hired private 
investigator Mark Clark to look into the case. Clark’s theory was that the Houles 
murdered Mary in 1981 and that “Phoenix Mary” was a previously unknown daughter of 
Charlotte’s that they enticed to impersonate Mary with the promise of money. In 2017, 
acting Police Chief Judy Veloz had further testing conducted that showed “Phoenix 
Mary’s” DNA matched Charlotte as well as the birth father. She further concluded that 
that gaps in Mary’s memory were due to a traumatic life and alcoholism. Her report 
closed the investigation. On-screen text graphic: Mary Day died nine days after Judy 
Veloz interviewed her. There was no funeral. Interviewed: Detective Joe Bertaina, police 
officer; Steve Cercone, former police chief; Sherrie Calgaro, Mary’s sister; Kathy Pires, 
Mary’s sister; Mark Clark, private investigator; Judy Veloz, acting police chief; Shaun 
Moore, CEO, Trueface. (C: Maureen Maher – P: Chuck Stevenson) 

 



05/09/20 48 HOURS: “Tracking the Murders of Israel Keyes” – a report on the capture and 
interrogation of a confessed serial killer and the search for more of his victims. On the 
evening of February 1, 2012 in Anchorage, Alaska, Samantha Koenig went missing from 
her job at a roadside coffee stand. Security footage showed what appeared to be an 
individual with a gun leading her away. Three weeks later, her boyfriend would receive 
text messages, which led to law enforcement finding a picture of Samantha and a 
ransom demand attached to a bulletin board at a local park. Samantha’s father 
deposited some of the ransom money in her account. A masked man was caught on 
camera making a withdrawal with Samantha’s ATM card, but police were unable to 
reach him in time. Subsequent withdrawals would occur a week later in New Mexico 
and Arizona; on March 13, a Texas state trooper would spot the car seen in ATM 
surveillance footage. A search of it would produce Samantha’s ID, ATM card, a gun, and 
the disguise seen in the Anchorage ATM footage. The driver was Israel Keyes; he was 
arrested and extradited to Alaska. Keyes was willing to give law enforcement 
information on his crimes, but asked for the promise of the death penalty and certain 
“treats,” such as a cigar, candy or Starbucks coffee, over the course of the investigation. 
Keyes confessed to chaining Samantha up in his shed, sexually assaulting her, and 
eventually killing her and dumping her body in a lake. Over seven months of interviews, 
U.S. attorneys would eventually get him to reveal his part in the deaths of Bill and 
Lorraine Currier of Vermont in 2011, a woman in Bend, Oregon in the late 1990s, and an 
individual in Washington State in 2005 or 2006. He also revealed the existence of “kill 
caches” of guns and ammunition he buried around the country. Though he did not take 
responsibility, he is also suspected in the death of Deborah Feldman in Upstate New 
York. Keyes committed suicide December 1, 2012. Based on drawings of skulls found in 
his cell and his travels through the U.S. and Canada, FBI agents believe there are more 
victims yet to be discovered. On-screen text graphic: If you have information about the 
Israel Keyes case, call the FBI at 1-800-CALL-FBI. Interviewed: Michelle Tasker, 
Samantha’s friend; Jolene Goeden, FBI special agent; Katherine Nelson, FBI special 
agent; Frank Russo, Anchorage assistant U.S. attorney; Ted Halla, FBI special agent; 
Colleen Sanders, FBI special agent; John Smith, Keyes’s former associate; Dezarae Smith, 
Keyes’s former associate; Sherri Odegaard, mother of possible Keyes victim; Eric Jonson, 
Keyes’s former coworker. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris O’Connell, Anthony Venditti) 

 

  



05/16/20 48 HOURS: “The Disappearance of Kelly Dwyer” (9:00 - 10:00p) – In October 2013, Kelly 
Dwyer vanished after a night out in Milwaukee. After failing to report for work on 
October 12th, concerned co-workers attempted to call and check her social media 
accounts. Investigators learned Dwyer’s phone was dead, her social media accounts 
down, and debit card unused. Dwyer was last seen on October 10th, entering her 
boyfriend Kris Zocco’s apartment. Zocco told investigators he and Dwyer engaged in 
drug use, sex, and then both passed out. Zocco says Dwyer left his apartment the next 
morning around 9am, though security footage shows otherwise. After finding drugs in 
his apartment, Zocco was arrested for drug possession. While in custody, the police 
obtained a warrant for his cell phone and found disturbing pictures of Dwyer and video 
of Zocco engaged in a sex act where Dwyer appears to be in distress. Although 
considered a person of interest, Zocco could still only be charged with drug possession. 
On a second search of his apartment, a police cadaver dog alerted them to odor of 
decomposing human remains. In a spare bedroom, the police found a hard drive 
containing child pornography and were able to arrest him again. Zocco was convicted of 
possession of child pornography, plead guilty to additional drug charges, and was 
sentenced 19 years. A year and a half after Dwyer vanished, her remains were 
discovered by a local man on a deserted road about 45 miles west of Milwaukee. Five 
years after Dwyer vanished, Zocco went on trial and was charged with first-degree 
reckless homicide, hiding a corpse, and strangulation and suffocation. After nine days of 
testimony, Zocco was found guilty on all charges and sentenced to thirty-one years in 
addition to his 19 year sentence. Original on-screen text graphic: Kris Zocco will be 
eligible for release in 2065. He will be 90 years old. Zocco plans to appeal his homicide 
conviction. On-screen text graphic for 05/16/20 rebroadcast: Kris Zocco will be eligible 
for release in 2065. He will be 90 years old. Interviewed: Sara Hill, Milwaukee Assistant 
District Attorney; Chanell Royston, Dwyer’s friend; Ryan Hader, Dwyer’s yoga instructor; 
Joyce Frye, Kris Zocco’s mother; Det. Katherine Spano, Milwaukee police; Det. Tammy 
Tramel-McClain, Milwaukee police; Det. Erik Gulbrandson, Milwaukee police; Craig 
Mastantuono and Rebecca Coffee, Kris Zocco’s defense attorneys. (C: Peter Van Sant – 
P: Susan Mallie, Josh Gelman) (OAD: 11/02/19) 

05/16/20 48 HOURS: “The Missing Children of Lori Vallow Daybell” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on 
two missing children and the mother who refuses to speak about their whereabouts. In 
2015, Lori Vallow met Charles Vallow, who would become her fourth husband. The two 
quickly fell in love and married, creating a family with Tylee Ryan, Lori’s daughter from a 
previous marriage, and the recently adopted JJ Vallow, Charles’ sister’s grandson. After 
living in Hawaii, the family moved to Arizona in 2017, where Lori began paying less 
attention to the children, leading to a rift in the family. In early 2019, Lori left for two 
months to see author and podcaster Chad Daybell in Rexburg, Idaho. Charles filed for 
divorce, citing murder threats from Lori and her becoming involved in extreme religious 
beliefs, which included her leading a small group of survivors following the apocalypse. 
On July 11, 2019, Charles arrived at Lori’s home to take JJ to school. An hour later, he 
was shot and killed by Lori’s brother Alex Cox, who claimed self-defense. Two months 
later, Lori moved her and the children to Rexburg. In early October 2019, Lori reportedly 
began preparation to marry Chad, however he was still married. Weeks later, Chad’s 
wife Tammy unexpectedly died; no autopsy was performed. Two weeks later, Lori and 



Chad married in Hawaii. In November 2019, Rexburg police performed a welfare check 
at the prompting of JJ’s grandparents, Kay and Larry Woodcock. Lori claimed the 
children were with a friend in Arizona, however when Arizona authorities followed up 
on this, they found out it was a lie. Rexburg police returned to execute a search warrant 
and discovered Lori and Chad had left town. It was eventually discovered they were on 
an extended honeymoon in Hawaii. On January 25, 2020, Lori was ordered to produce 
Tylee and JJ to Idaho authorities. She did not and was arrested. On March 5, 2020, she 
was extradited back to Idaho and charged with child abandonment. In April 2020, 
authorities began looking into Lori and Chad’s possible involvement in Tammy Daybell’s 
death. In May 2020, Lori asked a judge to reduce her million-dollar bond. Her request 
was denied. The FBI has turned its attention to Yellowstone National Park, where the 
last photo of Tylee from September 2019 was taken. On-screen text graphic: If you have 
any information about Tylee and JJ, contact Rexburg Police (208) 359-3000. Interviewed: 
Morgan Loew, KPHO investigative reporter; April Raymond, Lori’s friend; Echo Itaaehau, 
mother of Tylee’s friend; Neal Mestas, dog trainer; Rich Robertson, private investigator; 
Summer Shiflet, Lori’s sister; Dee Ann Carter, Facebook group member; Annie Southam, 
Facebook group member; Larry Woodcock, JJ’s grandfather; Janis Cox, Lori’s mother; 
Kay Woodcock, JJ’s grandmother; Aaron Teasdale, Yellowstone expert. (C: Jonathan 
Vigliotti – P: Liza Finley, Richard Fetzer, Emily Wichick) 

05/23/20 48 HOURS: “The Case Against Brooke Skylar Richardson” – In April 2017, Brooke Skylar 
Richardson, who suffered from an eating disorder, learned she was pregnant and told 
no one. Then, on May 7, 2017, less than 48 hours after her high school prom, she gave 
birth to a daughter in her home, still telling no one. In July 2017, she visited an OB-GYN, 
told the doctors her baby was stillborn, and that she buried the body in the backyard of 
the family home. The doctors notified authorities and Richardson was interrogated by 
police without a lawyer. She was charged with a number of counts, including aggravated 
murder, which carries a mandatory life sentence. Richardson’s parents open up about 
their daughter, the lasting impact of the incredible attention the case generated, and 
they address her eating disorder and the impact that may have had on how she hid the 
pregnancy. The Richardson’s maintain a false statement was coerced by police. While on 
trial, no one expected a quick verdict; but after just four hours of deliberation, 
Richardson was sentenced. She was found not guilty on almost all charges, excepting 
gross abuse of a corpse. The family feels not taking the plea was the right decision. 
Though she initially faced life in prison, the judge sentenced Richardson to three years 
of probation. Original on-screen text graphic: Following the verdict, Annabelle’s remains 
were returned to the Richardson family. She was laid to rest in a private ceremony this 
week. On-screen text graphic for 5/23/20 rebroadcast: Following the verdict, 
Annabelle’s remains were returned to the Richardson family. She was laid to rest in a 
private ceremony. Includes interviews with Scott and Kim Richardson, Brooke 
Richardson’s parents; Lieutenant John Faine; defense attorney Charlie M. Rittgers; Dr. 
Susan Brown, the assistant Warren County Coroner; obstetrician Dr. John White; clinical 
psychologist Dr. Stuart Bassman; and District Attorney David Fornshell. (C: Erin Moriarty 
– P: Lisa Freed, Stephanie Slifer, Lincoln Farr, Jonathan Leach) (OAD: 09/28/19) 

 



05/30/20 48 HOURS: “The Hollywood Ripper” (9:00 – 10:00p) and “The Hollywood Ripper on 
Trial” (10:00 – 11:00p) – a two-part report on the investigation of Michael Gargiulo, the 
serial killer known as “The Hollywood Ripper.” 48 HOURS has been working on the case 
since the summer of 2008, airing its first account in 2011; this broadcast contains 
footage from previously aired editions. Includes: (1) “The Hollywood Ripper” – details 
on the murders of four women, all linked to Michael Gargiulo. In 1993, Tricia Pacaccio 
was murdered on the doorstep of her family’s Glenview, Illinois home; Gargiulo was a 
17-year-old high school student living around the corner. He eventually headed to Los 
Angeles, California to try and become an actor. In 2001, 22-year-old fashion student 
Ashley Ellerin was stabbed 47 times, the very night she was supposed to attend a party 
with actor Ashton Kutcher. In 2005, El Monte resident Maria Bruno, a mother of four, 
was also killed, and in 2008, Michelle Murphy was attacked in her apartment in Santa 
Monica, but survived. Gargiulo lived near all of his victims. Blood evidence and DNA, 
which had been filed in the National Database by Cook County, Illinois authorities, led 
investigators to Gargiulo and he was arrested and charged for his California crimes. 
After the 2011 broadcast of 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Boy Next Door”, two key 
witnesses, Temer Leary and Anthony DiLorenzo, came forward with evidence which 
when coupled with the DNA evidence, allowed authorities to charge Gargiulo for the 
Pacaccio murder in Illinois. (2) “The Hollywood Ripper on Trial” – it has taken Michael 
Gargiulo longer to go to trial than any other inmate in the history of the L.A. County Jail, 
nearly eleven years. The trial began on May 2, 2019 and included testimony from 
survivor Michelle Murphy, actor Ashton Kutcher, Gargiulo’s former best friend Mirko 
Hoffman, Anthony DiLorenzo, and Pacaccio family members. After three months, he was 
found guilty on all counts. It is now up to Illinois officials in Cook County to try Gargiulo 
for the murder of Tricia Pacaccio. Original on-screen text graphic: The penalty phase of 
Michael Gargiulo's Los Angeles trial is scheduled to begin on October 7, 2019. He will be 
sentenced to either the death penalty or life in prison. Cook County officials intend to 
try Gargiulo in Illinois for the murder of Tricia Pacaccio. On-screen text graphic for 
05/30/20 rebroadcast: Michael Gargiulo’s sentencing has been delayed. Interviewed: 
Rick, Diane and Doug Pacaccio, Tricia’s father, mother and brother; Karen Jones, friend 
of Tricia’s; Ray Salihovich, Illinois police officer; Justin Peterson, Chris Duran and Jennifer 
Disisto, friends of Ashley Ellerin; Tom Small, Los Angeles Police Department homicide 
detective; Temple Brown, Los Angeles filmmaker; Scott Olsen, friend of Michael 
Gargiulo; Jack Reed and Mark Baldwin, Cook County sheriff’s detectives; Mark 
Lillienfeld, homicide detective with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department; 
Richard Lewis, Santa Monica Police Sergeant; Jack Blakey, head of cold case 
prosecutions for the Cook County state’s attorney; Temer Leary and Anthony DiLorenzo, 
Gargiulo’s former co-workers who contacted 48 HOURS; Mary Fulginiti, former federal 
prosecutor, 48 HOURS consultant; Kris Mohandie, forensic psychologist, 48 HOURS 
consultant; and Nathan Lents, forensic expert, John Jay College of Criminal Justice. (See 
also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Boy Next Door”, OAD: 05/14/11; 1st Updated 
Rebroadcast: 03/10/12; 2nd Updated Rebroadcast: 08/18/12) (C: Maureen Maher – 
Producers for “The Hollywood Ripper”: Chuck Stevenson, Lauren Clark, Josh Gelman, 
Clare Friedland; Producers for “The Hollywood Ripper on Trial”: Chuck Stevenson, Ruth 
Chenetz, Lauren Clark) (OAD: 09/14/19) 



CBS NEWS SPECIALS 

05/15/20 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: “Bravery And Hope: 7 Days On The Front Line” (9:00 – 10:00p) – a 
news special set at Montefiore Hospital, the largest hospital in the Bronx. New York City 
became the epicenter for the COVID-19 pandemic, with the Bronx borough hit the 
hardest. For seven days in April, a CBS News team in protective gear followed emergency 
department and critical care physicians and nurses as they worked to treat COVID-19 
patients. Due to the massive increase in coronavirus patients in the borough, Montefiore 
converted their auditorium into hospital rooms. The staff at Montefiore worked to help 
their community navigate this pandemic, while also confronting their own fears of getting 
sick and exposing their families. During the seven days covered in this broadcast, 70 
coronavirus patients died and 314 were discharged. Interviewed: Dr. Michelle Ng Gong, 
Chief of Critical Care; Dr. David Esses, Vice Chair of Emergency Medicine; Dr. Mary Badillo, 
emergency department; Dr. Theresa Madaline, Hospital Epidemiologist; Dr. Daniel Fein, 
critical care team; Christian Camas, COVID-19 patient / ambulance worker; Dr. Aluko A. 
Hope, critical care team; Doris Brown, Registered Nurse; Jasmine Christakos, Registered 
Nurse; Selena Thomas, Registered Nurse, Father Salvatore Distefano, Pastor, St. Clare 
Assisi and St. Francis Xavier. (Producers: Andrew Bast, T. Sean Herbert, Gilad Thaler, Josh 
Gaynor, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Sasha Reuther, Marcelena Spencer, Pat Milton. 
Producer-Editors: Michael McHugh, Michael Vele, Seth Fox, Diana DeCilio) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS 

JUNE 2020 

FACE THE NATION 

06/07/20 Guests: Kris Van Cleave, CBS News transportation correspondent (1); William Barr, U.S. 
Attorney General (2); Condoleezza Rice, former Secretary of State (3); Elizabeth Palmer, 
CBS News senior foreign correspondent (4); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 
Commissioner (5); John Dickerson, 60 MINUTES correspondent, CBS News senior 
political analyst (6) 

 1) a report from Washington, DC on the protests against police violence 

 2) Topics include: national protests against police violence / presence of military during 
Washington, DC protests / reduction of systemic racism in law enforcement since the 
1960s / Presidential authority to send troops to cities under the Insurrection Act / 
investigations into Minneapolis policing patterns / use of weapons to clear protestors 
from Lafayette Park / President Trump’s photo-op in Lafayette Park 

 3) Topics include: national protests against police violence / avoiding recrimination 
when discussing racial justice / focusing on educational inequalities to alleviate racism / 
President Trump’s comments on shooting looters / Presidential authority to send troops 
to cities under the Insurrection Act 

 4) a report from London on the international protests against police violence 

 5) Coronavirus: The Race to Respond topics include: potential spread of COVID-19 at 
protests and large gatherings / delays in vaccine creation 

 6) commentary on President Trump’s response to the protests against police violence 

 

06/14/20 Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Senator Tim Scott (R-
SC) (2); Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ) (3); Carmen Best, Seattle police chief (4); Dr. Scott 
Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (5); Robert Kaplan, president and CEO, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Dallas (6); John Dickerson, CBS News senior political analyst, author, 
“The Hardest Job in the World: The American Presidency” (7) 

 1) a report from Atlanta on the national protests against police violence 

 2) America in Crisis topics include: excessive use of force in the Rayshard Brooks arrest / 
federal attempts at police reform / qualified immunity / decertification of police officers 
/ systemic racism in law enforcement; President Trump’s June 19th Tulsa rally 

 3) America in Crisis topics include: excessive use of force in the Rayshard Brooks arrest / 
federal attempts at police reform / qualified immunity / decertification of police officers 
/ high incarceration levels in the U.S. / systemic racism in law enforcement / working 
with President Trump on police reform 



 4) America in Crisis topics include: Seattle police’s consent decree / racial bias in policing 
/ negotiating with the residents of the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone / potential removal 
of qualified immunity 

 5) Coronavirus: The Race to Respond topics include: coronavirus outbreaks in reopened 
states / mitigating large gatherings of people / potential coronavirus spread at protests 
and political rallies / effectiveness of masks in preventing coronavirus transmission 

 6) Coronavirus: Financial Fallout topics include: coronavirus outbreaks in reopened 
states / decline in the national unemployment rate / the need for additional federal 
unemployment benefits; combatting the economic effects of systemic racism 

 7) Topics include: presidential response to crises / presidents taking responsibility for 
national problems; potential issues in the 2020 presidential election; President Trump’s 
relationship with the military 

06/21/20 Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Chad Wolf, acting 
Secretary of Homeland Security (2); Paula Reid, CBS News White House correspondent 
(3); Senator Mark Warner (D-VA) (4); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior foreign 
correspondent (5); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (6); Jide Zeitlin, CEO, 
Tapestry Inc. (7); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News political analyst (8) 

 1) a report from Atlanta on the attitude towards the coronavirus at President Trump’s 
June 19th rally in Tulsa and the spread amongst sports leagues 

 2) Topics include: President Trump’s “dropping bombs” comments regarding John 
Bolton / Trump’s claim that he ordered the slowdown of coronavirus testing; 
whistleblower allegations against the TSA for their coronavirus guidelines; Supreme 
Court’s ruling on DACA; coronavirus infection spikes in Texas and Arizona 

 3) Topics include: Attorney General Barr’s firing of Geoffrey Berman, the U.S. attorney 
for the Southern District of New York / investigations into Rudy Giuliani’s Ukraine 
dealings; court ruling allowing the publishing of John Bolton’s book 

 4) Topics include: Attorney General Barr’s firing of Geoffrey Berman / pattern of 
intelligence officials removed for investigating Trump associates; Senate Intelligence 
Committee investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 election / potentially asking 
for testimony against President Trump from John Bolton  

 5) a report from London on the rising coronavirus infection rates, most notably in the 
U.S., Brazil, and India 

 6) Topics include: resurgence of coronavirus infections in southern and southeastern 
states / lack of mandatory mask requirements / conflicting guidelines on wearing masks 
/ benefits of increased testing, contact tracing, and social distancing / reopening plans 
for schools and businesses 

  

  



 7) Topics include: consumer spending shifting to digital purchases during pandemic / 
return of jobs as physical stores reopen internationally; lack of diversity among heads of 
major corporations / increasing employee diversity through cultural shifts and specific 
metrics 

 8) Topics include: historical significance of Juneteenth / calls to make Juneteenth a 
national holiday / re-examining policies that deny Americans freedom / removal of 
Confederate statues and symbols 

06/28/20 Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News national correspondent (1); Vice President Mike 
Pence (2) (5); Governor Jay Inslee (D-WA) (3); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 
Commissioner (4); Senator Tim Scott (R-SC) (6); Sherrilyn Ifill, president & director-
counsel, NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund (7) 

 Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, 60 MINUTES correspondent, CBS News senior 
political analyst 

 1) a report from Atlanta on the record coronavirus infection rates in reopened southern 
and southeastern states 

 2) Coronavirus: The Race to Respond topics include: spikes in coronavirus cases in 
southern states and California / lower hospitalization rates among new cases / young 
people ignoring social distancing and limited gathering guidelines / correlation between 
reopening states and new outbreaks / President Trump and Coronavirus Task Force 
pandemic response measures / Trump’s refusal to advocate wearing masks / Trump’s 
statements against testing 

 3) Coronavirus: The Race to Respond topics include: increases in coronavirus cases in 
King Country, WA / lack of national leadership in the coronavirus response / President 
Trump’s refusal to advocate wearing masks / increases in coronavirus cases among 
agricultural workers / planning protocols for reopening colleges in the fall 

 4) Coronavirus: The Race to Respond topics include: high number of coronavirus cases in 
southern and southeastern states / potential for increased deaths in coming weeks / 
benefits of implementing statewide stay-at-home orders / European Union’s ban on U.S. 
travelers / benefits of wearing a mask in stopping the spread of COVID-19 / potential for 
a coronavirus vaccine in early 2021 

 5) Topics include: national protests against police violence stemming from George 
Floyd’s death / presence of looters and rioters at protests / supporting the African-
American community and law enforcement / “Black Lives Matter” versus “All Lives 
Matter” 

 6) America in Crisis topics include: national protests against police violence stemming 
from George Floyd’s death / the need for national unity among different races; 
President Trump’s decision to share a video on Twitter in which somebody screamed 
“white power”; House and Senate police reform bills / potential for increased crime as a 
result of demonizing law enforcement / Democrats pushing for an end to qualified 
immunity 



 7) America in Crisis topics include: President Trump’s decision to share a video on 
Twitter in which someone yelled “white power” / Vice President Pence’s refusal to say 
“Black lives matter” / protests in response to the deaths of African Americans through 
the decades / lack of accountability in the Senate police reform bill / difficulty in 
overcoming qualified immunity in legal cases 

60 MINUTES 

06/07/20 “Nation in Crisis” – an interview with Sherrilyn Ifill, president of the NAACP Legal Defense 
Fund. She explains the context of George Floyd’s murder within America’s history of racial 
injustice, and discusses the national response. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Graham Messick)  

 “A Long Siege” – a report on the attempted reopening of businesses in San Antonio, 
Texas, after closures due to COVID-19. Many small businesses face new challenges 
created by health restrictions, while PPP (Paycheck Protection Program) loans near their 
end date. Includes interviews with Elizabeth Johnson, Zanel Pizarro, Geronimo Lopez, and 
Jackie Galvan, whose businesses have all been impacted by the shutdown; and Ron 
Nirenberg, mayor of San Antonio. (See also: “The State of Texas”, OAD: 05/03/20) (C: 
Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young)  

 “Failure To Protect” – a report on Oklahoma’s failure to protect law, which punishes 
people who have been judged as having enabled child abuse. With mothers often facing 
harsher sentences than their abusive partners, many feel the law is sexist. Includes 
interviews with Toni Hall, who went to jail under failure to protect; Megan Lambert, an 
Oklahoman lawyer for the American Civil Liberties Union; Emily Redman, a district 
attorney who has prosecuted failure to protect cases; and Kevin Sitt, Oklahoma’s 
Republican governor.(C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Guy Campanile, Lucy Hatcher) 

06/07/20 60 MINUTES PRESENTS (8:00 – 8:30p) 

 “The Lost Music” – a profile of Francesco Lotoro, the Italian composer and pianist who 
has worked 30 years to recover, catalog, and perform music written during the Holocaust 
– including works written and performed secretly in Nazi concentration camps. Lotoro 
converted to Judaism after gravitating towards the religion from a young age. At the 
Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp, inmate orchestras were set up by the Nazis for 
their entertainment. The main function of the Auschwitz Camp Orchestra was to play 
marches and concerts. As an entire generation of musicians and artists were imprisoned 
or killed, Lotoro feels the course of European music would have differed drastically with 
their influence. He has catalogued over 8,000 pieces of music, which range from 
symphonies to tunes scribbled on discarded paper. Lotoro collects, arranges, and 
sometimes completes the works with great care. He argues the point of connection 
between life and death, in a place like a concentration camp, is music. Prisoners felt the 
music allowed them a sense of dignity, which Lotoro continues to work to preserve. 
Includes interviews with Bret Werb, music curator at the U.S. Holocaust Museum; Anita 
Lasker-Wallfisch, Holocaust survivor and former Auschwitz women’s orchestra member; 
Waldemar Kropinski, son of composer Jozef Kropinski; and Christoph Kulisiewicz, son of 
composer Aleksander Kulisiewicz. (See also: “The Music of Auschwitz”, OAD: 04/16/78) 



(C: Jon Wertheim – P: Katherine Davis) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 12/15/19 on 60 
MINUTES) 

06/14/20 “The College Test” – a report on how American universities are addressing ongoing 
coronavirus concerns. Many schools hope to open in the fall before the predicted second 
wave of the virus, though uncertain financial conditions threaten some students’ ability 
to continue their educations. Includes interviews with Kevin Guskiewicz, chancellor of the 
University of North Carolina; Dr. Myron Cohen, director of UNC’s institute for global 
health and infectious diseases; Reeves Moseley, UNC’s student body president; Katherine 
Rowe, president of the University of North Carolina; John King, CEO and president of The 
Education Trust; and Katherine Trejo, a college student. (C: John Dickerson – P: Draggan 
Mihailovich) 

“Exhume The Truth” – a report on the 1921 Greenwood Massacre in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
The racist massacre of a prosperous black community resulted in the deaths of an 
estimated 300 African Americans. Though few people outside the Tulsa community are 
aware of the massacre, historians look to exhume what are believed to be mass graves in 
an effort to shed light on the tragic event. Includes interviews with John W. Franklin, 
whose grandfather was a resident of Greenwood; Reverend Robert Turner, reverend of 
Vernon AME Church; Damario Solomon-Simmons, a Tulsan attorney; G.T. Bynum, mayor 
of Tulsa; Scott Hammerstedt, a senior researcher at the Oklahoma Archeological Survey; 
and Phoebe Stubblefield, University of Florida forensic anthropologist. (C: Scott Pelley – 
P: Nicole Young) 

“Three Empty Chairs” – a report on The Merit Systems Protection Board. The MSPB 
reviews employment disputes regarding civil service workers, including arguments over 
discrimination and whistleblowing. With an insufficient number of board members, the 
government’s lack of accountability is called into question. Includes interviews with Jim 
Eisenmann, former general counsel and executive director of the MSPB; Debra Roth, an 
attorney; Rick Bright, a whistleblower; Chris Marcus, who worked for the VA; and Senate 
Republican Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. (See also: “Whistleblower”, OAD: 
05/17/20) (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman, Alex J. Diamond) 

“Ender” – a preview of “60 in 6”, an original news program produced for the mobile app 
Quibi. This week’s launch features Wesley Lowery reporting from Minneapolis and 
includes an interview with George Floyd's brother Philonise. (C: John Dickerson) 

06/14/20 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A 60 MINUTES Wildlife Tour” (8:00 – 9:00p) 

 “Great White” – a report on great white sharks and their movement closer to U.S. coasts. 
The correlation between increased sightings and attacks on people is examined, along 
with common misconceptions about the animal. Whitaker follows scientists on an 
exhibition to explore the intricacies of tracking sharks. Includes interviews with Dr. Greg 
Skomal, chief shark scientist for the Massachusetts Department on Marine Fisheries; 
Wayne Davis, a pilot for the Atlantic White Shark Conservancy; researcher Megan Winton; 
Chris Fischer, founder of the research ship Ocearch; Ocearch chief scientist Bob Hueter; 
and Ocearch Fishing Master Brett McBride. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Rome Hartman) (OAD: 
09/29/19 on 60 MINUTES) 



 “The Wolves of Yellowstone” – a report on the reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone 
Park and its environs by the U.S. Park Service. Though initially met with skepticisms, the 
wolves have had unforeseen and positive impacts on everything from tourism to the 
park’s ecological system. Includes interviews with: Doug Smith, Yellowstone wolf research 
program; Glen Mai, retired FBI agent; Kathy Lombard retired cop; Rick McIntyre park 
service employee; Randy Newberg, Montana hunter; Erik Kalsta, Montana rancher. (C: Bill 
Whitaker – P: Rome Hartman, Sara Kuzmarov) (OAD: 12/23/18 on 60 MINUTES) 

 “The Photo Ark” – a profile of National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore who travels 
the world to try and capture a photo of every living species in captivity. Includes 
comments by his daughter Ellen. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 
(OAD: 10/14/18 on 60 MINUTES) 

 (60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A 60 MINUTES Wildlife Tour”, OAD: 01/19/20) 

06/21/20 “The Chief” – an interview with Minneapolis Police Chief Medaria Arradondo. Though 
Arradondo took action against the officers involved in the killing of George Floyd, many 
question the department’s handling of the murder in addition to its history of dealing with 
racism. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Sarah Koch) 

“The Opioid Playbook” – a report on corrupt sales tactics used to encourage doctors to 
prescribe opioids. Law enforcement is punishing many pharmaceutical executives and 
doctors for engaging in bribery and other unethical tactics as incentives for prescribing 
the drugs. Includes interviews with Greg Tremaglio, senior special agent of the 
undercover arm of the FDA’s DC Office of Criminal Investigations; Alec Burlakoff, former 
Vice President of Sales of Insys Therapeutics; and Fred Wyshak, Nathaniel Yeager, and 
David Lazarus, federal prosecutors in Boston. (See also: "The Whistleblower", OAD: 
10/15/17; “Too Big To Prosecute”, OAD: 12/17/17; “The Rockford File” OAD: 05/06/18; 
“Saving a Generation”, OAD: 05/13/18; “Inside the Epidemic”, OAD: 09/30/18; “Taking 
Aim at Opioids”, OAD: 12/16/18; and “The Label”, OAD: 02/24/19) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: 
Sam Hornblower) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

Update: “Targeting the Truth” (OAD: 11/10/19) 

06/28/20 “Voting During the Pandemic” – a report on the impact COVID-19 is having on voting. 
With the presidential primary months away, many officials hope to offer ways to vote 
while keeping social distancing protocol in mind. Includes interviews with Tony Evers, 
Governor of Wisconsin; Justin Clark, senior counsel for President Donald Trump’s 
campaign; Neil Albrecht, head of Milwaukee’s election commission; Sherrilyn Ifill, 
president of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund; Marc Elias, the Democratic party’s lead 
attorney on voting rights; and Beverly Clarno, Oregon’s secretary of state. (C: Bill Whitaker 
– P: Marc Lieberman, Ali Rawaf) 

  

 

 



 “The Wild West of Testing” – a report on the inaccurate spread of data due to invalid 
coronavirus antibody tests. Federal officials knew of the tests’ inaccuracies; their ethics 
are now being called into question as the nation expects a second wave of the virus. 
Includes interviews with Robert Castaneda, who owns two emergency clinics in Laredo, 
Texas; Dr. Hector Gonzalez, former director of health in Laredo; Dr. Alex Marson, an 
immunology researcher at the University of California, San Francisco; Dr. Patrick Hsu, an 
assistant professor of bioengineering at UC Berkeley; Dr. Margaret Hamburg, former FDA 
commissioner; and Representative Raja Krishnamoorthi, a Democratic Congressman from 
Illinois. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Oriana Zill de Granados, Emily Gordon) 

 “Probiotics” – a report on probiotics. Probiotics are manufactured to replicate the 
bacteria we already have in our gut microbiome. Though recommended by some doctors, 
many scientists say the benefits are unproven and unclear. Includes interviews with Dr. 
Jeff Gordon, a researcher of the microbiome at Washington University in St. Louis; Dr. 
Patricia Hibberd, an infectious disease specialist and a professor of medicine at Boston 
University; Dr. Dan Merenstein, a professor of family medicine at Georgetown University; 
Eran Elinav and Eran Segal, professors at Israel’s Weizmann Institute of Science; and Dr. 
Frank Greer, professor emeritus of pediatrics at the University of Wisconsin. (C: Dr. Jon 
LaPook – P: Julie Holstein, Howard L. Rosenberg) 

48 HOURS 

06/06/20 48 HOURS: “good cop / bad cop” - On April 9, 2015, 28-year-old single mother Heather 
Bogle was last seen leaving the parking lot after working the night shift at the Whirlpool 
Corporation in Clyde, Ohio. The day after her disappearance, Heather’s car was located 
with her body inside the trunk. The cause of death was two shots to the back, 
penetrating her vital organs. Heather’s hair and fingernails were cut to prevent DNA 
detection. Sean O’Connell, the lead investigator into Heather’s murder, pursued three 
innocent people of color: single mother Keyona Bor, Omar Satchel, and Kayree Jeffery – 
all while the real killer walked free. For over two months, O’Connell tried to push his 
theory that Keyona, Omar, and Kayree worked together in killing Heather, but DNA 
found under Heather’s cuticle didn’t match. O’Connell omitted all DNA findings in his 
reports in seeking an indictment. The Bogle file was turned over to the State Bureau of 
Investigations and it was discovered O’Connell was attempting to indict innocent people 
for murder. The Sandusky County Prosecutor opened a criminal investigation which led 
to O’Connell being charged with misleading a public official and destroying, concealing, 
and tampering with evidence. The new sheriff of Sandusky County, Chris Hilton, took 
over the Bogle investigation. After using GPS technology, investigators found an 
electronic trail of coordinates showing Heather’s exact movement after leaving work. 
The phone GPS placed Heather in the trailer home of fellow Whirlpool employee, Daniel 
Myers. Investigators questioned Daniel, who claimed he didn’t know Heather well and 
declined to provide a DNA sample. The authorities returned with a warrant to collect 
Myer’s DNA and received confirmation it was a match for DNA found under Heather’s 
cuticle. Myer’s was arrested and charged with the murder of Heather Bogle. Upon 
searching his trailer, the police realized they were dealing with a violent sexual predator. 
Six years prior to Bogle’s murder, Leigh Ann Sluder, Daniels’ ex-girlfriend and mother of 
his son was found dead by a single gunshot to her chest; authorities in that case ruled it 



a suicide. Leigh Ann’s sister, Loriann, believes Daniel murdered her sister and is hoping 
for justice through another victim’s case. Before prosecutors could begin Myer’s trial, 
they had to publicly discredit the original investigator’s findings. The day before his trial 
was to start, Sean O’Connell finally admitted to a mistake and plead guilty to one felony 
count of tampering with evidence by omitting the DNA results which excluded his three 
suspects and was sentenced to two years in state prison. After failed suicide attempts to 
delay the start of his trial, Daniel Myer’s plead guilty to Heather Bogle’s murder and was 
sent to prison for life with no chance of parole. Epilogue: It's still not over in Sandusky 
County. After we finished reporting on this story, Prosecutor Tim Braun was accused of 
sexual harassment by at least four women who worked with him. A special prosecutor 
has been assigned to investigate. No conclusions have been reached. No charges have 
been filed. (Epilogue not included in the 06/06/20 rebroadcast.) Interviewed: Chris 
Hilton, sheriff, Sandusky County, Ohio; Sean O’Connell, lead investigator of the Heather 
Bogle investigation; Tim Braun, prosecutor, Sandusky County, Ohio; Matt Westerhold, 
managing editor, Sandusky Register: Keyona Bor, suspect; and Leigh Ann Sluder’s sister 
Loriann Hayley. (C: Jim Axelrod – P: Liza Finley, Richard Fetzer) (OAD: 10/19/19) 

06/13/20 48 HOURS: “Defending DJ” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report about Danroy “DJ” Henry and the 
dedication and struggles his family endured trying to restore their son’s reputation after 
he was shot dead in Pleasantville, New York, by police officer Aaron Hess in 2010. This 
event triggered a seven-year journey for the family as they searched for answers about 
what really happened. During a night out with his teammates, a fight broke out among 
other restaurant patrons and police were called to the scene. DJ and his friends decided 
to leave. They were waiting in his car in a fire lane prior to their departure. Police 
approached the vehicle and told DJ he should move; his friends said DJ started to slowly 
move away. The police claim that DJ tried to mow officers down with his car when 
Officer Hess approached and that was how Officer Hess ended up on the hood of the 
car, shooting his weapon and fatally injuring DJ as he sat behind the wheel. The police 
claimed Officer Hess shot because he feared for his life. DJ’s friends painted a far 
different version of the incident. Witnesses agreed, also saying that medical attention 
was slow to respond. The Henry family vowed to learn the truth – even if it was bad. 
They wanted to know what happened to their son and filed a lawsuit. Four years after 
the shooting, the family was still hopeful. In 2016, the Henry family accepted the 
decision in a wrongful death suit against the Village of Pleasantville and Aaron Hess and 
were awarded $6 million. In 2017, they settled a wrongful death suit with the town of 
Mount Pleasant for an undisclosed amount and something more valuable to them: a 
public apology. Seven years after DJ’s death, they cleared his name. No criminal charges 
were brought in the case. Today, Aaron Hess works in private security. The Henry family 
has founded the DJ Henry Dream Foundation to honor their son’s memory. On-screen 
text graphic: Chief Louis Alagno retired in 2013. In 2015, New York State law changed. 
Police shootings of unarmed civilians are now automatically assigned to a special 
prosecutor. Interviewed: Dan Henry (father); Angella Henry (mother); Kyle Henry 
(brother); Amber Henry (sister); Desmond Hines, Brandon Cox, Daniel Parker (DJ’s 
friends); Michael Sussman (Henry family attorney); Brian Sokoloff (Aaron Hess attorney) 
(C: James Brown – P: Alvin Patrick, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 12/01/18; 1st Rebroadcast: 
06/22/19) 



06/13/20 48 HOURS: “Who Wanted Howard Pilmar Dead?” (10:00 – 11:00p) – In March 1996, 
Howard Pilmar, a successful businessman, was found murdered in the headquarters of 
his office supply and coffee shop in New York City. Howard’s body was found in a large 
pool of blood on the fourth floor offices of King Office Supply; he was stabbed over forty 
times. There was no sign of a forced entry and nothing was taken from his wallet. 
Investigators couldn’t figure out who would have a motive. During the early stages of 
the investigation, police questioned Evan Wald, Howards’ brother-in-law; they noticed 
cuts on his left hand and that he was asking questions about the security system at King 
Office Supply. Police then looked at Roslyn, Howard’s wife, who inherited more than $1 
million in life insurance, real estate holdings, plus the family business that was started 
by Howard’s father. Roslyn worked as a dental assistant and bookkeeper for sixteen 
years; police discovered she embezzled hundreds of thousands of dollars from her 
former employer, Dr. Stanley Weinstock. Roslyn was under pressure to pay back the 
stolen money, and almost fifteen thousand dollars to New York State in back taxes. The 
police continued to investigate without cooperation from Roslyn. The NYPD put posters 
up asking the public for help in solving this case. The posters kept disappearing and 
through surveillance footage it was discovered that Evan and his sister Janna were 
tearing down the posters. A year after the murder, Roslyn was arrested for 
embezzlement and plead guilty; she was given probation after paying back the money. 
In 1999, Evan Wald was ordered to submit a blood sample. Evan Wald’s blood was a 
match to a blood drop found near Howard’s body. This was still not enough for 
prosecutors, so the case remained unsolved. Manhattan prosecutors spent four years 
reviewing evidence and searching for new witnesses. On August 15, 2017, Roslyn Pilmar 
and Evan Wald were arrested for the murder of Howard Pilmar. Twenty-three years 
later, Roslyn and Evan were found guilty of second-degree murder; in July 2019, they 
were both sentenced to twenty-five years to life. On-screen text graphic: Roslyn Pilmar 
and Evan Wald are appealing the verdicts. Interviewed: Carol Pilmar, Howard’s 
stepmother; Frank Pilmar, Howard’s father; Ron Tucker, King Office Supply salesman; 
Roger Parrino, Midtown South detective; Janna Wald, Roslyn Pilmar and Evan Wald’s 
sister; Rhonda Pilmar Cooper and Heather Pilmar, Howards’ sister’s; Neal Klein, Dr. 
Stanley Weinstock’s accountant; Daniel Gotlin, Evan Wald’s attorney; Sam Talkin, Roslyn 
Pilmar’s attorney; and Sam Resnicow and Ryan Smith, jurors, Pilmar-Wald trial. (C: 
Richard Schlesinger – P: Lisa Freed, Murray Weiss). (OAD: 10/26/19) 

06/20/20 48 HOURS: “Cold-Blooded Killer” (9:00 – 10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast about Mike 
Williams, a missing Florida man who was believed to have been eaten by alligators in 
December 2000, and his mother’s belief that something sinister happened. Williams, a 
successful real estate appraiser, left home to go duck hunting on Lake Seminole on his 
sixth wedding anniversary. When he did not return home, his wife Denise started 
looking for him. A massive search ensued. It ended after 44 days with Williams listed as 
“still missing.” People wondered if he had run off. After six months, his waders, hunting 
license and a flashlight were discovered at the lake and another explanation was 
offered: he was eaten by alligators. Mike’s mother, Cheryl Williams, always believed 
there was more to the story. For nine years, she wrote to the governor of Florida urging 
him to re-open the case. She even contacted wildlife experts, who told her that 
alligators do not feed in cold winter months. In the meantime, Denise Williams moved 



on with her life, cashed in life insurance policies and completely cut off contact with 
Mike’s mother. She eventually married Mike’s best friend Brian Winchester. Seven years 
later, the re-opened investigation led to suspicions that both Cheryl and Brian were 
involved, but police could do nothing because they were married to each other. Soon 
after, their marriage disintegrated. Police saw an opportunity when Brian cracked after 
assaulting and kidnapping Denise, to which he pleaded guilty and cut a deal with 
prosecutors: he finally admitted to killing Mike Williams. Brian revealed the location of 
the body, with the understanding he that would not be charged with murder. He said it 
was all Denise’s idea -- she was not willing to be divorced, but wanted to be with Brian. 
She was arrested and charged with murder. Original on-screen text graphic: Denise 
Williams is scheduled to stand trial for the murder of her husband on December 10, 
2018. Mike and Denise's daughter is nineteen and in college. She is said to be close with 
Denise's sisters. 12/22/18 Update: The trial began in December 2018. The prosecution’s 
star witness, Brian Winchester, admitted he killed Mike Williams. Defense attorney 
Ethan Way was so confident the state had no hard evidence that he did not want the 
jury to consider any charges less than murder one. The jury took eight hours to reach a 
verdict: Denise Williams was guilty on all counts. Mike Williams’ mother can now lay her 
son to rest.  On-screen text graphic for the 12/22/18 updated rebroadcast: Denise 
Williams is scheduled to be sentenced in February. She is facing life in prison. Brian 
Winchester will be eligible for release in 2033. He will be 63-years-old. On-screen text 
graphic for the 06/20/20 rebroadcast: Denise Williams was sentenced to life in prison. 
Brian Winchester will be eligible for release in 2034. He will be 63 years old. 
Interviewed: David Arnette and Alton Ranew (Florida Department of Law Enforcement 
officers);  Scott and Anessa Dungey (Mike’s high school friends); Clay and Pattie 
Ketcham (Mike’s real estate appraiser/co-worker and wife); Brett Ketcham (high school 
friend); Jennifer Portman (48 HOURS Consultant/journalist, Tallahassee Democrat); Matt 
Aresco (alligator expert); Derrick Webster (Jackson County Sheriff’s Office); Tim Jansen 
(Winchester’s attorney); Ethan Way (Denise Williams’ attorney) (C: Richard Schlesinger – 
P: Josh Gelman, Jaime Hellman) (OAD: 10/20/18; 1st Rebroadcast: 12/22/18) 

06/20/20 48 HOURS: “Maria Spencer’s Vow to Kill” (10:00 – 11:00p) – The story of Frank Spencer, 
a beloved businessman who was shot twice and found in his Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 
home, in July 2012. After not hearing from Frank, Joe Yodock became concerned and 
decided to check on his friend. Once Yodock arrived at the home, he found his friends’ 
body. Due to their tumultuous relationship, friends of Frank immediately suspected his 
ex-wife Maria Spencer. Frank had filed for divorce in 2006 and tried unsuccessfully to 
co-parent with Maria. In 2008, after a fight with Frank’s mother at her daughter’s 
school, Maria was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, harassment, and child 
endangerment. After pleading guilty, Maria repeatedly made open threats to kill Frank. 
Frank documented the threats but didn’t pursue them with authorities. In 2009, while 
going through divorce proceedings, Frank began a relationship with Julie Dent. Maria 
continued and shifted her harassment towards Julie. The situation became more 
alarming after Maria’s father, Rocco Franklin, was released from prison. After a break-in 
at Frank’s junkyard, many believed Maria and Rocco were to blame. Both were 
interviewed, but ultimately the district attorney felt there was not enough evidence to 
prosecute. Maria continued to harass Frank and Julie and, suspiciously, Frank’s mother’s 



house was set on fire. Friends couldn’t locate Frank and feared he was inside the home. 
Though it was rumored Maria was seen by friends smiling at the scene, but the fire was 
ruled undetermined. Months later, another incident involving fire took place; this time, 
it was ruled an arson. In 2012, Frank and Maria Spencer’s divorce was published in the 
local paper. The next day he was dead. Authorities investigated the murder scene, 
finding DNA evidence belonging to Maria and other clues they thought may implicate 
Rocco. After checking security cameras, police found footage of his truck driving away 
moments after his murder. Frank’s truck was found in 27 miles away from his house – 
just five miles from where Maria was currently living. Two months after the murder, 
authorities spoke with Maria and Rocco. While Maria refused and Rocco agreed, but 
Rocco tried to sell a ridiculous story in an attempt to seem inculpable. In 2013, the 
district attorney convened a grand jury and questioned both suspects. Maria was 
charged with Frank’s murder, 12 counts of perjury, and dozens of other crimes. A 
warrant was issued and in July 2014 and she was arrested. A warrant was issued for 
Rocco Franklin, but he fled to South America before he could be arrested. After a nine-
day trial in the fall of 2015, Maria Spencer was found guilty on all counts: for murdering 
Frank Spencer and for the two arsons, the burglary, 12 counts of perjury, conspiracy, 
and terroristic threats. She was sentenced to life without parole plus 50 years. In 2017, 
after fighting extradition from South America for a year-and-a-half, Rocco finally 
returned to the United States to stand trial. In 2018, he was convicted of Frank’s 
murder, the burglary, and the arson at Frank’s mother’s house. He was sentenced to life 
plus 45 years. On-screen text graphic: After Maria’s arrest, Frankie and Cyrus Spencer 
were raised by Maria’s sister. Frank’s dog Mutley is alive and well. He lives with Frank’s 
mother. Interviewed: Joe and Katie Yodock, Paul Sicilano, Ron Romig, Derk and Deanna 
Reed, friends of Frank Spencer; Tom Leipold, Maria Spencer’s divorce attorney and 
former Assistant District Attorney; Sgt. Scott Traugh, Hemlock Township police officer; 
Julie Dent, Frank Spencer’s girlfriend; Joel Weist, Frank Spencer’s divorce attorney; Det. 
Shawn Williams, PA State Police Corporal; Frank and Barbara Pinto, wedding venue 
owners; Tony Forray, Attorney General, Commonwealth of PA; Gary Norton, former 
County District Attorney; and Rocco Franklin, Maria Spencer’s father. (C – Peter Van 
Sant – P: Sarah Prior) (OAD: 11/16/19) 

06/27/20 48 HOURS: “The Twisted Case of Angie Dodge” - an updated and retitled rebroadcast 
on the 1996 death of Angie Dodge; the unusual circumstances in which Michael Usry, 
Jr., a filmmaker and producer of a short film about a brutal death, became a suspect in 
the case; and the approach police took to try to find a DNA match through the 
Ancestry.com database. In 1996, Idaho Falls teenager Angie Dodge was brutally 
murdered. The killer left behind semen, which police tested against the DNA of men she 
knew. While Christopher Tapp’s DNA did not match, after 28 hours of interrogation over 
23 days, Tapp confessed to being present when she was killed and stated one of the 
participants was a man named Mike. Tapp was convicted of killing Dodge, but the case 
remained open because his DNA was not a match. In 2014, police searched a public 
database which had been bought by Ancestry.com, hoping to find a match through 
familial searching; though unorthodox, the same method had been used to capture the 
Golden State Killer in California. The partial match first led to the anonymous donor, 
Michael Usry, Sr. and secondly to his son, Michael Usry, Jr. Despite the close DNA match 



and the matching first name, Usry Jr. had nothing to do with the death and was officially 
cleared. Usry Jr. decided to make a documentary and was joined by Angie’s mother, 
Carol Dodge. They believed Tapp was innocent and their work led to an eventual review 
of the case, which resulted in Tapp being able to accept a plea deal; he was released 
from prison after twenty years. UPDATE: On May 16, 2019, Chief Bryce Johnson 
announced the arrest of Brian Dripps, who had lived across the street from Angie Dodge 
at the time of her murder. Christopher Tapp has been fully exonerated. Original on-
screen text graphic: Carol Dodge met with detectives this week and continues to push 
them to find her daughter’s killer. Chris Tapp says he has many job offers since his 
release last month and is happy to be weighing his options. On-screen text graphic for 
the 12/16/17 rebroadcast: Shortly after being released, Chris Tapp was married. After a 
fight with his wife, he was arrested and charged with misdemeanor domestic battery. 
The Couple reconciled. Chris Tapp is now awaiting trial. Idaho Falls police say the 
investigation into Angie Dodge’s murder is ongoing. On-screen text graphic for the 
06/16/18 updated rebroadcast: Idaho Falls police say the investigation into Angie 
Dodge’s murder is ongoing. On-screen text graphic for the 11/09/19 updated and 
retitled rebroadcast: Brian Dripps has pleaded not guilty and is in custody awaiting trial. 
Carol Dodge and her son Brent have started the nonprofit "5 For Hope" to raise money 
for underfunded cold case foundations and police departments. Interviewed: Michael 
Usry, Jr.; Carol Dodge; Christopher Tapp; Mark McBride (former Chief of Police, Idaho 
Falls, Idaho); Greg Hampikian (DNA expert); Patrick McKenna (Detective); Michael 
Heavey (retired superior court judge); John Thomas (Tapp’s appellate attorney); Bryce 
Johnson, Police Chief, Idaho Falls, Idaho); Bill Squires (Police Captain); Sage Albright 
(Detective). (C: Anne-Marie Green – P: Judy Rybak, Elena DiFiore, Lindsey Schwartz, 
Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 04/15/17; 1st Rebroadcast: 12/16/17; and 2nd Updated 
Rebroadcast: 06/16/18 – all as 48 HOURS: “The DNA of a Killer”. 48 HOURS: “The 
Twisted Case of Angie Dodge”, OAD: 11/09/19.) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 

During the month of June, CBS News provided coverage related to the murder of George Floyd, a 46-
year-old African-American man, who was killed by police officers on Memorial Day (May 25), in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. His death has sparked national and worldwide protests against police brutality. 
In addition to the coverage on the regularly scheduled news programs, this special coverage included: 

 

06/03/20 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT (4:03 – 4:15p) – chyron ID: All Officers Charged In Death Of 
George Floyd – live coverage of Minnesota attorney general Keith Ellison’s 
announcement of new criminal charges in the killing of George Floyd. A second-degree 
murder charge was added against Derek Chauvin, the former officer who held his knee 
on Mr. Floyd’s neck; former police officers Tou Thao, J.A. Kueng, and Thomas Lane were 
charged with aiding and abetting second-degree murder and second-degree 
manslaughter. Followed by Correspondents’ coverage and commentary. 
Correspondents: Norah O’Donnell (anchor, CBS Washington); and Jeff Pegues (CBS News 
chief justice & homeland security correspondent, Minneapolis, MN). 



06/04/20 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: Remembering George Floyd (2:10 – 4:14p) – live coverage 
of the memorial service for George Floyd at the Frank J. Lindquist Sanctuary on the 
North Central University campus in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Mr. Floyd was killed while 
in police custody on May 25. The service included: North Central University president 
Scott Hagen’s announcement of the George Floyd Memorial Scholarship and a challenge 
to American colleges to do the same; a solo by Tiwana Porter; Floyd family attorney 
Benjamin Crump’s address; speeches and remembrances from George Floyd’s brothers 
Philonise and Rodney, nephew Brandon Williams; a eulogy delivered by Reverend Al 
Sharpton, National Action Network founder and president; and a solo by Bishop 
Hezekiah Walker, Love Fellowship Tabernacle pastor. During the memorial service, 8 
minutes and 46 seconds of silence were observed to honor George Floyd -- the same 
amount of time one of the police officers kept his knee on Mr. Floyd’s neck. 
Correspondents: Norah O’Donnell (anchor, Minneapolis, MN); Jaime Yuccas (North 
Central University); Jeff Pegues (Minneapolis, MN); and Jericka Duncan (Brooklyn, NY). 

06/08/20 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: Remembering George Floyd (1:00 – 1:04p) – a report on 
today’s public viewing for George Floyd at The Fountain of Praise Church in Houston, 
Texas. His death sparked national and worldwide protests, as well as calls for 
fundamental changes in the way police treat African Americans. Former vice president 
Joe Biden is meeting with Floyd’s family today. In Minneapolis, former police officer 
Derek Chauvin has a court appearance. Correspondents: Michelle Miller (anchor, 
Houston, TX); and Janet Shamlian (Houston, TX). 

06/09/20 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: Remembering George Floyd (12:03 – 04:22p) – live 
coverage of the funeral of George Floyd at The Fountain of Praise Church in Houston, 
Texas. Mr. Floyd was killed on Memorial Day while in police custody in Minneapolis. The 
speakers included: Remus Wright & Mia Wright, The Fountain of Praise pastor & co-
pastor; Kim Burrell, The Fountain of Praise; Gusta Booker, Greater St. Matthew Baptist 
Church Pastor Emeritus; Rev. Mary White; Dray Tate, singer; Ivy McGregor; Kathy Taylor, 
singer; recorded message from Joe Biden, fmr. Vice President & Democratic presidential 
candidate; Rep. Al Green, (D-TX); Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, (D-TX); Kathleen McGee; Cyril 
White, George Floyd’s friend; Ne-Yo, singer & songwriter; Earnesia Clabron-Dangerfield; 
Michael Tolds; Rev. William Lawson, Wheeler Ave. Baptist Church pastor emeritus; 
Steve Wells, South Main Baptist Church senior pastor; Ralph Douglas West, The Church 
Without Walls founder & sr. pastor; Nakitta Foxx, singer; Bishop James Dixon II, The 
Community of Faith; Rev. Al Sharpton, National Action Network founder & president; 
and Rev. Marcus Cosby, Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church. Correspondents: Norah 
O’Donnell (anchor, Houston, TX); Michelle Miller (Houston, TX); Janet Shamlian 
(Houston, TX); and Jeff Pegues (Minneapolis, MN). 

 

  



06/09/20 “Justice For All” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a special broadcast exploring how the death of George 
Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis, Minnesota police officers on Memorial Day sparked a 
movement demanding an end to the history of systemic racism and brutality in police 
departments across the country. The broadcast addresses what police departments are 
doing to train officers on implicit bias, race and politics, and delivers context and 
understanding to the widespread racial issues that have existed for decades in America. 
Includes interviews with: P.J. Hill, activist and former Ohio State basketball player 
(Pegues); Maya Santamaria, George Floyd’s boss and nightclub owner (Pegues); David 
Penny, co-worker of George Floyd and Derek Chauvin (Pegues); Philonise Floyd, George 
Floyd’s brother (Pegues); Alan Page, former Associate Justice of the Minnesota Supreme 
Court (Pegues); Ibram X. Kendi, scholar on racism, Boston University (King); Robin 
DiAngelo, author of White Fragility, Washington University Seattle (King); Dan and Angella 
Henry, parents of Danroy “DJ” Henry - killed by Pleasantville, New York police in 2010 
(Brown); Desmond Hines, friend of Danroy “DJ” Henry (Brown); Christian Cooper, activist 
and victim of recent racist incident in Central Park (King); Melody Cooper, activist and 
Christian’s sister (King); Eric Adams, Brooklyn Borough President and victim of assault by 
police officers (Axelrod); Terence Monahan, Chief of Department of the New York Police 
Department (Axelrod); Dr. Phillip Atiba Goff, co-founder and CEO, Center For Policing 
Equity (Axelrod); Genesis Hart, protester (Duncan); Kadiatou Diallo, mother of Amadou 
Diallo – killed by New York City police in 1999 (King); Vanita Gupta, former head of Civil 
Rights Division, Justice Department (O’Keefe); Senator Mike Lee (R-UT) (O’Keefe); and Joe 
Biden, former vice-president and presumptive Democratic presidential nominee. Biden’s 
interview was conducted yesterday (June 8) in Houston, TX (O’Donnell). (The broadcast 
also includes: (1) during Brown’s report, excerpts from 48 HOURS: “Defending DJ”, OAD: 
12/01/18; and (2) during O’Keefe’s report, an excerpt of U.S. Attorney General William 
Barr’s June 7th appearance on FACE THE NATION). (Correspondents: Gayle King, anchor, 
CBS THIS MORNING co-anchor; Jeff Pegues, CBS News justice and homeland security 
correspondent, Minneapolis, MN; James Brown, CBS News special correspondent; Jim 
Axelrod, CBS News chief investigative correspondent; Jericka Duncan, CBS News national 
correspondent (New York, NY); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News political correspondent 
(Washington, DC); and Norah O’Donnell, CBS EVENING NEWS anchor and managing editor 
(Houston, TX). Senior Executive Producer: Kim Godwin. Executive Producers: Guy 
Campanile, Judy Tygard, Darius Walker, Mitch Weitzner.) 

 

 

 


